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Light is not a mere Quality of
some Bodies, but is itself a real Body,

y distinct Species of Matter , and , endued
all the natural Properties thereof,
I prefiame, be sufficiently manifest
the following Experiments relating
U*eto.
therefore , at present,
it for granted , that Light conffls of inff

of Matter of disAent Magnitudes , which are emitted or reed from every Point in the ,Surface of a
luminous.
ei

Vably small Particles
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luminous Body in Right Lines, and in all D 1'.

reciions, with an unparallePd Velocity, af!
whose Power orlntenjity decreases as the Squash
cf the Distances increase,
the Particles of Light are fe*
That
fracted through the Humours of the
to the Retina , or sine Expansion of ^
Optic Nerve over all the interior hist^ es
Part of the Eye ; and there , by paints
the Images of external Objects , beco^
the immediate Means of Sight , will D
fully strewn in the next Lecture.
We shall now consider Light under
various Characters and Qualities of a
st¬
tural Body, and point out those rem aPP
able Affections and Properties so pectf
<1
■e
to itself, and the Causes of so many ve‘is
curious and extraordinary Phænomesta
Nature,
That the Particles of Light are
ceivably small\ is evident from hence , * .
the greatest Quantity of Light , in the * ^
.
of greatest Density , or Flame, is fPu jjt>
have scarce any sensible Gravity or
which , we have shewn, is always Pr°^ ^\\
tional to the Quantity of Matter i11 ,
Bodies : Also, because those Particles P
vade the Pores of all transparent Bo
however hard or heavy , as Glass and ^
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biant. But we know it more especially
^r°in hence, that the Stroke we receive by
b Particle of Light has no sensible Force
°r Momentum, which , on account of its
^odigious Velocity , would be very great,
^d insufferable, were it of any assignable
°r considerable Magnitude.
Yet , small as they are, we find the Rays
*°nsist of different Sorts of Particles iii
^ght emitted from all Bodies ; and that
'•bis Difference of the Rays of Light arises
ft
foiii the different Magnitude of the Par¬
oles , seems most evident from the different
sections the several Sorts of Rays move
lrb after they have pass’d through a Body
Glass, Water , &c. of some special Figure,that of a Prism especially.
That the Particles of Light are emitted
ft
fotn every Point in the Surface of a Body,
Is evident from hence, that any given Point
^ that Surface is visible to the Eye in any
Ration , from whence a Right Line can
e drawn
from the Eye to that Point;
^bich could not be, if the Light were not
f^opagated from that Point in all Direc¬
ts.
^ THAT they proceed from the Body in
^ght Lines , is clearly, seen by Experiments
the Sun -Beams, Candle -Light , &c. in
a darken ’d
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a darkcn ’d Room ; also from the Shadow®
which Bodies of every Figure cast, heinA
such as would be determined by Righ®
Lines drawn from the luminous Poio*
touching the Extremities of those Bodic®
(CXI),
TtfS

,

(CXI ) i . before S.ir Isaac Newton’s Time , sca^
any thing of the Nature or Properties of Light
known . It had been esteem’d a mere Quality or M0'
dification of Matter , and was propagated by PrelB 01)’
and I know not what of such Kind of Stuff and sensed5
Jargon ; than which nothing can be more tiresomes
read, or irksome to repeat. Leaving therefore the is e
Reveries of the Cartesians, we stiall contemplate th1*
glorious Phænomenon in the Newtonian Manner , wh>e
diffuses Lustre over the whole Face of Nature , and a“
new Splendor even to Light itself.
2. That Light is a material Substance, and what'
properly call Body, is not to be doubted ; because s,
find it is something that has Motion , or is propagate^ 1
T 'ime ; something that acts upon Bodies,- and produe^
great Alterations and Changes in their Natures aIL
Forms . It is something that Bodies act upon, by 1^.
stecting, inducting, and refracting it on their Surfa cej’
and in their Pores : And it would appear to ha
Weight , and all other sensible Qualities of comm°
Matter , were it not that the Smallness of its Quant**?
renders them entirely imperceptible by us.
^
3. Nor are we to consider Light only as a Body,
as the most active Principle or most general Agent 1
Nature . I greatly question if it be not the true Brit’s
Mobile in Nature , or the Spring of Motion and A^ *"
n all other Bodies. Were the Particles of Light to ,
annihilated , we should fee no Marks or Footstep®
Fire or Heat remaining^and therefore no Power of 1 0
%pn in Bodies, but all Things would put on the ApP^ j
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The Velocity of the Rays of Light fur¬
zes that of all other Bodies we know ou
By
of lifeless inert Matter , rigid and inflexible, as it
u'd be absolutely cold and dark.
1^4' The Divine Wisdom,and Providence appears perofP®in nothing so remarkably as in the extreme Subtilty
^ Particles of Light ; without this Qualification it
not have pervaded the Pores of Bodies, and so we
Gr have had none of those which we call diaphanous
k^ Qnfparent Substances, and every thing but the SurSj,
a Body would have been concealed from the
% 1Mankind.
Again ; the Velocity of a Body is
L
as the Quantity of Matter inversely ; and there-1
Q soe smaller
the ~
Body, the greater Velocity it is
ji5|.ePtible of from the same Force ; whence it comes to
that Light is thus qualified to be transmitted thro’
^ ense Distance in a small and insensible Part of Time;
s^ch Thing was quitenecessary according to the preh'rame and State of Nature,
tiq’ But lastly, it was absolutely necessary that the Par°f Light should be so exceeding small, that when
with its Velocity it should produce no
Hi u Porce, as it must otherwise have done, and
by a therefore could not have been born by the tender
by a cate Texture of the several Parts of Vegetable
'mal Bodies. To give an Example : The .Ve¬
ts ^ of a p ar ticle of Light is found to be at the Rate
It ^97600000 Feet per Second ; suppose its' Matter to
jj Ut one Millionth Part of a Grain , then its Force td
6an Object would be as .^ 97^ OQ9£ £ — 807,6 Feet
1QOOOOO
J

^ ^ nd for one Grain ; or it would strike with the
Ht^ r ^ tce that one grain Weight would do falling.
Nih
that Height , viz. through 448,8 Feet ; which
^ ij^ Id find to be very great, were the Experiment to1
6, <<p.e ° n the sensible Goats of the Eye.
Xi)ahl.lllce the Weight of Bodies is proportional to the
\ flt' of Matter , it follows, that
‘ where the latter is'
1hed indefinitely, th.e former will be so too ; there¬
fore)

Z72
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By observing the Times of the Eclipses of
Jupiter 's Satellites when the Earth is yoakelb
fore the Weiglit of Light must be insensible in ev er ^
great a Quantity of it. Dr . Boerbaave caused a G>° j
t>f Iron 12 Inches in Diameter to be heated red-hot,
suspended at the End of a very exact Balance, and cou^
terpoised by Weights at the other End very nicely,
thud let it hang till all the Particles of Heat or LZ
were escaped, when he found the Equilibre of the tV,
lance no ways alter’d j Which plainly proves the d°°j/
,
Thesis ;
A
^
only
not
have
Light
7. That the Particles of
3■
hitude , but that in different Degrees also, is anothert M,
* Sv
perhaps the most subtle Discovery of the Newtonian
losophy. The comparative Terms of Greater and
are now as applicable to the Particles of Light,
any ether Bodies. This is absolutely proved by ^
ferent Refrangibility they are found to have in Pa f|)5
through a Prismatic Figure os Glass or Water;
Power of the Prism detains the issuing Particle,
draws it a little towards the Surface ; and since
Power is the fame, it would have the fame Effect
the Particles of Light , if they were all of an equal h
nitude , because they have all an equal Velocitysince this Effect is different among the Particles, ' ce
being detained and drawn aside to a greater D ‘y j
,
Athan others, it follows, they must be less in Mag 111
the
of
Influence
the
to
subject
more
to become
ing Surface ; in like manner as the electric Ejfluvia
1>
act upon and agitate very small and light Bodies, ^
/
sooner and more easily than they can move those
are larger. But of this more when we come to sp^
the Manner in which this Power acts refracting tbe
of Light.
8. If Light were not reflected from every * yfzp,
ci
the Surface of a Body in all Directions every
a
where
Space
of
Point
a
’d
assign
be
might
there
Light from such a Point in the Surface does not c
and there the said Point of the Surface could not

gas

H&
000

t-ssTfi
■

^
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and again when it is farthest distant
from that Planet , we shall find, that in
*he former Case those Eclipses happen too
s°°n> and in the latter too late, by the Space
8 Minutes and 13 Seconds ; which shews,
in that Time the Light passes over
Semidiameter of the Earth ’s Orbit*
^hich is about 82,000,000 Miles 5 which
ls at the rate of 1Jo,000 MileS in a Second
^ Time , and which is therefore nearly
80,000
of

times

greater

Sound (CXII).

than

the ' Velocity

Again :

^le, but .because the Eyfe can find no Point of Space in
■J the visible Hemisphere respecting that Point , bus
^here it is visible, therefore a Ray of Light is reflected
b? 1T1that Point to every Part of Space, from whence a
^ ‘gbt Line to that Point can be drawn;
That the Rays of Light proceed in Right -lined
p. lre ctions, is evident from hence, that whatever the
j/Sure of the Body be, if it be held perpendicular to
j. e Rays of Light , it will always cast a Shadow of the
Figure against a parallel Plane . Thus a Circle
h ^ produce a circular Shadow, a Triangle a triangular
and so on. Which plainly (hews, that the Rays
jp Right pass by the Extremities of those Bodies in
^fiht -lincd Directions , excepting those only which pass
li 'fguous to the Edges of the Body, for they will be a
j inflected, which will cause the Extremity of the
tyy ° w to be not so distinct and well defined as it otherJjge would be ; of which we shall take farther Notice
Rafter.
j . As all the other Affections of Light , so
L , ° fV elocity, was utterly unknown to all the ancient,
•p- Ntost of the modern Philosophers, who, before the
of Mr . Reaumur, were of opinion that the MoII ;
T
. tion
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: Since Light is propagated h*
Again
st
Right Lines, its Power or Intensity wl
decrea;se

tion of Light was instantaneous,, or that it was
gated through immense Spaces in an instant. ' But
Reaumur and other Philosophers about this time, , ,s
ing frequent observations on the Eclipses of Jup^ eir
pot
Moons, found that the Time of those Eclipses did ^
correspond to the Calculations founded upon the An d
nomical Tables ; where the Times are all calculi
for the Distance of the Centre of the Sun, and con
quently , where the Eye of the Spectator must be
posed to be in viewing the laid Eclipses, Occultati 0
of
&c. of yfi^ rrer's Moons .
Plate
2. To illustrate this Matter ; let S be the Centtf ,
XXXV. the Sun, A B the Orbit of Mercury, C I) the Or^ , g
Fig . I. Venus, E F that of the Earth, and G H a Part of ^
Orbit of Jujiter. Let I be the Body of Jupiter ^J
K L its Shadow, O M N the Orbit of one of J u^!d 0<ft
Moons M just entering the Shadow of 'Jupiter.
a Spectator at S would observe the Moon M to ent?t ^
Shadow just at the Time which is calculated frotJl0y
Tables ; but a Spectator at the Earth at T always ^
serves it to happen sooner, and when the Earths [ e
the opposite Part of its Orbit R , he will always oh ^ ^
it to happen later, by the Space of about 7 Min u Y ^ .
ur gs
both Cases. This Observation gave the first
Light was progressive, and took up about 14 M1 s
to pals over the Diameter of the Earth 's Orbit n ° ^
to R, or 7 Minutes to pass from the Sun S i0
proof
Earth T .
3. But this, though a sufficient Discovery °r p *of the progressive Motion of Light , was yet but an ^
periment in the Gross, and not accurate enough
termine or define the true Rate of Velocity %vf- t
really belong to Light . The Metnod by which ‘
been more nicely determined, was his upon in *’ 0^
^ r:
lowing Manner : Though Sir Isaac Newton had of^
ftrated the Motion of the Eartls from the Laws rhon
vM
vity, yet as his Book was understood by
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(^crease as the Squares of the Distances
^crease j and therefore the Light and Heat
of
f could
not comprehend his Method were willing
j? i>e satisfied of the Truth thereof otherwise, and
jJ&htly judged ; that if the Earth did move about the
u,1> it must: necessarily cause an apparent Motion in
ny fixed Object at a Distance from it.
Plate
3 4- Thus if ABCD represent the Orbit of the Earth, XXXV;
y ? A and C the Place of the Earth at two opposite
jA^ es of the Year ; then a fixed Object at E will be Fig . 2;
en from the Earth at A in the Line A E , which will
°lnt out its apparent Place at G in the Concave Exyatl se of the Sky H I . But at the opposite Time of the
p,e*rj it will be seen from the Earth at C in the Line
jj which will project its Place in the Heavens at F.
that while the Earth has passed from A by D to C,
Object (though- in reality fixed) has appeared to
°ve through the Space G F ; and the Angle which
^asures this apparent Motion of the Object , viz. the
(J'Sle A E .C is called the Paralladtic Angle or Parallax
Annual Orbit-, because it measures the visible Apar ance of the Diameter A C of the Earth ’s Orbit at
he Object E.
jj $• This being the Cafe, it was applied to the fixed
j ars, which they conclude would certainly have an
^Parent Motion , or Parallax , provided an Instrument
be made sufficiently exact to observe it, and this
^°u|d be a satisfactory Demonstration of the Earth ’s
stL ti0nAccordingly several Persons addressed them\ £v t0 d ‘fcover a P ara-liax of the fixed Stars ; and in
'Vi.v ar 172 -:, the late Hon. Samuel Molyncux, Esqj
be^u an Instrument made by the accurate Mr . Graham*
it
to observe the bright Star in the Head of Draco as
Ptty e.^ ncar the Zenith . Professor Bradley also ob't along with him ; and from many Observations
^tb great Care, it appeared that the Star was
tL s.Northerly 39 Seconds of a Degree in September
tti
March, just the contrary Way to what it ought
PPear by the annual Parallax of the Stars. That is*
T 2
the
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of the Sun at the Distances of the six
''
nets , Mercury , Venus, Earth , Mars , J up1
tef

the Observers, who in September saw the Star at F , F
in the March following observe it at K , in the R'Sj*
Line A K parallel to C F , and not at G where it ong"
.,
to have appeared by the parallactic Motion .
U
the
perplexed
Pbænomenon
unexpected
6. This
servers very much , and Mr . Molyneux died before t
.
true Cause of it was discovered. After this, Dr .
)
accurate
and
exact
more
Instrument
another
ley, with
adapted for this Purpose, observed the same Appe?* .
ances, not only in that , but many other Stars ; and b ,
ing by many Trials fully assured that the Phænome<,_°>
was not owing to any Error in the Instrument or Oblfg
vation, applied himself to consider what might be '■
Cause thereof, and after several Reflections and HyP.
theses, which he still found insufficient to account f°r ^
he at last found, that it was really owing to the PJ ^
greffive Motion of Light , and the sensible Propofb
wnich the Velocity thereof bore to the Velocity
, ,,.
annual Motion of the Earth .
at
Rea^
true
the
was
assured
y. This he v/as fully
not only because nothing else could be thought of ^
would account for it, but because such an Appeaf^ ,.
must necessarily result from the above-mentionedeH}r
sestf
'
■
Plate
thesis, as may -be thus Ihewn. Let AB repre St»s
XXXV. Part of the Earth ’s annual Orbit , and let C be 3
Fig - 3- observed by a Spectator at the Earth at A ; wb eI* q,
Earth arrives at B the Star will not be observed ^q .
as before, but at D in the Line BD parallel to y
for let A B be divided into the equal Parts ha , a y- neS
c d and d 11, then through those Points draw the L ^
th
a e, bf .\ cg, dh, parallel to A C and D B.
,■
A
as
Light
of
that
to
be
Earth
the
cf
the Velocity
C B. When the Earth sets out from the Point A,
i
pose the Ray of Light commences its Motion frortl
;Ae
to
perpendicular
B
C
Direction
the
in
C
at
Stat
then ’tis plain when the Earth is arrived at a, the P ^ £
^
©f Light will be got to i, the Point where ac
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and Saturn, will be nearly as 700, 200,
*°o, 43, 3, 1, supposing their Distances
as the Numbers4, 7, 10, iy , 52, 95.
tcr

From
the Star will be seen in the Direction a z, and ap¬
at e. In like manner , when the Earth is at b, the
Article of Light will be come to k, and will appear at
■si and so on ; when the Earth is at c, d, B , the Par¬
ole will be at I, m, and B , and the Star will appear
andD.
^g,h,
8. If therefore the Line C A represents the Axis of
with the Di¬
a Telescope , making the Angle BAC
vision of the Earth ’s Motion A B ; when he comes
B he will fee the Star at D , which he could not do
1* the Telescope was directed in the perpendicular Line
7C ; but the Difference of the Positions of the Lines
B B and B C , or the Angle DBC, is so very small,
gives
as to amount to no more than 2o ' is "', which
Proportion of the Sides B C to C D or AB , as
pear

;
1q2.xo to i which

shews

that

the Velocity of Light is

ten Thousand two Hundred and ten fimes greater than
'>e Vilocity of the Earth in her Orbit.
. 9. But the Velocity of the Earth is known , which
Miles in 365 Days , or about
ls about 500,000,000
5b,Qllo Miles per Hour, whence the Velocity of Light
^>11 be found to be such as carries it through the Space
Miles , or 897,600,000 Feet in one Se0f 170,900
^nd ; and therefore it will pass from the Sun to us in
and 13".
j . *<>. If a Cannon will throw a Ball 1 Mile perpen. ‘cuiar Height , or 5280 Feet , the Velocity with which
^ goes from the Mouth of the Cannon is the uniform
d ° city of 10,560 Feet per 18 ) '" (which is the Time
? the perpendicular Ascent or Descent ) and therefore
of the Cannon - Ball is 578 Feet per Seae Velocity
S?‘id. 'Whence the Velocity of Light is to that of the
Unnon-Ball , as 897,600,000 to 578 , or as 1,550,000
0 t nearly,
c lj - The Debtor found that the Parallax of the fixed
tars» instead of amounting to many Seconds, as many

T g

'

have
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From

the

stupendous

Velocity

of lumi¬

nous Particles arise their prodigious Effects
in regard of Heat , Flame, Burning , Melt*
ing, c & . Thus when they are confide-'
rably dense, they act very forcibly on the
Parts of an animal Body, and raise the
Sensation of Heat , by the great intestme
Motion which they produce in every Past*
Hence all other Bodies are hotter or .coldest
as they contain a greater and lesser QuaO'
tity of ignitions Particles , and so have 3
greater or lesser Degree of intestine Mo¬
tion of the Parts.

p

have deduced from their Observations, does not m^ e
one Second ; and from thence it follows that the ah oVe'
mentioned Star in Draco, is above 400,000 Times f3*"'
ther from us than the Sun ; and consequently, that th
Light takes up above 493" X 400,000 — 197,200,0°^
Seconds, (which is more than fix Years, ) in com>p£
from that Star to us. In the mean Time we may re'
fiect how different are the Places of the Sun, M° o11
’

and Planets in the Heavens from those in which the/
appear. Thus setting aside the Refraction of the
mofphere, when the Centre of the Sun is really ascend'
ing in the Horizon , it will be 8' 13" after, that f
observe it there ; in which Time the Sun will be
advanced in the Heavens.
12. The Motion of the Earth is by this Method M
folutely demonstrated, and therefore put beyond 3
Doubt apd Objection ; they who deny it now mustcome
themselves wholly ignorant of one of the finest and m°
important Discoveries that was ever made in JJlronoi^l^
and which was finished in the Year 1728 ; concern 11’^
which , sec Dr . Bradley&own Account in Phil . 2^ ^ '
N ° 406 , which we shall farther explain in a future
of this Work.
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If these lueific Particles are sufficiently
Imbibed or generated in any opake Body,
they cause it to shine , • or glow , or be¬
come red-hot ; and by their prodigious
Activity will in Time disunite , dissolve,
And destroy its natural Texture , and thus
change its Form , and reduce it to another
Species of Matter ; even the AJbeJios not
Excepted (CXIII ).
are only
(CXlll ) i . That Heat, Fire, Flame, &c.
Particles
the
of
Modifications
and
Effects
different
*he
Light , is, I think , very evident ; and the Particles
°f Eight themselves depend entirely on Velocity for their
by many Experiments we know
;
( uality since
^cific Q
that the Particles of Bodies become lucid, or Particles
°f Light , by only .producing in them a requisite Degree
Velocity ; thus the Particles in a Rod of Iron , be*ng hammered very nimbly , shine and become red-hot;
thus also the violent Stroke of the Flint against the
of the Steel
Steel, in striking Fire , puts the Particles
tvhich it takes off" into such a Motion as causes them
to melt, and become red-hot , which makes the Sparks
°f Fire produced by each Stroke . The fame Thing
you may observe in many other Cafes.
2. As Fire consists in the great Velocity of the Par¬
in
oles , so it may be communicated from one Body
lame
the
after
,
nbt
is
it
which
in
another
to
is
it
Msich
Planner that one Body in Motion will communicate
Motion to another Body that has none. Fire differs
P'° m Heat only in this, that Heat is a Motion in the
Particles of a Body with a lesser Degree of Velocity ;
Fire a Motion with a greater Degree of Velocity,
t’i~. such as is sufficient to make the Particles shine,
Heat as will
^ugh we often, call such a Degree ofshine
; and we
, Urn, Fire , though it does not actually
toldorn call those lucid Bodies Fires which only shine
T 4 and

2 79
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If the ignific Particles of Light are suf¬
ficiently condensed? as the Rays of the Sun

by
and do not burn . These are a Sort of Phosphori, which
though they have no Heat, yet seem to owe their Lu¬
cidity to the Motion of the Parts.
3. This I think will appear for the following Rea¬
sons ; ( 1. ) We observe several of those Phosphori
owing to Putrefaction , as rotten Wood , very st3^6
Meat , especially Veal, some Sort of Fish long kept,
as Oysiers, Lohjlers, Flounders, Whitings,c & . wh>eh
Putrefaction is the Effect of a slow and gentle permed'
ration , and that consists in the Intestine Motion of the
Parts , as we have formerly shewn. (? .) Most of thpfe
Phosphori have their Light so very weak as to shine only
in the Dark , which seems to indicate a lesser Degree of
Velocity in the Parts than what is necessary to produce
Heat ; for such a Degree of Velocity will cause Bodies
to shine in open Day -Iight. ' ( 3. ) Some of those Noc"
tilucœ, or Bodies which shine in the Dark ', are the F'C tS
of animated Bodies, as in the Glow- Worm, a small S°J’t
of Centipede, &c. but all the Parts of an Animal Ce
undoubtedly in Motion . (4.) Other Phosphori put °n‘
the Appearance of Flame, as the Ignus Fatuus, h * e
Writing of common Phosphorus made from Urine*
Flushes of Lightning , isc. but all Flame is notsisoS
but a kipdjed Vapour , whose Parts are
ip Motsohj
but may be too weak to cause Burning . all(5.)
Sevef3
of those innocent lambent Flames may have their M3t'
ter so agitated, or the Velocity of their Motion so s"
creased, as to produce Heat and burn ; thus the WritsoZ
pf Phosphorus on blue Paper, sufficiently rubbed,
immediately kindle into an ardent Flame, and burn th
Paper . (6.) Those Phojphort seem to have the effeso1^
bfature of Fire , because they are so easily susceptibso0
a burning Quality from Fire j -thus common
Fhosph°rs^
is immediately kindled into a most ardent and •hextl !’e
guifhable Flame by common Fire . (7.) In stroking tn^
Back of a black Horse, or Cat , in the Dark , vve
duce innumerous Scintilla?, or lucid Sparks ; in the
•
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J a Lens or Burning - Glass, they become
nrdent, and burn with an Intensity propor¬
tional
fanner as rubbing a black Piece of Cloth , which has
j,Utlg in she Sun to dry, will cause it to throw out the
guides of Light which it had imbibed from the Sun ;
J ^ reas a white Piece of Cloth , which reflects most of
*5

Sun’s .Rays, emits no such lucid Sparks in

the

Dark.

ariy other Reasons might be urged to strew that Light
a every Kind is owing to one and the fame Cause in
heater or lesser Degree, viz. to the Velocity of the
' ay"tf of the lucid Body ..
,j 4- It has been justly observed by some of our mo- '
nlf Philosophers, that aBual or absolute Heat is to senf e or relative Heat the same as Motion is to Velocity ;
j?r absolute Heat is nothing but the whole Motion of all
V Parts of the ignited Body, and sensible or relatke
sat respects only the comparative Velocity of the Parts.
j^ Vs equal Bulks of Mercury and Water set in a Sand^t , where the Heat of the Fire may be uniformly
jjMnunicated to both, will acquire in equal times equal
fyStees of absolute Heat , but the relative Heat of the
ne3ter’ or that which is sensible to the Finger , will be
,.nar 14 times as great as that of the Mercury : because
k.^Water having 14 times a less Quantity of Matter,
1*
admit of Velocity so much in Proportion greater.
] 5. Again, if Mercury and Water have the fame ref ? e or sensible Heat, that is, if both are heated in
R " a Manner as to cause an equal Ascent in the
j 'sonometer ; then a Quantity of Mercury will heat
fy Times as much Water as the fame Quantity of
cQia.ter will do ; or it will make the lame Quantity of
li ^ Water 14 times hotter than the fame Quantity of
pe .Water can , All which is easy to be shewn by Ex^ "tient, and abundantly proves the Truth of the fore^8 Theory , viz. That Heat and Fire are wholly ow¬
ls to. ’ .
’ ~
. .
his7-0 the Velocity of the parts of the heated or ardent
of

F ' The various Phænomena of He<‘ and Cold, Fire,
S»c. aye rationally accounted for on this Thc9r>\
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tional to the Density of the Rays in
Focus , or Burning - Point

of the Glass ; which

Densi^
r>ry. For first, we are to consider that Cold and
are only comparative Terms , or that the fame Th 11
’0
may be either hot or cold according to the relative
or Standard Degree ; thus Ice or Snow is said to
cold with respect to the Finger , but Ice or SnoV'i.
warm if compared with a freezing Mixture . Sot*1
if (as we commonly do) we make the Hand or a I
Part of the Body the Standard of Heat or Cold, or
If tb?
Term of Comparison ; then ’tis evident, ( i)
Parts of any Body applied to the Hand have the sa’’
Velocity as the Parts of the Hand , such a Bod/
naturally pronounce is neither hot nor cold. (Z-) X'
the Particles of the Body have a greater Velocity ss.
those of the Hand, we pronounce it warm, if the P
cess be small ; but hot, if it be great. (3.) If the
locity of the Parts of the Body applied be less than f ^
in the Hand , the Sensation then is what we call t>5j,.
which also may be in various Degrees. (4.)
is plain there can be no such Thing as absolute b ^
but where the Particles of Matter are absolutely si u
escent or at rest. (5.) Hence also there can be no *
Thing as absolute Pleat, because no,Degree of
city can be assign’d, but a greater is assignable, td* j
come to Infinity , where we are quite lost, as having
Idea of Infinite Velocity or Heat ,
w
7. From this Theory of Pleat and Cold, wCpsr tS
conclude that there is no Body Jn Nature whose P3 j
are not in Motion in some Degree, since we hav'e ■s
been able to discover no ultimate Degree or
Cold ; and if any such Thing were to be found in ,
ture, I believe it would be as impossible to bear
^
dure the Test as any extreme Degree of Heat ; both
and Cold naturally tending to destroy the animated ‘ g
or Test , in the extreme Degrees ; Cold, by defli -0? ^ ;
the vital Motion , and fixing the Part rigid and >n ^
ible ; but Heat , by putting the Parts in too gif 1^ jC
]
Agitation , causing a greater Velocity in the^ d^ui^ ,^ ,
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density of Rays in the Focus is always as
the Area of the Burning - Glass diredlly, and
. ..

1

tl JS

dissipation, and a Force of Tension in the Solids bey°nd what the natural State of the Body can bea ' j
^rd therefore it will inevitably destroy it.
8. Whatever be the acting Principle in Freezing or
tis’ certain, the Modus Agendl, or Manner
Congelation,
*1 Operation, must be to diminish the Velocity of the
f ar ts of the congealable Substance to a proper Degree,
?y which means the Fluidity will be lpst, and the Parts
®eCorne rigid and fixed. Thus if the Intestine Motion
the aqueous Particles be abated by the Admixture
any extraneous Body, the Parts will be no longer
but remain to Appearance fixed in a Congelation,
^nd become a Body of Ice . Whatever this Principle
°s freezing be, it i's certainly of a saline Nature, be¬
muse it is well known Salt will greatly increase the
^ ° ldnefs of Water , Ice, or Snow ; and freezing MixOres are always made therewith , by equal Quantities
of
each.
» Y- On the other Hand , fitted Bodies are rendered
?oid by Heat , only by increasing the Velocity of the
. ar ts ; thus Ice becomes Water , thus Metals are put
"sto Fusion, and a greater Degree of If eat gives a still
^atef Degree of Velocity to the Parts , and throws
?etn off jn the Form of a Steam or Vapour . This
^eam or Vapour , if it consists of such Particles as will
j ^ it of a proper Increase of Velocity , will conceive
very readily, apd kindle into a Flame, at the Apr
.5°ach of a Body whose Parts are thus in Motion;
at is, of fire or Flame.
There seems to be no other Difference between
and Flame than this, that Fire consists in a glow§ Degree of Velocity in the Parts of a Body while
the
^ subsisting together in the Mass ; but Flame is and
Degree of Velocity in the Particles dissipateda
pfng off in Vapour ; or to use Sir Isaac Newton s Exf vision, Flame is nothing else but a red-hot Vapour.
ii. The
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the Square of the focal Distance inverses
Thus suppose the Surface or Area °*
one Glass contained 12 square Inches,
its focal Distance were 8 Inches ; and th®
Area of another Glass were 9 square Inched
and its focal Distance 4 Inches ; then th®
Effects or Intensity of Burning would be aS
44 to 4-61 or as 12 X 16 to 6 X 64 , viz.
19710576 (CXIV ).
11. The Effect of Fire in burning consists in th>^
that the Velocity of the Particles of Fire so far incrca*y
the Velocity of the Parts of the Body to which >*■
applied, as to cause a separation beyond the Spheres
corpuscular Attraction , by which means the Body
be dissolved, and the Particles which are vosotilev'rJ
fly oss in the Form of Steam, Smoak, Fume , ™£
while that which remains appears in the Form
Coal, Calx, AJhes, Caput Mortuum, &c.
.
12 . The

Parts

of some

Bodies

are extremely

v°; „

tile, and will most of them be dissipated by the A<m s
of Fire ; but others again are to be found whose Q
are of such a Nature , or so fixed, as not to y>d°
the Force of Fire , or the Velocity communicated
them will not be able to dissolve the corpuscular AtQ
tion ; but when this glowing Velocity of the P^P'
pbated, car, in other Words , when the Fire in T
Body is extinct , the Parts (and of course the wh°
Body) appear unalter ’d. Of which Sort of Substjd)
we have a noble Instance in that Fossil call’d the
S
tos or Amianthus Stone. This
Stone is found in
Parts of the World ; particularly in Wales a great
may be seen adhering to, and growing up with
Stone of many of their Quarries .
0(
(CXIV ) 1. In order to account for the N ature vl,e
Burning -tGi -asses, whether Mkrours or
^
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When Rays of Light fall on the Sur^ce of an opake Body , Part thereof are
reflected
consider the Area of their Surfaces, and the focal
Plate
Instance ; because both these Quantities enter into the
XXXV.
and
,
B
A
Let
.
Burning
of
Power
their
of
Expression
. 4,5I K, be two Mirrours exposed directly to the Rays of Fig
all the
Ijie Sun CD , E F , and L M , N O ; then will
Eays, falling on the Surface of these Mirrours , be re”ected to the Focus of the Glasses, where they will be
c°ncentered, not in a Point of Space, but into a small
r°und circular Area G H , and P Q.
, 2. Now this circular Spot is the Image of the Sim
’Averted, in both Glasses ; and the Angle under which
Image of an Object appears from the Centre of the
Class R and S, is equal to the Angle under Which the
Object appears ; all which will be shewn hereafter,
therefore the Angle G R H — P S Q_, and conse¬
, and
quently the Cones G R H and P S Q_ are similar
site Areas of their Base G H and P Q_Will be as the
squares of their Heights R H aud S Q , that is, as the
“siuares of their focal Distances directly.
3. Let A — Area or Surface of the large Glass, a ™
, and P
*hat of the lesser, F and f the focal -Distances
, since
Then
each.
in
Burning
of
Power
the
9r>dp
Burnof
Power
the
,
remains
Distance
focal
^hile the
solar
the
in
Rays
the
of
Density
seg (P ) will be as the
Spot H G , and this Density of the Rays will be as the
ctumber of Rays reflected thither by the Glass, which
y umber of Rays will be as the Surface of the Mirrour
; therefore P will be as A directly in a Mirrour of
fame Concavity , that is, P : p :: A : a.
4. Again , if the Area of each Glass be the fame,
fame Quantity of Rays will be collected, and con>
v®rged to the Focus ’s G H and P Q_, and consequently
greater , the less the
*Ue Density of those Rays will be
A>ot is in which they are contain ’d ; consequently the
the
^ o\Ver of Burning (P ) in this Cafe is inversely asArea
■
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reflected to the Eye , which render it visible?
the other Part is transmitted , and variously
reflected
Area of the solas Spot^ or the focal Distancej that is>
P will be as ,4 - ; orP : 6 :: =L • —t
rb
2 f' 2

f 2 F: 2.

5. Consequently when neither the Area ds the Glast
nor focal Distance is given* we have the Power ot
Burning compounded of the direct Ratio of the A^
and inverse Ratio of the Square of the focal Distance 0
the Glass ; or we have P : p A
:: f 2 a: F 2; which &
the Rule above laid down.
6. It has been shewn (Annot. XCIII .) thai the H e3 *j
of Wood Fire is about 35 times greater than that 0*
the Summer-Sun (because it raises the Fluid in th6
Thermometer 35 times higher nearly) ; therefore th^
a Glass may be able to condense the Rays sufticienty
to burn , or to have the Heat of common Fire , the Sun
Image, or solar Spot in the Focus , ought to be at &° ,
but x. Part of the Area of the Glass j and as rhuch as 1
is less than a -jV-Part of the Glass, so much the strongs
in
will it burn . In this Case, if it be desired to know
what Part of the Pencil of Rays the Density is 35 t>n^
greater than the common Density , and where the P .f
of Burning is equal to that of common Fire, st ,
found as in the following Example . Admit a (d ®’
be 9 Inches in Diameter, and let the Diameter vs £^
required Circle be (a) ; then since circular Areas are ^
the Squares of their Diameters , Wd have 35 : 1 :: 91 : a ’
Consequently—- a- a1, and soa zu

— 1,5 ncL-^D

whence that Part of the Cone or Pencil of Rays, vv'h0^Diameter is I 1-Inches , has the Density and Power
Burning required ; and that this is Fact , and that ^
Density Of the Rays but a little less than that wist st.,
burn , I know from repeated Trials with ,such a (d 3 ’
or concave Mirrour .
_
7. Of Burning- Glasses we have some extraordn) K
Instances and surprizing Accounts of their prodigy
*
EstcSs'
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eflected through the Pores of the Body,
*"
it becomes totally suffocated and lost
therein;
Effects. Those made of reflecting Mirrours are more
P°
b( Werful than those made with Lenses, (cater is par thus)
ecaufe the Rays from a Mirrour are reflected all to
Point nearly, whereas by a Lens they are refracted to
'j'fferent Points , and are therefore not so dense or ar®estt. Also the whiter the Metal or Substance is, of
^jhch the Mirrour is made, the stronger will be the
j^ffect and it is observable, that the great Mr . Boyle
*ia
°Mng made a very large Mirrour of black Marble, it
w°uld not so much aS set Wood on Fire, though exb°seda long Time in the Focus , so small a Quantity
Rays are reflected from black Surfaces, the Reason.
^ Which we shall hereafter explain.
8. Among a great Number of Mirrours made for
, and vitrifying Bodies , that
bilr ning, melting, calcining
Mr . IVilktte is worth our Notice ; it was 3 Feet 11
ln °hes in Diameter , and its focal Distance was 3 Feet
? Inches. The following Experiments were made with
by Dr . Harris and Dr . Defaguliers.
1. A red Piece of Roman Patera began to melt in 3",
and was ready to drop in 100".
2. Another black Piece melted at' 4' and was ready
to drop at 64/k
3- Chalk taken out of an Echinus Spartagus, fled
away in 33" .
4- A Foffile Shell calcin’d in j ".
’s Pillar at Alexandria vitrified
5- A Piece of Pompey
in the black Part in 50", and in the white Part
.
. .
,^ 54 ' y Copper-Ore vitrified in 8" .
?• Slag, or Cinder of ancient Irqn -Work , ready to
fun in 29k" .
*• Iron -Ore fled at first, but melted in if ' i
9- Talc began to calcine at‘ 40", and held in the
Focus 64" .
10- Calculus huntanus was calcined in 2' ', and only
dropped off in 60" .
D . A great Fish’s Tooth melted in 321"" .
12. The
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therein ; and since none of those Raf®
come from the interior Parts to the EJe\
\ }S

i

,

12. The Asbestos seem’d a little condensed in 28", 3sl!
Mr . Villette says, the Glass usually calcines it13. Marcasite of Gold broke to Pieces and began
*
melt in about 30".
14. A Silver Six-pence melted in 7T' .
1
15. A Copper Half-penny ( of King William's,) meh
in 20" , and ran with a Hole in 30".
16. A King George’s, ditto, melted in 16" , and 1
in 34" .
17. Tin melted in 3" .
18. Cast Iron melted in 16" .
19. Slate melted in 3", and had a Hole in 6".
20 . Thin Tile melted in 4"* had a Hole and ^
vitrified in 80T
21 . Bone calcined in 4", and was vitrified in 33 .'
22. A Diamond weighing 4 Grains lost {- ot- *
W eight.
^
9. The Power of Burning * in Villette's Mirrour , n17
be computed, and compared with the Heat of Wst®g
Fire , as follows : Since the focal Distance R X 's 3{
Inches , and the Angle under which the Sun’s Ima£e ^
the Focus appears at R , is equal always to 3^ 0
Degree ; therefore if we fay,
As Radius ■ —>
— 90 ° 00^ — 10 , 000 ° ° ^
°f ] HRX = Q0°
= 7,667^
So is the focal Distance RX 3
38’ =: 1,5^ '
To 'the Semidiameter 1
,
9,2
of the solar Spot 3
•
0,I 79
I
Whence 2 HX == 0,358 of an Inch , the Diame f/1 ^
the solar Focus 5 but the Diameter of the Mirroui" ,v g
47 Inches ; now 47 X 47 = 2209, and 0,358 * ’ 3^
= 0,128 , &c. wherefore 2209 is to 0,128 , as the D
fity of the Rays in the Focus to their common H en
but fc,i28 ) 2209 ( = 17257 ; which shews that
Mirrour condensed the Rays Seventeen Thousand*
Hundred and Fifty-seven times,
■
IS

the AnIlT
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can see nothing of the internal Sub¬
stance of such a Body , which therefore is
strict to be opake.
But
lo . Since "Rays but 35 times denser than in their na¬
tural State with us, have a Power of Burning equal to
^ood -Fire , if we divide 17257 by 35, the Quotient
hull be 493 ; therefore such a Mirrour will burn with
M Intensity of Heat 493 times greater than common
' •re. No wonder then that Bodies which remain un^ter ’d by the Force of our greatest common Fires (as
jhat of a Glass-House, where Gold has been found to
de several Days in Fusion, without any sensible Loss of
Weight ) should immediately become fused, fume away
'h part, part be dissipated and driven away in large Par¬
oles , and part remain in the Form of a Caput Mori’tuiti; all which Phænomena have been observed of1
p °ld in the Focus of a large Burning -Glass. And
how rudely such a Glass would treat the Principles of
Chymijis, and what Confusion it would induce in
yieir Arithmetic of Elements , they will be better cersisied of, when they shall attempt to analyse Nature,
reduce Substances to their original Principles , by
^Qre active and effectual Means than Laboratories at
Hesent afford.
v. 11. Notwithstanding the prodigious Density of the
. ays in the Focus of those large Burning Glasies, yet
!*has been always observed, that the Rays reflected to
J,? by the Moon when at Full , and concentered in the
. °cus 0f those Glasses, produce no Heat that is sensible
the least Degree , as is demonstrated by holding . a
f 1r -rmometer in the Focus of lunar Rays, which alremains without the least Appearance of Motion,
he Reason of this will appear by the following CalRation.
Let ABD be the Earth , C its Centre , MO
o
j, e Moon , N the Centre , N e the Semidiameter of the
o °°n, which is equal to 1087,5 Englisn Miles ; the
e!)ddiameter of the Earth .D C — 4000 Miles ; the
Distances
Ftzj,. l [_U

2S9
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But when Rays of Light fall on trans
parent Bodies, part is reflected at the first
Surface r

Distances of the Centres of the Earth and Moon N C
Plate
= 240000 Miles. Then since the Rays of the Sun’s
XXXV . Light at the Moon are of the fame Density as with uS
Fig . 6.
(as being Parallel ) ; and since the lunar Rays are onst
the solar Rays reflected to us by the convex Surface oj
the Moon ; and lastly, since parallel Rays are reflected
by a spherical convex Surface, in such a Manner as tP
go after Reflection diverging from a Point which is;
the Semidiameter of the Sphere distant from the Verted
(as will be shewn hereafter) ; therefore supposing tbe
Surface of the Moon to be perfectly spherical and po¬
lished, we may compute the Density of the solar Raf S
reflected from the Moon to the Earth as follows..
13. Let at , c d, be two parallel solar Rays fallitfo
on the Surface of the Full Moon , these Rays will b®
reflected to the Earth in the Directions bg and d h di'
verging from a Point f in the Radius N e, half vftf
between N and e. Now the Density of the Rays sals'
'
ing on the Moon will be to those reflected at the Earth s
Surface, as the Square of gh to the Square of b d, &!
as the Square ofy D to the Square of fe ,- but fe ^
544 Miles, and / D ( = NC — CD — N/= 24000°
— 4544 = ) 235456 ; and the Square of 235456 is ^
the Square of 544, as 187400 to 1 nearly ; const'
quently the Density of the lunar Rays is to that °*
the Solar Rays at the Earth ’s Surface as 1 to 1874®°
nearly ; therefore a Burning -Glass must condense the
lunar Rays 187400 times to make them have the He at
1of
the common Sun-Beams. But this is 10 times m° re
than Villette ’s Mirrour can effect..
14. Now this is all upon Supposition that the M-°°n
is a Sphere, and its Surface a perfect. Polish, wher eilS
neither ot these Things have Place in Nature ; for th?
Moon is not a Sphere but a Spheroid, and her Sur&°e
very unequal or uneven, on both which Accounts th®
Reflection of Light must be many times weaker than vVy
have supposed it ; and accordingly Mr . Bonguer, by F x'
perim eIltS

!►
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surface , and part is transmitted into the
^ody, which is refracted in right Lines to
lhe second or lower Surface , where it is
fgain partly reflected and in part refracted
ll Ro the Air , arid coming to the Eye , sen¬
ders the internal Parts of those Bodies
Vl fible, which
for that Reason are said to
he diaphanous or transparent CXV
(
),
When
^ ■"irnents, has found that it is about 17 times less, or
j at the Density of the lunar Rays is to that of the soar as 3000000 to 1 ; wherefore a Burning -Glass must
^ndenfe the Rays of the Moon near 3000000, t. e.
f'tee Millions of times, to make them warm enough
0 raise the Liquor of the common Thermometer ;
j'hich is an Effect almost 200 times greater than Vilcffe ’s Mirtour can produce.
^. (CXV ) 1. The Opacity and Transparency of Bo^ Plate
* - in general is thus occasioned: Let AB be theSur- XXXVI.
of an opake Body A BCD , a Ray of Light GH Fig . 1.
j* htig thereon in the Point H will in part be reflected
nto the Ray H I, and by this reflected Ray the Point
js .^ comes visible to the Eye at I ; and thus all the
y.'jittts, and consequently the whole Surface, is made
1‘
Me by that Part of the Light which it reflects.
2- But the other

Part

of the Ray

entering

into the

jt^y , being irregularly refracted and reflected through
* sternal Substance of Particles and Pores, becomes
f ‘ded, dissipated, absorbed and lost therein ; and there-

p e as none of the Rays can come from the internal
^
to the Eye, so none of those Parts can be visible,
d {he Body is in that cafe said to be opake.
In order to this we must consider, that though the
5te °'e Body be opake, yet the Particles of such a Body
^ s,ng*y opake, but freely transmit the Light with¬
in teflectjng any Part between the Surfaces, and. are
before in themselves transparent ; and were those
U 2 Particles
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When

a Ray of Light

HC

falls on any

plain , convex , or concave Surface , as A 8,
Particles contiguous to each other, the Light would pa!*
from one to another (and so through the whole) with'
out Reflection , as we find by Experiment it will pa*s
through several contiguous Pieces of polished Glai *»
and thus produce Transparency.
4. But if the Particles do not touch in such manN^
as to leave the Interstices or Pores exceeding sinaso
there will be a Reflection of Light at every Pore froi®
the Air which it there meets with , as being a Mediu 111
of different Density . For it is known by Experiment
that though a Ray of Light will pass from one Piece ot
Glass to another, that is contiguous without Reflection
yet will it not pass from the Glass through the cop'
tiguous Air without being in part reflected ; corde'
quently where the Pores are large and very numeron-)
up°^
there the Reflection of the Light will be so great
the whole, as to cause a total Diflipation and Loss 0
the Light that enter’d the Body, and so render 1
opake.
5. This is confirmed by taking ten Pieces of cle^
Glass , and laying them one upon another over a Lea
of Print , quite dry, and having only Air between the 111j
then taking ten other Pieces of the fame Glass, aL
putting them into Water , so that it may fill all thc^
Interstices , and then laying them on the same prin^
Paper by the other, a Person looking through each ^
fee the Print or reading much more distinct, clear, a)1
bright , through the latter Pieces than through the >° ^
mer ; the Rays being more regularly transmitted thro1^
them where the Density of the Parts is not so uneci l,a ’
and also with much less Reflection than through j
other , where the Light undergoes a considerable!
flection at every Interstice or Plate of Air between f
,r
Glasses. _
6. ’Tis hence also that transparent Bodies are
dered opake by separating their Parts and rendering ^ ^
more porous ; thus Beer before it is raised into f s0jS
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F G, in the Point C, the Angle HCK,
^ade by the incident Ray HC and the
P6rpenIs transparent , but the Froth , by reason of its Pores,
Peonies opake ; thus dry Paper is more opake than
'hat which is wetted with Water or Oil , because more
Porous. Thus the Oculus Mundi Stone is more opake
^hen dry than when steeped in Water ; and Glass re¬
cced to Powder is no longer transparent,
k 7- Hence it follows, that the Parts of Bodies and their
"res must not be less than a certain definite Bigness to
sender them opake. For the opakest Bodies, if their
s^rts be subtilly divided, become perfectly transparent.
. hus Copper dissolved in Aqua -fortis has all its Par¬
oles pellucid , and the whole Solution is transparent,
Pfius a Bubble blown of Soap-Water may become so
*hin on the Top as to reflect no Light , but will trans¬
mit the whole. Thus Water , Salts, Glass, Stones, Vr.
yet their
though they are as porous as other Bodies,
Parts and Interstices are too small to cause Reflections
111their common Surfaces.
BE FC , a Plate
y, 8 . Therefore in all transparent Bodies, as
in the XXXVI.
Surface
its
of Light , as K L , falling on
"mt L , will there be in Part reflected ( as before) into Fig . 2.
t!le Ray L M j the other Part will go regularly on in a
^ctilineal Direction from the upper to the lower Sur-a
at N , where meeting with the Air (a Medium of
Afferent Density ) it will be in Part reflected again into
p,
P16 Ray NO ; the other Part goes out to the Eye atthat
°y which Means all the internal Parts from whence
? ay comes will be rendered visible to the Eye ; and
.' Hce this may be conceived of every Point in the Body,
^ is easy to understand how the whole becomes trans¬
ient.
reflect with great
-8 Y. I have often found Gentlemen
Bodies neUr prize on the exceeding great Porosity of
, and
Light
of
Transmission
the
Ce ssarily required for
i at the same Time on the Hardness and Firmness of
Parts of such Bodies, as Glass, for Instance , and
°mers. But Sir Isaac Newton has put us into a Method
U 7 by
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Perpendicular K C, is always equal to the
Angle KG I, made by the said Perpendi¬
cular
by which we may conceive this with as much Ease a®
it produces Surprize ; and it is this ; Suppose a
be composed of such Particles , and of such a Figu re’
that when laid together, the Pores or Interstices may be
equal to the Particles themselves; how this may ^
done, and the Body hard and firm, is not difficult &
conceive ; such a Body then will be half solid and hah
porous.
io . Now if each of these constituent Particles , lir
stead of being solid, should be supposed to consist of
other Particles , equal in Bulk to their Pores betw eel1
them , then would the solid Part of the whole Body
but half of what it was before supposed to be, that iS>
it will be but j Part of the whole Bulk. In like maNs
ncr if these Parts are supposed not solid, but to cons"
of other Parts with equal Pores between them, ’tis th eI\
manifest the solid Matter will be but -J- of the wh<y
Bulk of the Body. And thus by continuing this Subd>'
vision of the Parts , you diminish the Quantity of th
solid Parts , and increase that of the Pores , till it sha
be in any Proportion greater than that of the solid ^A il'
ter, and yet the Parts , and consequently the wh°*
Body, shall be every where compact and hard.
_.
XI. Hence it follows that the least assignable Partis
of Matter may be conceived to be so minutely divid e<b
that it shall be diffused through any assignable Sp ace’
how great soever, in such a manner, as to be in
tact, and to constitute a hard and compact Body, who
Pores shall be less in Diameter than any affig naa
Length ; or, in other Words inversely, the solid Mat
ter in the Globe of our Earth , yea of all Bodies )f>
the Universe, may be no more than what may be ie
duced within the Compass of a cubic Inch , or be c0'na
rained in a Lady’s ’Thimble. They
who would sss
Mathematical Demonstration of this, may consult Ib'
KsilTs Introduction to Natural Philosophy.
J * .r ,
12 .

He
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cular and the reflected Ray CI : Or the
Angle of the Incidence is equal to the Angle
of Reflection in every Inclination of the
Ray of Light . This is evidently shewn by
Experiment ; and it is very well worth our
Observation, that in this Case only , the said
Ray takes the Jhorteji Way pojjible from
any Point H , to any other Point I, if it
«uist, in its Passage, touch any of those Sur¬
faces (CXVIj.
The
12. Hence we fee the Possibility of Bodies being so
Exceeding porous, as to be rare enough to transmit
■Light with all that Freedom pellucid Bodies are found
to do. Though what their real Structure or inward
frame may be, is yet unknown to us.
(CXVT ) 1. The Demonstration of this is as sol- Plate
lows : Let A C be the incident Ray , and C B the re- XXXVI.
flected one ; from A and B let fall the Perpendiculars Fig . 3.
A E, B D , and let A E = a, B D = b, E D — r, and
aa- f- xx,
X , and AC —
f L — .V; then -CD — c—
and also CB = \ / b'b + cc — zcx st- xx . Then
f nee A C -{- C B is to be a Minimum, we must
soake the Fluxion of its Expression y / a a i_ _ ^ x
V bb -^- cc — 2cx -\ - xx equal
XX

t X

X—

ex

to nothing ,

viz.

— 0 ; whence
- 1-= H
\y~
bbc c— Zcx -\ - xx
y aa ' \- xx
O'viding by x, and multiplying crofs-wife, we have x X
bb -\ - cc — 2 ex xx j- - x — cX %/ aay -xx, conse¬
quently XX \/b b -\ - cc—2 ex- j- xx ~ c—x X \/aa -\ -xx,
and so we have
= CDXAC;
.^ at is, ECXCB
f C ; AC :: C D : C B. Consequently ( by Euclid, 6
and 7.) the Triangles A EC and B D C are equianguar, and therefore the Angle of Incidence ACE = BCD
*ae Angle of Reflection.
2- ? ince
U 4
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The Rays of Light reflected from the
first; Surface of a Glass are in a much less
Quantity than those reflected fi;om the se¬
cond Surface , as is evident from hence, thai
the Image formed in the first Cafe is less
bright and splendid than that of the latter j
and if the second Surface be contiguous to
any transparent Medium, as Air , Water,
the Rays will be reflected from thence in
greater Plenty , as the Medium is more rare;
whence the Image by Reflection from th e
second Surface is brighter when that Surface
is contiguous to Air , than when it touches
Water ; and most bright when it is contigu¬
ous to a Vacuum.
If the second Surface of Glass be cover’<3
'with an opake Body impervious to the Rays
of Light , they will then be reflected in
much greater Abundance from the second
than from the first Surface, and the Image
'will be proportionally more bright than that
formed by Reflection from the first Sur2 - Since the concave Plane F C 6 , and convex
D C E , do both touch the Plane ^ B in the same smgle
Point C on which the Ray of Light is supposed to fall'
the same Law of Reflection must hold with respect
all the Planes equally ; because the Situation ys ah/
Other Particles have nothing to do in the Cause of R e'
flection of Light , but that on which the Ray
ately impinges.

face;
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face ; which is the Cafe of all Glasses soliated or quickfilver ’d. Whence it appears,
that the Light reflected from the first Sur¬
face bears a very small Proportion to that
^hich is transmitted into the Substance of
Glass.
a Ray of Light , as HC , passes Plate
XXXIV,
^ut of Air into a denser Medium , as ABFO,
Fig. 8.
When

will be strongly attracted by the Particles
°f the Surface of the Medium A B a little
Vvay on each Side ; the Consequence where°f is, that its Motion will be accelerated at
the Entrance of the Medium , and its Di¬
rection somewhat altered ; for since the At^action of the Medium is perpendicular to
"8 Surface, it will deflect or bend the Ray
of its first Direction H F, into a new one
E E (through the Medium) which lies nearer'
to the
Perpendicular KD , drawn through
*he Point of Incidence C : And this is called
the Refraction
of a Ray of Light ; HCK
the Angle of Incidence , and D C E the
^Rgle of Refraction.
If on
the Point C be described a Circle
^HRG, and from the Points H and G
Inhere the Circle cuts the Incident refracted
be drawn the Lines H L, GI , at Right
Angles to the Perpendicular K D, they will
the Sines of the Angles of Incidence and

Refraction
,
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it is several ways demon¬
strable, that in every Inclination of th®
Ray of Light H C to the Surface of th®
Medium AB , those two Sines HL and G I
will always have one certain or constant
Ratio or Proportion to each other : An^
that HL : GI :: 4 : 3, if the Refracti° st
be out of Air into Water ; but H L : G 1 r:
17 : 11, or 3 : 2 nearly , if out of Air int 0
Glass ; and in general , the denser the M®"
dium , the greater its refractive Power , &
Disproportion of the Sines ; all which Pat"
ticulars are render ’d very evident by Exp ®"
riments.
If a Ray of Light , as E C, pass out
a denser Medium into a rarer , as WflA
or Glass into Air, it will , upon entering
the rarer Medium at C, be refracted fro*1*
its first Direction E N into a new one C
which will be farther off from the Perp es
dicular KCD; and in this Cafe, I G
be the Sine of the Angle of Incidence , an0
LI L that of the Angle of Refraction ; an<j,
all other Particulars just the reverse 0
what they were before under the fa 11
*6
Names.
Hence

it follows , that if any Object k®

placed at E, and, covered with Water t0
the Height CD , it will be seen by an E/ 0
placed
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placed any where above the Surface A R*
in a Situation lower than would be other¬
wise possible,; and thus Objects which are
invisible may be render ’d visible by the In¬
terposition of a denser Medium , as is well
known by a common Experiment . On this
Account it is that we fee the Sun and other
Luminaries , while they are yet below the
Horizon , in a Morning before they rife,
and in the Evening after they are set, by
the Refraction of the Atmosphere . Hence
also the Difference in the Diameters of
the Horizontal Sun and Moon, and their
eUiptic Figure , by the greater Refrac¬
tion of the Rays coming from the lower
Limb.
Again

; it follows , that if an Object

he viewed which is part in one Medium
and part in another , as a Staff represented
hy N E, it will not appear strait, but crooked;
for if the Eye be in the rarer Medium , the
hart of the Staff in the denser, CE , will
he refracted into the Line CF , and the
Whole Staff will appear in the crooked Form

Ncf.
Hence also all Objects in a denser Me<hnm appear raised or elevated above their
the Part of the Staff
re al Situations : Thus

LE is raised into the Situation CF ; and
the
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the Bottom of all Vessels , if covered with
Water , appear raised, or higher by a fourth
Part of the Depth of the Wate/ , than what
they really are (CXVII ),

The

(CXVII ) I . If Bodies, on which Light falls, were
supposed to affect it no other Ways than by giving Ad'
mission to the Rays , or permitting them to pass through
their Substance, they would then persevere in the sain®

Right Line after their Immersion, as before ; and
Course' there could be no such thing as the Refraction
above defined. But Bodies are not passive to the Rays
of Light , but act upon them with a real and determi'
nate Force, as is evidently proved by Experiments.
Thus if a very small rpund Hole be made in a thin
Piece of Metal , and the Light of the Sun transmitted
through it into a dark Room ; if the Metal acted noc
on the Ray passing through the Hole, the Spot of L >g^
' would always be of the fame Size with the Hole at ah
Distances from it ; but because we always observe th6
luminous Spot is larger than the Hole, and the m° re
so as it is farther distant, is a plain Proof that the Ppr'
rides of the Metal in the Periphery of the Hole act with
an attracting Force on the Rays of Light , and inflep
them in such a Manner as to cause them to proceed d>*
verging from each other,
2. In like manner, if the Rays of Light are made
pass between the parallel Edges of two Knives place
at the Distance of T‘o of an Inch , we shall observe 0,1
each Side the transmitted Beam a Glare of Light 1*^
that of the Tail of a Comet, if the Beam be recei ve
on a Sheet of Pap :r, at the Distance of about j °r j
Foot from the Knives . And if the Knives are p
with their Edges about TLo of an Inch apart, instead ®
the Light above-mentioned, you’ll observe on each pi
the Beam of Light , three Fringes of colour’d Lig*1
parallel to the Edges of the Knives, which are
distinct as the Hole of the Window or Beam of Lig>
rf
is less.

3■1
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The Sun *s Rays , as I have said, are not
homogeneous , but of different Kinds ; and
each

!
■

j
I
i

3. If the Edges of the Knives be brought within
of an Inch , no Light will appear on the Paper be¬
tween the said Fringes , so that all the Light which
Passes between the Edges is inflected on either Side,
"soich plainly Ihews that Steel acts at the Distance pf
Ts<j Part of an Inch upon the Rays of Light , by an
°ttra (Jive Force which is increased as the Distance of
the Knives is diminished.
4. On the other Hand , the Shadows of all Bodies
Placed in the Beam of Light in the dark Room are
larger than they ought to be, were the Rays of Light
to pafs by them unaffected by any Power from them ;
for then the Shadow would be at all Distances of one
and the fame Bigness, viz. equal to that of the Body ;
hut since we observe the Shadow always larger than the
body, it follows, that the Rays must proceed diverging
from the Surface of the Body, which they could not do
hut by virtue of a repellent Power, which causes them
to separate to a greater Distance after they have pass’d
by the Surface of the Body ; thus the Shadow of a Hair
bas been observed 35 times bigger than the Hair it¬
self.
5. This attracting and repelling Power in the Par¬ Plate
ticles of Bodies, by which they inflect the Rays of XXXVI,
bight , is the Cause of all Reflection and Refraction Fig . 4.
Light , of which we shall now treat more particuVly . Let there be two Mediums( suppose of Air and
^ater) and a Ray of Light H G in the-rarer Medium
( Air) tend towards a Point K in the. Surface of the denfrt Medium (Water ) A B ; the attracting Power of the
“articles in the Surface of the denser Medium extends
fr>a certain small Distance , as to the Line E F ; as soon
fr>en as the Ray is arrived at the Line E F , it gets into
Attraction of the Medium , which acts perpendiCu lar to the Surface,
, 6. The Particle of Light in the Point G , begins to
na¬
acted upon by two Forces ; one derived from itstural
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each Sort has a different Degree of Refrangibility , that is. In passing through a dense
Medium*
tural Velocity in the Direction G K , the other derived
from the attracting Medium in the Direction G 1 ; let
then the Parallelogram GKMI be compleated, and
’tis manifest (from what . we have shewn already) that
the Ray will move in the Diagonal of this Parallelo¬
gram , viz. in the Direction G M , and impinge pn the
Surface at L.
7. Now since the Ray of Light , after it comes to G>
is influenced by the attracting Virtue of a Number of
Particles continually increasing till it comes to L , the
Force therefore by which it is urged in the Direction
G I, is a Force uniformly increasing, like that of Gra¬
vity ; its Motion therefore will be constantly accele¬
rated , and its Direction G L not a Right Line , but a
Curve . But since the Distance G 1 is indefinitely small*
the Curvature of its Path for so short a Space is not
sensible, and may therefore be represented by a Right
Line.
8- Let N O be drawn parallel to the Surface A B, at
the fame Depth below as E F is above it ; and then i£
is evident that since the Particle of Light is attracts
every way equally within the Distance of IG all round*
the Attraction will be greater towards the Line N O as
it approaches nearer to it ; consequently its Motion
will still be accelerated from L to the said Line , and
will also be a Curve ; therefore the Particle will not g°
on to M in the Diagonal G M , but will go to a Point
P in the Curve L P, nearer to the perpendicular Line
9. After it is arrived to the Line N O in the Point
P , the Attraction will be on all Sides equal, its Motion
or Velocity uniform, and its Direction a Right Line»
till it comes within the fame Distance G I of the undet
Surface of the Medium C D , where its Path will again
begin to be incurvated into R S, and every thing w’ 11
be the Reverse of what we have now observed at its Im'
mersion*
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3° 3

tedium , they are differently disposed to
refracted , being bent or turned out of
their
rsion, thatjs . R S will be similar to G L , and S V
^ VSY.
lo . The denier any Medium is, the greater -will be
l*so Number of attracting Particles in a given Space,
4t)d so the greater will be the Force G I, or the refracl've Power of the Medium ; thus Water is less dense,
therefore has a less refractive Power than Glass, and
t*' afs less than Diamond . But Oils, though less dense
t'an Water , have vet a greater refractive Power, as con^soing a greater Proportion of Sulphur than other Bo?les; for since Action and Re-action are mutual and,
ssoal between all Bodies, and since we fee that Rays of
pght congregated by a Burning Glass act most upon
j!*‘phureous Bodies in turning them into Fire and Flame,
I®°n the contrary , Sulphurs , Oils , Spirits, £5Y. ought
1(1act most upon Light , as we constantly find they do ;
^ Sir Isaac Newton thought it reasonable to attribute
j, e refractive Power of Bodies chiefly, if not wholly, to
e sulphureous Parts with which they abound,
j *I. Since the Velocity of Light in different Medi¬ Plate
cs is different, let its Velocity in the rarer Medium XXXIV.
{ro so H to C be to that in the denser Medium from C Fig . 8.
? E, asatos;
and since the Spaces described are as
*j>? Rectangles under the Times and Velocities, the
j*soles will be as the Spaces directly, and the Velocities
vsosely ; whence the Time of describing the Line
jL will be to the Time of describing the Line C G,
j yX H C to m X C G . Let L I — <r, CL = i , HL
5 and
IG — ^ ; then will HLzif — x>
^Consequently C G = ^/aas - xx, and HC =
+ rr — 2 ex xx ,■whence the Time in which
ll,e

parallel to H G , or the Angle HGX

Vcj -C G is moved through is m \ / a a -s x xf- n
+
- 2 cx + xx. .
Now admitting that Nature does every thin
1

JNay,

we

have the foregoing Expression of
so its Fluxion eqtial to No¬
thing,

*Unea Minimum
, and
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thefr first Course to different Distances fro#
the Perpendicular : And these several Sof#

ot

.thing, viz.,

I
m xx

■nix

-Z.&1

\Z aa -\ - xx ^~\/bb -\ - cc — 2xc -\- xx

hXc-

whence we havev/ aaf -xx

mX I G
hXHL
is, —rTrr
~
=L
it rC ~" Ifence
C vj n

Plate

xxx vr.

Fi g- 5

th**

s/ bbfcc —2cx-\ -xx
, making HC =: C^

we have wzXlGaa : » XHLj and consequently, M"
j: HL : IG.
13. But the Ratio of m to n, that is, of the VeloC^f
before and during the Refraction , is constant, or alwf
the fame in the lame Media therefore
;
the Lines H F
and I G are in a given or constant Ratio , Hence ^
have this fundamental Law of Refraction , Lkat the Sltl
of the Angle of Incidence is always in a constant Ratio ^
the Sine of the. Angle of Refaction , in all inclination 50
the incident Ray whatsoever.
14. Since the Proportion of these Sines is cOhst?‘n/
it remains that we determine what that Ratio is iny*
ferent Media and
;
for that Purpose there are vari®u
Methods , one of the best of which I shall here defci'ibfj
but must first premise the.following Lemma. Let G f*
be an equilateral Triangle , and let the Angle D be b
fected by the Right Line DO ; let A KMC be dr5^
parallel to the Side G H, and through the Points
draw I K N cutting Q D in N ; then is the Angle A hj’ •
= NKB, as being vertical to each other . Alf« c ,
Triangle NKD is divided into two similar and equ|31
gular Triangles N K B and B K D , by the Perpend'^
lar K B ; and therefore the Angle NKB is equal kM
Angle K D B. All which is evident from Euclid *s
ijrents.
of
15. Suppose now that G FID be the Sectihn
Prism ot Water or Glass, or any pellucid Medium, a. ^
K M a Ray of Light passing through it parallel t0 6,
Side G H ; and let it go out of the Prism and be ^
fra&ed into the Air on each Side into the Direction 5 ^
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of Rays have each a peculiar Colour , viz.
those which are least refrangible are red;
the
&ndM E ; upon the Point K describe the Semicircle
D B) = r A K I, the Angle
(=
PlQj then isNKB K
of Incidence out of the Prism into Air, and F K I is
the Angle of Refraction ; consequently, A R and F S
are the Sines of the Angles of Incidence and Refrac¬
tion out of the Prism into Air.
x6. On the contrary, we may consider F K as the
incident Ray falling upon the Prism in the Point K , and
refracted in the Direction K M parallel to the Side G H,
tvhich at the Point M emerges again into the Air in the
direction ME , making the Angle EML with the
Perpendicular M L , equal to the Angle F K I . In this
Cafe the Angle F KI is the Angle of Incidence, and
Ps K B is the Angle of Refraction in the Prism ; which
Angle of Refraction is therefore given, or constant, as
it is always equal to the Angle KDB, or half the
Angle of the Prism.
17. The Angle of Incidence F K I consists of two Plate
Parts, viz. of the giyen Angle AKI (=; K D B ) and XXXVI.
the additional Angle A K F . Now the Angle AKI Fig . 6.
as being equal to half the Angle of the
,s known ,
Prism ; and the Angle F K A is known by placing the
Prism by the' Centre of a graduated Semicircle, as ABC,
Carrying an Index , whose two Arms F K and K E are
Cqually elevated above the horizontal Line AC, ' and
Correspond to the incident and emergent Ray F K and
AdiE in the other Figure . For here his evident, if an
Pbject be placed on the End of the Arm F , it will be
ky an E ),e looking through the Sights at the other
End of the Index E ; and when the Object is thus
t?en, the Angle AKF is known by the Number of
ELgrees which each Arm cuts upon the Limb of the
“cmicircle.
^ 18. This Number of Degrees, added to the constant
Lumber 30° , which is equal to half the Angle of the
tisin, gives the whole Angle of Incidence FKI; and
*" Us the Angles of Incidence and Refraction being
found,
Voi . II,
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the second Sort, Orange ; the third Sort,
Yellow; the fourth Sort, Green ; the fifth
Sort,
found, the Proportion of the Sines FS and AR will be dis¬
covered, which Ratio is always the fame while the Mat¬
ter of the Prism remains the fame, as was before fheWJJ
from the Theory , and may by this Instrument be proved
by Experiment . For Example , let the Prism be
Watery it will be necessary to elevate each Arm 12 De'
grees upon the Limb , before the Image of the Object a*
F can be seen by the Eye at E ; then 12 + 3° =
= F K A + A K I = F K I, the Angle of IncidenceBut the Sine F S of 420 is to the Sine A R of 30° as 4
to 3 very nearly.
19. Now it is plain, if the Ratio of the Sines A st
and F S were not fixed, since F S might be in any Rati^
greater or lesser than A R , the incident Ray F K m2/
make an Angle F K I greater or less than 420, and y6*"
the Object at F be seen by the Eye at E ; but this ^
find by Experiment to be impossible, becaiife there is
other Elevation of the Arms of the Index that will e3£
”
hibit the Appearance of the Object , but the one aboV c>
mentioned.
20. If G PI D were a Prism of Glass, as that <s ^
denser Body than Water , so its refractive Power wist *
greater, and consequently it will act more strongly 11
P
on the Ray K M at its Exit into the Air, and cause ^
so be refracted farther from the Perpendicular I K/f
M L . Therefore the Angle of Incidence out of A
Into Glass, viz. the Angle F K I, ought to be greats
and so to require a greater Elevation of the Legs of t£1
Index than before in the Prism of Water : And this ^
find by Experiment is the Cafe ; for then the Elevati0’1’
instead of 120, must be about 22° or 230.
$
21. Hence ’tis plain, the Sine of Incidence F S rnu
be in a constant Ratio to the Sine of Refraction A j* '
because, since the Angle AKL is invariable, (f ’p
always equal toGDO)
and in the fame Medium "
H
,
the
Angle
F
K
I
must
^1_
_ T>_
7 . always
> be r.the fame,
.1_ Crbec^j1
.re- tuthe refractive Power is every where so ; therefore les'
Ang
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Sort, Blue ; the sixth Sort, Indigo ; and the
are most re¬
seventh Sort, Violets which
frangible , or refracted to the greatest Dis¬
tance from the perpendicular.
To illustrate this Matter , let GF repre¬
sent a Parcel of the solar Rays entering
through the Hole H of a Window -Shdtter
lnto a darken ’d Room ; and there let
them fall on the Prism ABC, in the Point
^ : In pasting through the Prism they will
he severally refracted in a different Degree*
^nd thus separated from each other , so
that at their Exit on the other Side at E,
they
Angles being constant, the Sines will be so too, or
lheir Ratio to each other always the fame.
22. As by this Instrument the Angles of Incidence
Refraction are discovered, the Ratio of their Sines
^s‘ll be known of coutfe, for each respective Medium,
t'hus in Water the Sine of 42° is to the Sine of 30°
9s 4 to 3 very nearly ; and in Glass the Sine of 46 ° is to
Sine of 30° as 3 to 2, or more nearly as 17 to xr.
PJt some Experiments it has been found, that the Sine
Incidence is to the Sine of Refraction in Diamond
S to 2.
„ 23. But since in Physical Matters we have no Authocomparable to Sir Isaac Newton, I shall here give a
f able (from his Optics of the Proportion of the Sines
Incidence and Refraction of Yellow Light (that
jctrtg nearly a Mean between the greatest and least refangible Rays , as we shall fee farther on) . This will be
stained in the first Column ; the second expresses the
Tensities of the Bodies estimated by their Specific Gra•lties ; and the third the refractive Power of each Body
ltl refpect of its Density.
X 2

I

24.
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they will proceed at different Distances
from the Perpendicular EP to the other
Side
The Refracting Body,

Res.
Proportion of The
the Sines. Density.Power

Air — — 3201 to 00 0,0012 IJ208
Glass of Antimony
17 to
9 5,2800 4864
A Pfeudo-Topaz
23 to
14 4,2700 397?
A Selenites 6l to 41 2>Z$ZO 5386
Common Glass
3 - to 20 2,5800 5436
16 2,6500 545b
Crystal of the Rock
25 to
Island Crystal 3 2,7200 6536
5 to
Sal Gemmæ 11 2,1430 6477
17 to
Alum 35 to 24 1,714° 657°
Borax 22 to
15 1,714° 6716
Nitre
3° to 21 1,9000 7079
Dantzick Vitriol
3° 3 to 200 1,7150 755 1
Gil ol Vitriol
12 to
7 1,7000 6124
Rain - Water >
529 to 396 1,0000 7854
Gum Arabic 31 to 21 i, 375° 8574
Spirit of Wine rectified 100 to 73 0,8060 10121
2 0,9960 12551
Camphire
-.
3 to
Oil Olive 22 to
15 0,9130 12607
Lintieed Oil40 to 27 0,0120 12819
Spirit ot '1‘urpentine
25 to 17 0,8740 1322a
Amber —14 to
9 1,0400 13654
A DiamondIOO to
41 3,4000 1455 b.

25. The Refraction of the Air in this Table is &e'
termined by that of the Atmosphere observed by Astr°'
nomers ; for if Light pass through many refracting Su^
stances, or Mediums , gradually denser and denser,
terminated with parallel Surfaces, the Sum of all *•.
Refractions will be equal to the single Refraction ^
would have suffered in passing immediately out of
strst Medium into the last ; because the immergent
will be parallel to the incident one in every
singJy (by Art. 9 .) if they were separated; and the’
being contiguous can make no Alteration . Hence, *
Plate
XXXVI. A A be the Medium of Air interceding two differs
Media, as B B of Water , and CC of Glass ; then tb^
•Fig . 7.
emergent Ray

ei

out of the Water

is

parallel to thes n't
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Side of the Room , where they will make a
Jong and various -colour ’d Image of the
Sun
cident Ray ac, and the emergent Ray lo out of Glass
’tis plain,
;
is parallel to the incident Ray e i whence
the Refraction of the Ray i I is the fame as if the two

Media B B and C C were contiguous , the Ray e i in
that Cafe being lost, which makes no Difference.
26. Hence , if the Sine of Incidence out of Air into
Water be to the Sine of Refraction as (a b : de) I : R,
and that of Incidence to the Sine of Refraction out
n0—
of Air into Glass as (no : i k) I : R ■,then
/C

^ = ab =

K.

; whence RX/X

*T = AX

AX d e ; but when the two Media B B and C C are
out
Contiguous, de = ■cf will be the Sine oftheIncidence
Sine.of Re¬
of Water into Glass, and i k = ml
: A X I :: the
::
faction ; therefore cs : ml RXI
Sine of Re¬
the
to
:
Water
of
out
Sine of Incidence
faction in Glass.
Plate
27. I cannot here omit to mention the accurate Me¬ XXXVI.
the
at
Hawkjbee,
.
Mr
thod which was made use of by
Appointment of the Royal Society, to determine the Fig . 8.
Refractive Power of the Air , which was thus : He made
Choice of a distinct erect Object P, at the Distance of
2S88 Feet ; a Prism ABC was exhausted of its Air, and
applied to the End of a 10 Foot Telescope with a Hair
In its Focus . The Object was then viewed through
the Vacuum by the Ray P E S ; then admitting the Air
into the Prism, the Object was seen to rife above the
the
flair gradually , as the Air entered ; in the End , Feet
flair was found to hide a Mark in the Object io '
helow the Mark , as at P , so that PM = 10‘ Feet.
28. This done, the Condenser was applied, and one
Atmosphere injected into the Prism, which was applied
out the Air,
to the Telescope , as before, and letting
same Space
the
through
descend
to
seen
was
the Object
of x0 t Feet . Now since the Radius PI — 2588, and
the Angle' P I M — 68
f M z= 10,25, we hnd
the Angle Q_D I, which
for
34"
gives
which
of
half
the
X 3

taken
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Sun X Y, which is, perhaps , one of the
most surprizing and agreeable Spectacles of.
Nature.
THE
taken from the Q_D K or QJ 3 D ( — 32° = half the
Angle of the Prism) gives the Angle K D I or L D S
— 310 59 ' 26" , and so the Sine of the Angle of Inch
dence in Vacuo(
32 0) is to the Sine of the Angle of
Refraction into Air (31° 59^ 26" ) as 1000000 to
999736 . (See Mr . HawkJbee s own Figures in Platf.
35 . Fig. 7 , 8, 9.)
29. In order to understand the Difference between the
true and apparent Places of Objects , seen through a
Medium of different Density from the Air , let the
Scheme be constructed as in the Figure , where the Sines
Plate
of Incidence and Refraction are H L and G I ; and
XXXIV. these are in a given Ratio of A to B, that is, H L •
Pig . 9. G I :: A : B ; but because of parallel Lines N Q_K C
we have HL = NK ; therefore NK : IG :: A : Bu
NC : IC = HC ; but N C : H C :: C E : C M , be¬
cause P E is parallel to K D , therefore C E : CMr
A : B.
30. Now since the Ray E C coming from an Object
at E is refracted in the Air into the Ray HC ; if H C
be continued to F , the apparent Place of the Object
will be in the refracted Ray at M in the Perpendicular
E P , and projected to F on the horizontal Plane O P *.
but the Point M will always be the visible Place of the
Image ; therefore when the Angle C E O is indefinitely
small, or the Point C coincides with O , the Lines Cb
and C M will become O E and O M ; and in that cd er
OE : OM :: A : B :: p 3, in Water . Whence ’t>®
evident that the apparent Place of an Object immersed
jn Water , and view’d in the Perpendicular , will be
3 of the Depth of Water.
31. But if the Medium be Glass, then O E : O
3 : 2, or more nearly as 17 to u ; so that Jj - O E
O M , or the apparent Place of an Object seen through
a Medium of Glass, will be at the Distance of i7 ° the
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they
The several Sorts of Rays, after

proper
are refracted , appear in their own Colours

would

In Diamond , it
the Thickness of the Glass O E ,
, and soon for all
he at the Depth of } of the Thickness
Table.
foregoing
the
in
the other Bodies mentioned
recedes from
C
Point
the
as
,
Hand
other
32. On the
is etjual to the
the Point O , the Angle CEO, which
, and there¬
greater
becomes
,
D
Angle of Incidence E C

or the re¬
to the
Inclination
fracted Ray H C , will have a greateralso C F ; on which
therefore
and
B,
A
horizontal Line
the apparent Place
Account ’tis evident the Distance of
will decrease, and
,
M
O
of the Object , viz. the Line
in the Perpendi¬
rise
to
seem
will
Object
of course the
so great , that
is
CEO
cular . And when the Angle
or be¬
Horizon
the
to
parallel
the Ray C H is refracted
become
will
M
C
then
,
C
A
comes coincident which
Bottom at E will appear on
C O , and the Object at the at
the Surface of the Medium O.
Water , we have
33. In this Cafe, if the Medium be find OE — 2,65
shall
we
whence
C E : C O :: 4 : 3,
Width is 2 C O
nearly ; therefore in any Veflel, whosefill’d with Water,
when
,
6, and Depth OE — 2,65
viewed in the
any Object placed at the Bottom , when
E to M , \ of the
from
raised
appear
will
,
Perpendicular
the Perpendicular
Depth ; and as the Eye recedes from
will appear to
Object
the
,
C
A
Line
to the horizontal
O ; all which
at
Fluid
the
of
rife from M to the Surface
a common
into
Water
May be confirmed by pouring
, isc.
Flower
the
viewing
and
,
Bason
or
Tea -Difh ,
Painted at the Bottom.
straight Stick , as
34. Hence appears the Reason why a in Water , will
E
C
N C E , when placed with one Part
Form N C M , the
always appear crooked, viz. in the into the apparent
Refraction
by
raised
Part C E being
Water will always
Situation C M ; and the Part under
into C M.
contracted
be
will
C
E
Appear shorter , for
Experience.
All which is known by common
35- Also,
X 4

HCK,
fore also the Angle of Refraction
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Colours in Order as follows, viz. Those
are least refracted , or fall nearest the
Perpen-

■which

35. Also, since EM , the Difference between the true
and apparent Place of Objects , seen through a Medium,
is always greater in Proportion to the Depth O E , and
the Obliquity of the Rays refracted to the Eye , it will
follow, that any circular Body immersed in Water,
in a Position perpendicular or inclining to the Horizon,
will luffer a greater Refraction of Rays from the lower
Parts , than from those above ; and consequently the
lowermost Semicircle will put on the Appearance of A
Semi-eliipsis; and also the upper one, but not so much
so, the Refraction being less than below. The Confecine; e of which is, that the Circle thus viewed in the
Medium will appear elliptical, as having its vertical Diameter shortened by the Refraction ; whereas the hori¬
zontal Diameter will remain of the fame Length , be¬
ing . only railed apparently above its real Situation,
whence the Reason of the Figure of the horizontal Suit
and Mcon above- mentioned,
36. From what has been said, ’tis easy to understand,
that when the Ray E .C in the Medium is refracted into
the Air nearly parallel or coincident with the Horizon
AC , in which Cafe (if the Medium be Water ) the
Line CEmAC
being Radius , we have the following
Analogy ; As 4 is to 3, so is Radius AC or C E to
the Sine of the Angle of Refraction COorDE;
which
Angle is therefore nearly 48° ; I fay, ’tis easy to under¬
stand, that if the Ray of Light E C fall on the Sur¬
face of the Medium with a greater Obliquity than what
is here specified, that is, so as to make the Angle ECO
greater than 48 ° , the Ray will be wholly reflected back
again to the lower Surface, and none will go out into
the Air at either Surface of the Medium.
37. Again, if the Medium be Glass, since the Sme^
pf Incidence and Refraction in that Cafe are as 11 t0
17, the Angle E C D will be about 41° , when the re¬
fracted Ray C H becomes coincident with the horizon¬
tal Line AC ; and therefore when the Angle is greater,
' "
a
the
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Perpendicular PE , are Red, and make the

sed Part of the Spectrum at R ; the next
are the Orange at O, the Yellow at Y, the
Qreen at G, the Blue at B, the Indigo at I,
at*d the Violet at V : And these Seven are
the original Jimple Colours in Nature *
aNd of which, by various Mixtures, all
in the common
ot hers are compounded,
Refractions and Reflections from natural
bodies (CXVIII).

Since

jj*e Light will be wholly reflected from one Surface of
‘"e Glass to the other ; and never let out into the Air ;
Whence it follows, that though the Particles of Matter
j? Bodies be in themselves-transparent , yet if they are
0 disposed one among another as to reflect the Light
obliquely, ’tis plain , the Light in such a case will
®lost by various Reflections within the Body, and
"Us prove a Cause of the Body’s Opacity.
(, (CXVIII ) I . This different Refrangibility of the
pjtps Light proceeds from hence, that the Particles of
^'ght are of different Degrees of Magnitude ; for if
Power act upon a Body, so as to give it a particuDetermination or Direction of Motion , that Deter¬
mination or Direction of the Body’s Motion will always
^ the fame, while the Energy of the Power and the
Hi>antity of Matter remain the fame, and will be va"hle in Proportion as either of these is so.
But the refracting Power of the Medium will be
,
jj^ ys the fame while it is homogeneous or all of one
ti° rt of Matter , therefore when a Ray of Light pastes
5 r°ugh a Substance of Water , Glass, Crystal, is' c. and
^ifferent Direction of Motion is thereby communicated
dift'erent p arts of the Ray , it follows, that the Particles
t jjkh constitute those Rays, which have a different Di- ^ ion? ipust be among themselves unequal in Quantity
of

ZrZ
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Since a Lens does in the manner ,of 3
Prism , more or less separate the Rays of

Ligh£
of Matter , and consequently in Bulk ; and since th®
Quantity of Motion is in the Ratio of the Bulk an®
Velocity , ( in this Cafe) ’tis plain, the greater the V®'
locity is, the less will be the Bulk ; and therefore thol®
Rays of Light which suffer the greatest Refraction
less in Bulk or Magnitude than others which are not >®
much refracted, the greater Particles being not so muty
subject to the Povyer of the Glass ; as a large Needle )S
not so easily moved by a Loadstone, nor at so great a
Distance.
3. This being the Cafe, ’tis easy to be understood’
that when a Beam of Light , as PI F , is let into a day
Room, through a Hole in the Window -Shutter , and **
made to fall on a Prism A C B at F , it will be attract®
by the Surface of the Glass at F in a perpendicular
rection , and cause the several Particles to deviate fr° .
their right -lined Course to T , (which they before ha '
and decline towards the Perpendicular a b, that is,
wards the Parts F a within the Glass ; which Deviat*0^
or Refraction will be greater in Proportion as the Pas
j
tides of Light are smaller.
4 . Hence the several Particles of Light will Pr0^e£^
from the Side A C to the Side D C in different D*rf^
tions j where, when they arrive, and go out again 1
to the Air, they will be again affected by the fame ®
tracting Power of the Glass, which will here pro® ^
the fame Effect as before, that is, it will cause e®
Sort of Ray to incline towards the Side of the G 1® ’
and consequently to be refracted from the Directions t
severally had in the Glass, and from the Perpendis®
IT .

est}

5. Thus those Rays, whose Particles are
will deviate least from the Perpendicular , and wiH ^
fore go to R , and make the lowest Part of the c0rj° 'j1s
o(c
Spectrum, and these will appear pf a Red ColourParticles next less in Magnitude will be somewhat tn^
refracted, and will go to O , and be of an Oru»i e
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ht passing through it, it follows , that

fill the several Sorts of Rays will have
their

h'°ur the
-

next Size less will be still more refracted,
9-Ud appear Yellow at Y , and thus the Refraction will
Proceed in the Green at G , the Blue at B, the Indiga
?t I, and the Violet- coloured Rays at V ; which as they¬
're most refracted, are thereby proved to be the least
Pf all in Magnitude.
6. I shall now proceed to shew, since the Sun’s
Fight is variously refrangible, what the particular DeHtec of Refraction is which every Species of Rays unP^rgoes, and the Sines of those Angles respectively. In
°rder to this it must be considered, that the Sine of InFdence is the fame in all ; and that when the Inci¬
dence is such as that the Ray F K , upon the first Re¬ Plate
faction , shall pass in the Direction parallel to the upper xxxvi.
Side of the Prism G H, the Refractions made at each Fig- 9*
?>de of the Prism are equal, and equal to the refracting
^tigle of the Prism GDH; all which is evident from
hhat was demonstrated in Annot. CXVI.
. 7. Also it is known by Experience , that when the
1rifin A B C is held with its Axis perpendicular to the
jUn-Beam, and then turned round upon its Axis, the
■rtiage or coloured Speftrum will first descend to a cer■Wn Limit , where it will become stationary, and then
a( cend to the fame Place as at first ; whence it appears
^ ain, that since the Altitude of the Image above the
**ace where the Sun-Beam would fall, were the Prism
^ay , is owing to the Sum of the Refractions made at
~ach Side of the Prism, while the Image descends the
llrn of these Refractions decrease, and when the Image
^ Ce nds the said Sum must increase,
j. 8. Consequently , since the Image falls twice upon the
Place in one Rotation of the Prism, there are two
,°sitions of the Prism wherein the Sum of the Refrac'°ns at its Sides are equal ; and these happen when the pig . ^
/•^ gles of the incident Beam HDL and O D L are
iUc si as will cause the refracted Parts D G and D F to
,e esluaily infclined to the Sides of the Prism, but contrary
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their proper Focus's, or be convened to
many different Points in the Axis of the
Lens*
trary Ways ; that is, so as to make the Angle D G B
= BDF , and G D B = D F B, and therefore th®
Triangles DBG and DBF equi-angular . For in th®
Position of the Ray H D G the Refractions at th®
Angles D and G are respectively equal to the Angl®5
E and D in the other Situation of the Ray ODE'
and therefore the Sum of the Refractions on each Si^e
in each Cafe must be equal, and cause the Image to ap¬
pear twice in the fame Place.
9. While the unequal Refractions at each Side th®
Prism, at D and G , or D and F , are approaching to¬
wards Equality , the refracted Ray D G or D F is con¬
tinually approximating to the Situation D E ; whcts
when it arrives, the Angles at D and E being the*1
equal , the Refractions at each Side will be equal aff®>
and the Image in that Cafe be brought to its Limit 0
lowest Site. Then R D will be the incident Ray , ah
.
E P the emergent one.
xo. Produce R D and E P till they intersect each *
I, and any horizontal Line in M andN ; then let th
Angle R M N be the Altitude of the Sun, and P N ^
that of the SpeSirum at P ; which Angles are east1
measured with a Quadrant . Their Sum is equal to tP
external Angle P I M , which is again equal to the t^
internal Angles of Refraction I D Q _and I E Q_; and, h;
what has been now shewn, IDQ _—IEQjpQDK ; wh^ j'
N + M . Hence ; N + ^
fore Q_D K = DBK i=
L , the Angle of Incidents
D
R
or
K
D
I
-p ID Q_~
11. We shall give Sir Isaac Newton’s Example in th'
Affair. The refracting Angle of his Prism was A B g
— 62° 30' , the Half of which is 31° 15' , whose S*h
is Z188, the Radius being 10000. When the
was in its Limit , or stationary, he observed with a QF,
drant the Angle P N M of a mean refrangible Ray &j ,
that is, of one that went to the Middle of the colou ^
Image at P ; and by adding this to the Angle R J* ^
of the Sun’s Altitude taken at the fame Time , he ,
tain

tu

Yellow
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Lens , and not all to one Point only , as is
Necessary for a perfect and uniform Repre¬
sentation
the Angle PI M to be 44 ° 40' ; whose Half 22°
2o', added to Half the Angle of Refraction 310 15 ' ,
53 0 35 ', whose
’tiakes the Angle of Incidence RDLn
Sine is 8047. The Sine of Incidence , therefore, is to
the Sine of Refraction of a mean refrangible Ray , or
that of yellow Light , as 8047 to 5188, which is as
Gained

3l to 20. ( See the Table,

Annot.

CXVII . 24.)

12. If there were but one Sort of Light , it then
^ould be equally refracted, and the Image of the Sun
^ould not then be long, but round ; and if the Rays
^ere first received by a Convex Lens , they would all
Pass to its Focus , and there represent the Sun’s Image
t’ery distinctly in a circular Spot, which Image would
^btend the fame Angle at the Lens as the Sun itself does,
t>r half a Degree, at a Mean . All this will be demonLrated hereafter.
13. If these Rays , aster having pafs’d through the
Lens, were received by a Prism, since the Sum of Re¬
factions at the Sides of the Prism are equal , ( as we
^ave (hewn they are when the Image is stationary, Art.
8.) the Rays will have the fame Inclination to each
other after Refraction through the Prism as before;
Whence the Angle is not changed , but gives the Image
the Sun still equal to 30' . But to illustrate this, let
Mjq be the Section of the Window - Sbutter in a dark
Loom, in which , through a Hole O , a Pencil of Rays
L O L is transmitted to the Lens K L ; which would
c°nverge them to a Focus at H , were they not inter¬
rupted by the Interposition of the Prism ABC, by
^hich means they are refracted to I . And since the
of the Refractions at E and D is equal to that at
£ and G , the Angle FIG will be equal to the Angle
LH G ; and if the Sun were but a Point , its Image at
" and I would be a Point also.
*4. But since the Sun has the apparent Magnitude of
, let the Angle M Q_N be the Angle under which
Sun appears ; that is, Jet M Q _be a Ray coming
from

'

Plate
xxxvir.
Fig . 1.

p.
®*
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sentation of the Image of any Object : Fot
the Red Rays proceeding from the Object
wih

from the upper Limb of the Sun, and N Q_ another
from the lower Limb . These crossing each other
the Center of the Lens K L , at Q , make the Angfe
D QJE — M Q_M ; nor is this Angle altered by the
Refractions through the Prism, as being equal on each
Side ; therefore the Image at I will be subtended under
,
an Angle of 30 Minutes .
15. And since this will be the Cafe of every Sort of
Rays contained in the Sun’s Light , if that which tve
have been considering be a mean refrangible Ray * then
the least refrangible Rays will form an Image in V&6
manner at R ^ the most refrangible Rays another at Pt
and the intermediate Rays their several Images refpec'
tively. So that the coloured SpsSirum P R consists of
as many circular Areas as there are different Sorts ot
Rays ; and is every where of an equal Breadth , w*'
half a Degree.
16. Now his evident, that if the Sun be supposed*
Point , each of those Circlesj being the Images of the
Sun and similar to it, must also be contracted into a
Point , and so the coloured SpeSlrurn P I R would in th*!?
Cafe have no Breadth ; and its Length would decr ea
at each End by the Semidiameter of the Circle P and R*
and therefore would subtend an Angle of 30' less than l(:
now does.
17. In order to determine the Angles of Refracti0?
of the least and most refrangible Rays, we must fin
Plate
determine the Angle P I R , which the Image Pf
subtends at the Distance it is formed from the Prim1
xxXvi.
^
Fig . io. ABC. The Sun being supposed a Point , let S P le
the Incident Ray , which continue out to V ; and
L D K be perpendicular to the Side A B in the Point 0
Incidence D . The Ray S D at its first Refraction **
within the Prifi 11 j
diffused through the Space ODE
D G is the least refrangible Ray , D F the greatest,
D E (parallel to A C ) the mean refrangible Ray . T .
Sine of the Angle of mean Refraction E D K to th*
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^ill be converged to a Focus at a greater
distance from the Lens , than the Indigo
or
Incidence I D K has been already ihewn to be as
Si88 to 8047, or as 20 to 31.
18. We are now to find the Quantity of the Anodes
CrDK and F D K . Since each Ray will suffer^the
bine Degree of Refraction at the second Surface as at
first very nearly ; let the refracted Rays F P, ET,
be
and they will intersect each
lr> the Point I, making I F , I E , I G severally very
pearly equal to D I, and therefore the Angles I F D —
F&F , and IGD — IDG ; therefore PIV — 2 FDV,
bid RIV = 2 GDV. Hence PIV — RIV = PIR
ba 2 FDV — 2 GDV j consequently, \ PIR — FDV
S'GDV
= FDG.
19. The Angle PIR st discovered by measuring the
length of the Image PR , and its Distance from the
*Wm ABC. This
Sir Isaac Newton has done with
&reat Exactness. The refracting Angle of his Prism
^as ABC — 62° 30', the Distance of the Speilrum
Feet , the Length
or 10 Inches , the Breadth 2^
Fhches. This subducted from the Length leaves 7*
br the Length of the Image were the Sun but a Point,
bid therefore subtends the Angle which the most and
bast refrangible Rays P F and R G do contain with one
Mother after their Emergence from the Prism.
20. But at the Distance of 18,5 Feet , the Length
Inches is the Chord of an Arch equal to 2° 0' 7" —
JR ; therefore k PIR — FDG — i ° 0 3V ; whence
*jE>G i ( = FDG) o= ° 30' 2" = FDE. But the
^gle EDK — DBR 31
— ° if o" . Wherefore
+ EDG = 31° 45' 2" = GDK, the Angle
‘ Refraction of the least refrangible Rays ; and EDK
J^ DF
30 0 44 ^
— EDK, the Angle of Re¬
action of the most refrangible Rays.
q, 2! . The natural Sine of 31 45' 2'' is 5262, (as per
Fable, Annot. XLVI .) also the Sine of 30° 44^ 58 ' is
ati2 ' . The common Sine of Incidence being IDK
r S D L = 530 35 ', and Sine 8047 ; this compared

9 R,

produced
,

other

witR
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or Violet Rays ; and so the Image will be
coloured and confused in every Point be¬
tween

Plate
xxxvi.
Fig . II

with the Sines of Refraction of the most, mean, an
least refrangible Rays , will stand as follows.
CThe most refrangible Rays FU>
j as 8047 to 5112.
The Sineof Incidence J The mean refrangible Rays E ” *
is to the Sine of
j as 8047 to 5188.
n
j The least refrangible Rays GVf
I as 8047 to 5262.
22. I have hitherto considered the Refraction nE
out of Air into Glass, after the common Way.
as Sir Isaac Newton has proceeded in a contrary
thod, and stated the Proportions of the Sines of Re'
fraction (as they are out vf Glass into Air ) to the cofl1'
mon Sine of Incidence in Qlafs, I shall for the fut uf^
follow his Steps ; and therefore supposing a Beam 0
common Light within the Prism, as D E , shall con
sider its Refraction into the Air at the Side B C in '^
Point E . The common Sine of the Angle of Incident
KED or IEL = 319 15 ', was found to be 518“ ’
and the Angle PER z : i ° o' 37", the fame as besorf
Also the Angle of the mean refrangible Rays T E
being 530 35 ' , we have the Angle of the least ^
frangible Rays REL = 53 4' 58", and the Anglff
the most refrangible Rays PEL — 540 5 ' os' . ^ *
Sines of these Angles are 7995 and 8099 ; the Sine
Incidence , therefore, and of Refraction into Air , in * j
least and most refrangible Rays, are in the least roU 11
Numbers as 53 to 77 and 78.
23. Now if you subduct the common Sine of ln c‘
donee 50 from the Sines of Refraction 77 and 78, *■
Remainders 27 and 28 shew, that in small Refract^0/1J
the Refractions of the least refrangible Rays is to f j
of the most refrangible as 27 to 28 very nearly;
that the Difference of the Refractions of the least
most refrangible Rays is about the 27I Part of the st
fraction of the mean refrangible Rays.
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tWeen those Extremes , except just in the
iniddle Point , where the several Sorts of
Rays
24. Now in order to determine the Refrangibilityof
the several intermediate Rays of Light , Sir Isaac took
the following Method . He caused the Spectrum to be
Well defined, and delineated upon Paper its Perimeter,
as FAPGMT ; this he held in such a Manner , that
the Spectrum might fall upon and exactly agree with the
delineated Figure ; this done, an Assistant drew the
Lines a b, cd , es, c & . across the Figure , very nicely Plate
Upon the Confines of the several Colours , that is, of XXXVTl.
the Red M ab F , of the Orange abcd, of the Yellow Fig . 3,
( def\ and so of the rest ; which Operation being
divers times repeated, he found the Observations agreed
Very well, and that the Divisions made by the Cross
Lines were those of a Musical Chard.
25. That is, if G M be produced to X , so that it
be G M = MX , then the Line XM = f XG will be
the Octave. The Line a X ; XG :: 9 : 16 ; therefore
a X will be the Lesser Seventh. The Line c X will be f
of X G , and therefore the Sixth Greater, e X will be
I of X G , which is the Fifth , g X is | of X G , a
Fourth, t X is 4 of X G , a Third Lesser. IX is 5. of
X o , the Second Greater. So nicely has Nature ob¬
served an harmonical Distribution of Colours in the Solar
spectrum.
26. If then the Difference between the Sines of 77
*nd 78 be in like manner divided, that is, as the Line
MG is divided, we shall have the Sines of Refraction
so the several Red Rays extend from M to a, or front
77

to 77 • ; those of the Orange Colour from a to r, or

Lorn 771 to 77i » those of the Yellow from 77! at r,
so 771 at c ; those of the Green from 771 to 77J- at g ;
those of the Blue from 77-' to 77^ at i ; those of the
mdigo from 77^ to 77^ at / ; and from thence the Yi.
°kt to 78 at G .
L7. This Discovery of the Harmonic Proportion of
Lolours in the Sun’s Light has suggested the curious
flint or Idea of a Visual Music by means of an Ocular
Harpsichords
Y
Vol . II .
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Rays all intersect each other , and exhibit
the Image tolerably distinct and colour¬
less. To this different Refrangibility os'
the Rays is owing the Imperfection of the
common refracting Telescope , as will be
but too easy to experiment.
Hence also Objects of any of the simple
Colours , though contiguous to each other?
yet if viewed through a Prism appear
separated , and at a Distance from one ano¬
ther : And those Objects will have their
Images formed by a Lens at very different
Distances in its ;Axis , especially in Expe¬
riments of the deepest Red, and Violet, or
Blue Colours;as a Card painted half with
Carmine, and half with Ultramarine, made
).
(
deeper with a little IndigoCXIX
Harpjichard., which iliall entertain the Eye with the Suc¬
cession of harmonic Colours , as the common Harpsichord
does the Ear with musical Sounds. Yea , some have
carried this Matter so far, as actually to attempt tb®,
making of such a Harpsichord, with full Assurance oI
being able to play Tunes to the Eyes. It were greatl;
to be wished this Chromatic Music could be made as
effectual to give Pleasure to our Eyes, as common M u'
sic does to the Ears . We should then have Harmon/
the Subject of two of our Senses : And who can tel
but we may have musical Eyes, as well as musical Eds*’.
could they be exercised by proper Objects ? Nay , v‘^a
can tell what may be the Consequence of this Discovers,
in regard of our other Senses in the Ages to come •
They who would be farther amused with this chime¬
rical Subject may consult ■Voltaires Philosophy 311
. .
Algarotti on Light and Colour*,
Oik
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Sir Isaac Newton found , by a very curious
and convincing Experiment , that the Rays
of
(CXlJf ) i . Let f) E KI be a double Convex Lens, Plate
N its Centre , and N D the Radius of Convexity at D ; XXXVIIE V its Axis, andH E a Beam of the Sun’s Light inci¬ Fig . 4dent on the Lens parallel to its Axis in the Point F.
Let AB C be a Prism touching the Lens in the Points
E and D , and it is evident the Law and Manner of Re¬
fraction of the Beam at E will be the fame, whether
We consider it as made through the solid Glass Prism
ABC, or through the Lens DEK, because the Point
of Incidence E is the fame in or common to them both.
2. The Beam being refracted at D , it is plain the
Refraction will be there also made into the Air in the
fame Manner from the Lens as from the Priftn , suppos¬
ing them to touch in the Point D . Let ND be con¬
tinued to L , then will L D be perpendicular to the
Lens in D ; and the Refraction being made into the
Air, (a rarer Medium ) the refracted Rays will tend toWards the Axis, and meet it sooner or later as they are
More br less refrangible. Thus the most refrangible
Rays D W will cut the Axis in G , the least refrangible
Rays D T in Qj , and the mean refrangible Rays in O ;
2nd the others in the intermediate Space between O and.
G , and O and G- The fame is to be understood of
the Beam I K on the other Side the Axis;
3: Hence we fee, that in the Axis of the Lens the
Images Of an Object will be formed in several Parts
Lom G to Qj by which means the Object will appear
Red at G , Violet- colour d. at Q_* and of other Hues irt
the Parts between. Nor are we to understand that
Rven Images only are formed by the seven Sorts of
Rays ; but each particular Sort of Ray , according to
the Intensity of the Colour ^ from the strongest to the
Lintest Part , consists of an indefinite Number of dift'eWntly refrangible Rays, each of which will form an
ynage 'of the Object in its proper Focus ; And there-stre we may conceive as- many Images formed in the
“Pace fromG to Qp as there are Points in the LineG Q.
Y 2
4 . The
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of Light were as variously reflexible as re¬
frangible ; and that those which were most

os

4. The Object seen by such a Refraction of Rays.
in such an Infinity of Images , must necessarily appear
the
very indistinct , confused, coloured , and obscure ; and
be¬
Telescope
Dioptric
common
every
of
Object -Glass
ing of this Sort, is the Occasion why they will not bear
an Eye Glass of so deep a Charge , or so short a focal
Distance as is requisite for great Degrees of magnifying*
This put Sir Isaac upon inventing another Sort of Tele¬
scope by Reflection , of which we shall speak largely
hereafter.
5. Suppose D E parallel to the Axis of the Lens.
and produced to Z ; then is ZDL —EDN the Angl®
of Incidence , and P D L , O D L , M D L , the Angl eS
of Refraction in the least, mean, and most refrangible
Rays ; and consequently the Angles ZDP , ZDO.
and ZDM will shew the Quantity of Deviation °c
respective Refraction of those Rays from the first Direc'
tion EZ . Whence ZP : ZM :: 27 : 28 ; and ZP :
the who'*
~ZO,
ZO :: 27 : 27s . Also PM = 27^
Refraction of the mean refrangible Rays.
6. But the Angle ZDP — DQX , and ZDO - DOX , and ZDM = DGX. Now the Sines of Q®
Angles D QX and DOX or DOQ _, are as the>
opposite Sides O D and QD , that is, nearly as X
and X Q For the same Reason the Sines of the Angle
D O X and D G X are nearly as G X and 0 X. Whets'
are as G X , OX, and CL* j
fore ZP , ZO,ZM,
whence PM : Z M :: QG : QX ; and therefore G O-Q
QX . But QO is nearly equal to OG , when Q-,
is very great ; and QO : QX ;: PM : DY :: I ; 5 *
because QX — 28 GQ , or 56 QO.
7. Or thus more accurately , without regard to
focal Distance QX or O X . Let I , L , G , be as
Sines of Incidence , and of the least and greatest R e*rQ
tion, or as the Numbers 50, . 77, 78 ; (See
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©r least refrangible were also most or least
reflexible : And farther , that Rays of Light
were
CXVII . 22.) then will ZP = L — I , ZM = G — I,
and PM = G — L ; whence PM : Z P :: G — L :
L — I; and doubling the Consequents , we have PM :
?ZP ( = DY —PM ) :: G — L : 2L — 2I. Then
conjointly , PM : DY :: G — L : G -f- L — 2 I :: 78
“7-77 : 78 + 77 — 100 1:: : 55 3 or PM = ,vDY,
the Aperture of the Glass.
8. From hence it appears, that the Ratio between
P M andD Y is constant, or always the same, what¬
ever be the focal Distance of the Lens . It is also very
Evident, that P M is the Diameter of a Circle , in which
Will be a Mixture of every Sort of Rays, from the least
to the most refrangible . This Circle therefore is that
in which the Light is white, or not tinctured with the
Colour of any particular Sort of -Rays ; for the Rays
being here promiscuously thrown together , the Light
compounded of them must be nearly the same with that
of the Beam before Refraction.
9. By the same Rule we may find the Diameter of
the least Circle that receives the Rays of any single Co¬
lour, or of any contiguous Colours . Thus all the Yel¬
409th
low is contained in a Circle whose Diameter is a
Part of the Breadth of the Aperture of the Glass , (which

suppose a Piano Convex, because of D E parallel to
the Axis ) for in this Cafe G — 77s, L = 77s, and
50. ( See Annot. CXVII . 26. ) 'Whence by the
Analogy we have PM : DY :: G -^- L : G -j- L —>
:: 0,133 : 54,533 : 1 : 409 . Thus for two con¬
tiguous Colours , the Orange and Yellow; the Sines on
cach Side being 771, 77, , give the Diameter of the
Circle in which both these colour’d Rays are contain ’d,
a 260th Part of D Y.
10. From hence it is plain, that when the Sun’s Rays
are received upon a large and very convex Lens , the
cOnic Superficies of the converging Rays DP MY will
e°nsist of the Red-colour ’d Rays ; and if received
a white Paper, held perpendicular to the Axis , the
Circumference
y 3

Vve

3=1
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were not reflected by impinging on the
solid Parts or Corpuscles of Bodies, and
rebounding

Circumference of the circular Section or Area will be
remarkably tinged with a reddish Colour inclining to
Orange , by the .least refrangible Rays DP and YM.
On the contrary , the diverging Rays will , in the conic
Surface RP MW , have all the Violet and Indigo Ray*
N P R and D M W , and will therefore exhibit such a
colour'd Circle about the Light received on the Papef
held any where in that Cone of Rays.
11. Since G is the Focus of Violet Rays , that is the
Place where any Body of a Violet Colour will be seen
distinctly, because the Rays of that Kind , passing from
that Point to the Lens , will after Refraction pass paral¬
lel to the Eye ; which is a Condition absolutely neces¬
sary to distinct Vision, as will appear hereafter. For
the fame Reason Q_will be the Focus or Place where
Objects of a red Colour will be most distinctly seen.
Whence it appears, that in viewing Objects through
Glasses (as Spectacles for Instance ) the Distance of the
Glass from the Object will be variable according to its
different Colour.
Plate
12. Hence a varieus-colour’d Object ABEE will
xxxvii . have its Image formed in Parts by the Lens H I . Thus
Fig . 5. suppose
A B C D be a Red Part , andDCEF a deep
Blue; if this Object be well illumined , and black
Threads or Silks laid across those Colours , they wiH
appear distinctly in their respective Focus 's, viz. the red'
Part AB C D will have its Image distinctly formed at
X, ' and the blue Part at L ; the former will be repre¬
sented by ah cd, the latter by dees ,- and these Images
will be at very different Distances from the Lens . Thus
if the Lens HI be of 3 Feet focal Distance, and the
Object be placed at the Distance of 6 Feet from it, the
Images on the other Side, at the Distance of 6 Feet,
will be so med one Inch and a half from each other j
that is, the Red at X will be if Inch beyond the Blue
,
at L,
13. Anothct
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rebounding from thence like a Tennis- Ball,
but from some other Principle depending
on
13. Another Consequence of this different Refratlgibility of the Rays of Light is, that if two Objects,
of different Colours , as Red and Bly.e, be view’d thro'
a Prism, they will be refracted to different Heights;
and though they were contiguous before, or Parts of
, or
erne end the same Object, yet will they appear separate
as two distinct anddiftant Objects. Thus suppose D H EI Plate
be an Object whose Part D G is intensely blue, and the xxxvn.
other Part FE intensely red ,- if this be viewed by a Fig . 6,
Prism BAC bac, with the refracting Angle or Edge
A a upwards and parallel to the Horizon and the Sides
D I and HE of the Object , the Image of this Object
Will appear at d e, with thz blue Part d g refracted higher'
than the red f e. On the contrary , if the refracting
Angle of the Prism be turned downwards , the Image
wilf be refracted downwards to d e, the blue Part lower
to dg, and the red higher at se.
j4 . We also fee the Reason why Objects appear dif¬
ferently coloured when the Eye is held near the Prism,
as at D , to view them, viz. because the Rays of every
Colour are there so very near together , that they can be
all received by the Pupil of the Eye, and will therefore
paint the Image in all its proper Colours on the Retina.
Whereas if the Eye be removed to a greater Distance
from the Prism, as to a, b, e z there, because the Rays
spread through so wide a Space, but few can enter the
Eupil , perhaps only one particular Sort, and then the
Object will appear of that particular Colour only ; as
Violet- colour1d at a, Green or Yellow at b, and Red at c.
15. The Rays of the Sun ’s Light , once refracted ,
•
of
and
Prism,
second
a
by
Refraction
Undergo no farther
course exhibit no other Colours : For let an Hole be made
at g in the Board de, on which the coloured Spectrum
Is made in the dark Room , by Rays which come thro'
a Hole G in a Board D E placed just before the Prism
ABC; by turning the Prism ABC flowly about its
Axis, the Image will be made to move up and down

Y4
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on the Size of the Particles of Light , and
the Thickness or Density of the Particles
of the Body reflecting it, which are all
of them , in the most opake Bodies,, trans¬
parent in themselves , as is easy to be shewn
in the thin hamellœ or Plates , of which an
Oyster - Shell doth consist.
It will be thought very strange to astert,
that a rare Medium is more impervious to
the Rays of Light than a denser one ; and
yet nothing is more certain , or easier proved
by Experiment : For Example , a Beam of
Light is much more copiously reflected from

the

on the Board d e, by which means each colour’d Ray
will pass singly through the Hoje g successively; and if
these Rays be refracted a second time through the Prism
abc placed just behind the Hole g, they will go from
thence tp the opposite Wall at M or N , and there ap¬
pear just as before in their proper simple Colour ; the
Blue will appear Blue, the Red wijl be still Red, and
the Violet the fame Violet as before,
16. But though the Rays are not any farther refrain
gible by the second Prism a b c, yet it appears that those
Rays which are least and most refrangible by the first
Prism are likewise so by the second ; for the Boards D E
and de being fixed, cause ,the Incidence of Light ofl
the second Prism to be always the fame : Yet by mov¬
ing the first Prism ABC about its Axis , the RedUgW
would go by a second Refraction to M , but the VioUi
Light would go higher to N . Which plainly and un¬
deniably shews that some Sort of Rays will always be
more refracted, and! are therefore more refrangible than
others . And hence this decisive Experiment has gain’d
the Title of Experimentum Cruets.
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Z29,

^ie Second Surface of a Piece of Glass when,
contiguous to the Air, than when it touches
still more, if contiguous to Wa¬
;
Water and
ter, than when it is contiguous to Glassy in
Mlich Cafe the Rays are totally transmit¬
ted.
Hence

, wonderful

as it may seem , ’tis

Necessary, in order that a Body may be trans¬
parent , that its Substance should be very
dense, and its Pores very small ; and that
Opacity results chiefly from the Largeness of
the Pores of a Body , occasioned by its Par-,
ticles touching in but very few Points : Be-,
cause, if the Pores of such a Body be fill’d
Vsitha Substance nearly of the same Density,
h becomes in some Degree transparent , as
Paper wetted with Water or Oil; And on
the contrary , Water blown up into small
its Density diminished , and
bubbles, has
its Porosity increased, and thus becomes
Opake (CXX ),

If

(CXX ) 1. The fame great Author of the Doctrine
the different ResTangibility of the Sun’s Rays ( as dej leered in the last Annotation) found also by other Ex¬
periments, that they were in the fame Manner differently
*eflexihle;or that those Rays which were least and most
infrangible were also least and most reflexible. This
*le jproved in the following Manner.
k 2. prom a Hple F in the Window -Shutter E G , a pj ate
■'eam of the Sun’s Light F M pass’d to the Base B C XXXVII
g '
^ a Prism AYC, whose Angles B and C were equal

I

and
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If the Object - Glass of a large Telescope
be laid with its convex Surface on a plain
Glass*
and half right ones, and the Angle A a right one. Th^
Light was-first refracted ai: M into the diverging Beast*
M G H , of which M G was the least refrangible Part*
and M H that which was most so- M N js the Light
reflected from the Base through the other Side to a se¬
cond Prism V X Y , by which the reflected Beam is re¬
fracted to t and ji ; Nt being the less, and N p the more
refracted Part.
3. When the first Prism ABC is turned about i£S
Axis according to the Order of the Letters ABC, the
Rays H M emerge more and more obliquely out of the
Prism , till at length they become reflected towards N*
And it was evidently observed, that as the Pritm AB 0
was slowly moved about it? Axis , all the Rays frost1
MHtoMG
became successively reflected towards N*
4. The Consequence of this was, that the V iolet Co'
Ipur p received an Addition to it? Strength and Bright¬
ness upon the first Reflection of the Rays M H, beyost®
any of the other Colours towards t\ but as the -Prif**1
ABC continued its Motion , and the other Ray be¬
tween H and G became reflected, so the other Colou*S
from p to t, became more intense and vivid, one astct
another , by the new Accession of Light to the Beast1
M' N.
, 5. sn this Experiment no Notice has been taken of asty
Refraction made at the Sides of the first Prism AB ^ ’
because, the -Experiment was made in such. Circut**'
stances that . the Beam F M enters it perpendicularly
at the first Side A C , and goes out so at the feed*
AB ; and therefore can suffer no Refraction , or so li t£‘e
that the Angles of Incidence at the Base are not ien'
sibly alter’d by it. In order to this , the Angle F M
should be about 45 Degrees ; and then a small Md* 0.1,
of the Prism , to make the Angle EMC— 49% w'
cause the Beam F M to begin its Refraction . Or if 111
Aheles B and C were each of them 41 0, the Sun-BeafF M making an Angle EMC — 49 ” will begin to ,

reflect? -
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^lass, the Light falling on the thin Por¬
tion or Plate of Air contained between
the
Inflected at the fame Time that it contains a Right
Angle with the Side AC (by \Annot. XCVII . 37. )
6. The Reason of the different Reslexibility of the
Rays of Light is the fame as was before assigned for their
different Refrangibility , viz. the different Sizes or Mag¬
nitudes of the several Rays ; for when the refracted Beam
MGH approaches very near the Base of the Prism B C,
the attracting Power of the said Base will sooner affect
the Particles of a lesser Size than those of a larger,
even though they were at an equal Distance from it;
and therefore the most refrangible Rays M H will be
hrst within the reflexive Power of the Surface B C , on
Account of the great Tenuity of its Particles , as well
as on account of its greater Proximity than the other
Rays M G ; 011 both which Accounts therefore the Ray
JdM will be first and most easily refracted.
7. ISiow though in Refraction the Sine of the Angle
Pf Incidence is different from the Sine of the Angle of
Refraction, on account of a smaller Particle being at¬
tracted more out of its Way towards the Perpendicular
than a larger one, whereby a Separation of the Rays is
Produced; yet because in Reflections every Particle
Whether great or small must necessarily be reflected un¬
der an Angle equal to that of Incidence , it follows, that
aH the Rays after Reflection will have the fame Incli¬
nation to each other as before, and so no Separation
Can be made among them , and consequently no differont colour’d Light will be produced by a total Reflec¬
tion of the Sun’s Rays.
. 8. What has been said of the Manner in which Light
ls reflected is in the gross only, and true but in Part;
t°r though in Reflections the Angle of Incidence be
ever equal to the Angle of Reflection, yet the Reflec¬
tion of the Particles of Light is not made by their imsinging on the solid or impervious Parts of Bodies,
?s is commonly believed. This our great Author proves
the following Reasons,

9- FirA
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at several Distances

alternately

transmitted
and

y. Firj% That in-the Passage of Light out of Glass
into Air , there is a Reflection as strong as in its Passag®
out of Air into Glass, or rather a little stronger, an®
by many Degrees stronger than in its Passage out of
Glass into Water . And it seems not probable that Ais
should have more strongly reflecting Parts than Water
or Glass : But if that should be supposed it will avail
nothing ; for the Reflection is as strong or stronger when
the Air is drawn away from the Glass by an Air -Pump,
as when it is adjacent to it.
10. Secondly
, If Light in its Passage out of Glal*
into Air be incident more obliquely than at an Angle
of 40 or 41 Degrees, it is wholly reflected ; if less ob'
liquely , it is in a great Measure transmitted . Now l£
is not to be imagined that Light at one Degree of Ob'
liquify should meet with Pores enough in the Air t0
transmit the greater Part of it, and at another Degree
of Obliquity should meet with nothing but Parts to re¬
flect it wholly j especially considering, that in its Pas'
sage out of Air into Glass, how oblique soever be ijf
Incidence , it finds Pores enough in the Glass to tram'
mit a great Part of it.
11. If any Man suppose that it is not reflected by
the Air , but by the outmost superficial Parts of tb®
Glass , there is still the fame Difficulty ; besides tb^
such a Supposition is unintelligible , and will also app ear
to be false by applying Water behind some Part oftb e
Glass instead of Air ; For so in a convenient Obliq u'£/
of the Rays, as of 45 or 46 Degrees (at which they 3rC
all reflected where the Air is adjacent to the Glass ) the/
shall be in great measure transmitted where the Wat e£
is adjacent to it ; which argues that their Reflection ®
Transmission depends on the Constitution of the A1
and Water behind the Glass, and not on the strikin&
of the Rays on the Parts of the Glass.
,
12. Thirdly, If the Colours made by a Prism pla®^
at tste Entrance of a Beam of Light into a darke^_
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and reflected . In the Centre of the Lens,
Where it touches the Glass , it will be trans¬
mitted,
Room be successively cast upon a second Prism placed at
2 greater Distance from the former, in such a manner
that they are all alike incident upon it ( as they will be
When trajected through the Holes G and g in the two
Boards mentionM in Art. 15 . of the last Note ) the se¬
to the incident Rays,
cond Prism may be so inclin ’d Colour
shall be all re¬
that those which are of a Blue
co¬
flected by it, and yet those of a Red Colour pretty
by
caused
be
Reflection
the
if
piously transmitted . Now
same
the
at
why,
ask
would
I
,
Glass
or
Air
of
the Parts
Obliquity of Incidence , the Blue should wholly impinge
on those Parts so as to be all reflected, and yet the Red
?
find Pores enough to be in a great measure transmitted
another,
one
touch
13. Fourthly, Where two Glasses
there is no sensible Reflection ( as will be strewn Annot.
CXXI . 7. ) yet I fee no Reason why the Rays should
con¬
Not impinge on the Parts of Glass as much when
Air.
to
contiguous
when
as
Glass,
tiguous to other
14. Fifthly, When the Top of a Water -Bubble (as
sub¬
Will be shewn Annot. CXXI . 24. ) by the continual
thin,
very
grows
,
Water
the
of
siding and exhaling
there is such a little and almost insensible' Quantity ot
Light reflected back from it , that it appears intensely
hlack ; whereas round about the black Spot, where the
Water is thicker , the Reflection is so strong as to make
the Water seem very white . Nor is it only at the least
Thickness of thin Plates or Bubbles that there is no ma¬
con¬
nifest Reflection , but at many other Thicknesses
Superficies
the
in
yet
And
.
tinually greater and greater
one Thickness,
Of the thinned Body, where it is of any
and the Rays are transmitted , there are as many Parts
fi>r them to impinge on , as where it is of any other
Thickness where the Rays are reflected.
15. Sixthly, If Reflection were caused by the Parts
for thin
of Reflecting Bodies, it would be impossible
the
Blates or Bubbles at one and the fame Place to reflect
as
,
another
of
those
ons Colour , and transmit
Rays
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misted , and so cause a dark Spot to appears
At a small Distance from thence , all around*
the
is known by Experiment they do : For it is not to be
imagined, that at one Place the Rays, which , for Itf'
stance, exhibit a Blue Colour, should have the FortuM
to dash upon the Parts , and those which exhibit a Rt"
to hit upon the Pores of the Body ; and then at anothef
Place , where the Body is a little thicker or a little thin'
iier, that ( on the contrary ) the Blue should hit upon
Pores, and the Red upon its Parts .'
. r
16. Seventhly, and lastly, Were the Rays of Ligh*
reflected by impinging on the solid Parts of Bodies, theis
Reflections from polished Bodies could not be so regulaf
as they are : For in polishing Glass with Sand, Putty
or Tripoli, it is not to be imagined that those Sub'
stances can, by grating and fretting the Glass, bring
all its least Particles to an accurate' Polish, so that alj
their Surfaces shall be truly plain or truly spherical, aii“
look all the same Way , so as together to compose oiiS
even Surface, The smaller, the Particles of those Sub'
stances are, the smaller will be the Scratches by whsey
they continually fret and wear away the Glass until i£
be polish’d ; but be they never so small, they can vveas
away the Glass no otherwise than by grating and scratch'
ing it, and breaking the Protuberances , and therefor3
polish it no.otherwise than by bringing its Roughness to
a very fine Grain , so that the Scratches and Fretting?
of the Surface become too small to be visible : An®
therefore if Light were reflected by impinging on the
solid Parts of Glass, it would be scattered as much b/
the most polished Glass as by the roughest. So then i£
remains a Problem , How Glass polished by fretting Sid“
Jiances can resets Light so regularly as it does?
j
17. And this Problem is scarce otherwise to be solved
than by saying, That the Refettion of the Ray is effeR1*
not by a single Point of the resetting Body, but by fi r!ie
Power of the Body which is evenly diffused over all its Suf
face, and by which it ath upon the Ray, without inimt'
diate Cant ah. For that the Parts of Bodies do act upod
3
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the Light will be reflected in variouscolour ’d Rings : In the next Distance k
will
Light -at a Distance , has been already observed, and
way be seen more at large in the Third Part of our Au¬
thor’s admirable Treatise of Optics.
18. Now (continues Sir Isaac) if Light be reflected,
hot by impinging on the solid Parts of Bodies, but by
some other Principle , it is probable that as many of its
Rays as impinge on the solid Parts of Bodies .are not
reflected, but stifled and lost in the Bodies ; for other¬
wise we must allow two Sorts of Reflections. Should
all the Rays be reflected which impinge on the internal
Parts of clear Water or Crystal, those Substances would
rather have a cloudy Colour than a clear Transpa¬
rency.
19. Concerning this Power by which Light is re¬
flected and refracted, Sir Isaac understands it to be of
an attractive and repulsive Nature ; for he reasons thus:
Since Metals dissolved in Acids attract but a small Quan¬
tity of the Acid, their attractive Force can reach to but
a small Distance from them . And as in Algebra, where
Affirmative Quantities vanish and cease, there Negative
°stes begin ; so in Mechanics, where Attraction ceases,
there a repulsive Virtue ought to take place.
20. And that there is such a Virtue seems to follow,
(l .) From the Reflections and Inflections of Light , as
before observed. (2.) From the Emission of Light ;
the Ray , so soon as it is shaken off from the shining
Rody by the vibrating Motion of the Parts of the Body,
and gets beyond the Reach of Attlaction , being driven
avvay with exceeding great Velocity . For that Force
Which is sufficient to turn it back in Reflection may be
sufficient to emit it. (3.) It seems also to follow from
the Production of Air and Vapours ; the Particles when
they are shaken off from Bodies by Heat or Fermenta¬
tion, so soon as they are beyond the Reach ©f the At¬
traction of the Body, receding from it , and from one
another, with great Strength , and keeping at a distance,
R as sometimes to take up a Million of times more
Space
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will be transmitted, and in the next to that
reflected ; and so on alternately to a considerable Distance from the central Spot.
we take the Distances as the Numbers o, I,
2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, &c. then at the
Distance o, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c. the Light wi^
be transmitted; and at the Distances 1, 3, 5’
7, 9, be . it will be reflected in coloured
Rings : And this alternate Disposition oi
Light to be reflected and transmitted, Sis
Isaac Newton calls the Fits of easy Resell iont
).
(
CXXI
and Fits of easy'Transmission
AS
Space than they did before in the Form of a den^
Body.
21. To this repulsive Power he ascribes the Refia"
turn of Rays , and to the attractive Power the Refrs'
tion ; as has been before described. But how the Lig^
is partly reflected and partly refracted at the Surface®
of Bodies, and what Phænomena do thence arise,
shall shew from the same illustrious Author in the
lowing Annotation.
(CXXI ) 1. Concerning the particular Manner
which Light is reflected from natural Bodies, whether >
be by a repulsive Power before it arrives at the Surfac'e’
or by an undulating Virtue every where diffused ove(
,e*
the Surface, and causing a Reflection by the rising Wa'
and a Transmission by the subsiding Wave ; or lastly®
whether the Reflection be occasioned by the Vibration*
of the Parts of Bodies, or the Mediums next the refle^T
ing or refracting Surfaces, it will not be worth wh>
since Sir Isaac
here to spend Time in examining , determine
the Mw u
ton has confessed himself unable to
egendi, which Nature makes use of in this Affair. .
2. Nor is his Doctrine of the Fits of easy Rs ^ s
tnd easy Transmijston to be esteemed a mere Hypothest»
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As Light , falling upon this thin Plate
of Air between the Glasses, is variously dis¬
posed
much ckgg’d with Suppositions, as to be dissonant
from that Simplicity, Uniformity and Regularity , with
Which Nature is every where observed to act ; since no¬
thing can be more certain than that Light is at one
Distance reflected, at another refracted, and that this is
by a,continual Alternation at exceeding small Intervals
through the Substance of various Media or Bodies ; and
the Experiments which he made were many, and most
:
convincing Proofs of the Thing .
3. And his Vibrations in the Parts of Bodies, and
the elastic Medium which every where surrounds them,
arising from thence , is very consonant to the Process of
Nature , in propagating Sounds by the Undulations of
the Air, arising from the Vibration of the Parts of Bo¬
dies agitated by Percussion. Nature in each Cafe seems
very consistent with herself, and to act with a wonderful
Uniformity , and equal Simplicity. Nor can I see any
Reason to hope for (much less to promise) a Solution
of this Phænomenon from the ambigeneous Principle
of Attraction , whose Action is well known to be always
the same to a certain' Distance or Limit one Way , and
beyond that as constantly the reverse ; such a circum¬
stance little favours the Prediction of an easy and simple
Solution . See Rowning’s Compendious Syjiem, Part III,
Pag . 167.
4 . I shall therefore proceed to give an Idea of one of
the most beautiful , delicate and important Discoveries
that was ever made ; and that as nearly as may be after
the Manner , and in the Words of the Author , by the
Experiments which he made, and his Observations and
Reasonings thereupon.
5. The first Experiment he mentions is the Com¬
pression of two Prisms hard together , whose Sides were
a little convex, by which Means they touched by a
stnall Part of their Surfaces, and contain ’d every where
klsea thin Plate of Air, as it may be properly call’d,
Whose Thickness did every where gradually increase
7 from
Vol . II .

Or so
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posed to be refleBed or transmitted., accorcting to the several Degrees of Thickness;
so
from the touching Farts . He observed the Place where
they touched became absolutely transparent , as if they
had there been one continued Piece of Glass.
6. For when the Light fell so obliquely on the Plate
of Air between the Prisms as to be all reflected, it feem’d
in that Place of Contact to be wholly transmitted , inso¬
much , that when looked upon, it appeared like a black
or dark Spot, by reason that little or no sensible Light
was reflected from thence, as from other Places.
7. When he looked through the Prisms, this Place of
Contact seemed ( as it were) a Hole in the Plate of Air,
and through this Hole Objects that were beyond might
be seen distinctly, which could not be seen through
other Parts of the Glasses where the Air was interjacent.
By harder Compreflion, the Spot was dilated by the yield¬
ing inwards of the Parts of the Glasses.
8. When the Plate of Air , by turning the Prisms
about their common Axis, became so little inclined to
the incident Rays, that some of them began to be trans¬
mitted , there arose in it many slender colour’d Arches,
which at first were shaped almost like the Conchoid , as
Plate
xxxvnr. in Fig. 1 . and by continuing the Motion of the Prisms,
these Arches increased and bended more and more about
Fig - i.
the said transparent Spot, till they were compleated into
Circles or Rings encompassing it ; and afterwards con¬
tinually grew more and more contracted.
9. These Arches and Rings became tinged with va¬
rious Colours , as the Motion of the Prisms was conti¬
nued, being at first of a Violet and Blue ; afterwards o*
a White, Blue, Violet; Black, Red, Orange, Tello zf.
White, Blue, Violet, &c. After this, the colour’d
contracted , and became only black and white: s ^
Prisms being farther moved about, the Colours all be¬
f
gan to emerge out of the Whiteness , and in a contrary
Order to what they had before.
10. But to observe more nicely the Order of t '
Colours which arose out of the white Circles , as t
Rays became less and less inclined to the Plate of Ts’
2

‘
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so when it falls on the Surface of natural
Bodies , it is as variously reflected from the
Pores
Sir Isaac Newton made use of two Object -Glasses, one
a Plano -Convex , and the other a Double -Convex,
of the fame Sphericity on both Sides, of 51 Foot focal
Distance ; and upon this he laid the plane Side of the
other, pressing them slowly together to make the Co¬
lours successively emerge in the Middle of the Circles,
and then slowly lifted the upper Glass from the lower
to make them successively vanish again in the same
Blace.
11. Upon Compression of the Glasses, various Co¬
lours would emerge and spread into concentric Circles
Or Rings of different Breadths and Tints encompassing
the central Spot. Their Form , when the Glasses were
tsiost compressed, is delineated in the 2d Figure , where

p]

from thence outwards as follows.

Fig . 2.

a is

the central black

/' Violet.
Purple,
Blue.
, Blue.
Green.
Green,
h isellow.
Yellow,
Red.
p Red.
Green.
f r, Greenish Blue.

~b, Blue.
r, White.
J, Yellow.
Red.

f q,

F,
h,

U

4-U , Red.
I *,

ate

Spot, and the Circuits of Colours xxxviir

Greenish Blue.
Pale Red.

11, Red.

7•{

Greenish Blue.
Reddish White.

12. To determine the Thickness of the Plate of Air,
. '''here each of the Colours was produced, he measured
Diameter of the first six Rings at the most lucid
^art of their Orbits , and squaring them found those
squares to be in the Arithmetical Progression of the odd
^umbers , 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 ; and since one of those
^lasses was plane, and the other spherical, their Inter^8 at those Rings , must be in the fame Progression,
^jfo he measured the Diameters of the dark or faint
^ *ngs between the more lucid Colours , and found their
Z 2
Squares
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different Thicknesses ist
those Bodies ; and according to the different
,

Pores of Air

of

Squares to be in the Arithmetical Progression of the
even Numbers 2, 4 , 6, 8, 10 , 12.
13. All this follows from the Nature of the Circle;
let the Circle E F G be the Section of the Sphere
for
Plate
XXXVIII. whose Convexity is equal to that of the Double - Config . Z- vex above -mentioned , and the Line A B a Section of the
plane Surface of the Plano - Convex touching the other
in the Point D ; then supposing D r, D/ , the Semi'
diameters of two Rings , the Thickness of the Air be¬
tween the Glasies at those Rings will be r £ and fit
which are equal to Os and D L, respectively . If there¬
fore , as usual, we put DG = «, D a — x, D b — %j
; then by the
)
Y
(
ac —D( e — ) y, and bd —D/=
— xx, an®
ax
—
yy
have
we
Circle
Property of the
; and therefore y\ : Y x :: ax — * *
—
~ XX
YY — a K
x : -— - X X . But when a or D j?
a— x
very great with respect to x and X , or D a, D b, then
: sX — XX

- — ~ — x nearly ; consequently , in the present Cas3
; or the Squares of the Semidiamet erS
;
y^ Y: * :: x X
of the Rings Dr , D f, are as the Intervals e £, fd , °{
Thicknesses of the Plates of Air in those Places ; an
therefore the Squares of the whole Diameters are in ths
fame Ratio.
14 . Sir Isaac measured the Diameter or the 5th dat^
Circle ( suppose 2 D/ ) and found it equal to 4 of as
Inch ; but then viewing it through a Glass \ of an Inch
thick , and nearly in the Perpendicular , it must by
fraction appear diminished nearly in the Proportion 0
yg to 80 ; so that, As 78 : 80

—= 2D/therea 1
79

Diameter between the Glasses .

8

Whence

D f ■

7?

h?,v .
and in this Experiment D G = 182 Inches , vee
D G '
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of
rent Texture of Bodies', and Magnitude
the Particles of Light , it will be either
transmitted
or , in Numbers,
DG : i/ ( = D f) : : bf : Y>h ~ fd;
ioo
8
8
32
„ — fd ,- and
-or
—- - ,
As 182
1774784
79 . 79 567931
Ring is to
since the Thickness of the Air at the 5th
Art . 12. )
(by
1,
to
5
or
2,
that at the first as 10 to
— ,r^ — Part 0/ an Inch , for
therefore j of —
1774784 88739
Ring.
the Thickness of the Air at the first dark whose Dia¬
15. By another Object -Glass (of a Sphere
Dimension or
meter D G — 184 Inches ) he found the
to be —d—
Thickness of Air at the fame dark Circle
88850
Observa¬
these
both
in
Eye
the
Part of an Inch : But
Glass , and
tions was not quite perpendicularly over the
of 4
Angle
the Rays were inclined to the Glass in an the Rays
had
)
Article
Degrees ; therefore (as per next
of the
been perpendicular to the Glasses, the Thickness that in
and
less,
Air at these Rings would have been
of 4 De¬
Proportion of the Radius 10000 to the Secant
in this
diminished
found
Thicknesses
The
.
grees 10024
nearest round
Ratio will be -r—— and -—L—, or in the
89063’
'88952
Part of an Inch . Now half of this, viz,
Numbers
89000
;
is the Thickness of the first colour ’d Ring
178000’
7
5

-7
, — ^— ,
- -— , — -and of the rest as follows , —
178000 178000 178000

— , — — , &c. are the
-f — ,5
&V. And 178000
178000 178000
Thicknesses at the several dark Rings.
when the
16. The Rings were observed to be least
in the
Eye was held perpendicularly over the Glasses
oblique¬
viewed
were
Axis of the Rings ; and when they
as the Eye
ly, they became bigger continually , swelling
Z 3

was
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transmitted wholly or in Part ; and that
which is reflected will be all of one Sort of
Rays,
was removed farther from the Axis . And by measur¬
ing the Diameters of the fame Circle at several Obli¬
quities of the Eye , and by some other Methods , Sir
Isaac found its Diameter , and consequently the Thick¬
ness of the Air at its Periphery in all those Obliquities,
to be very nearly in the Proportions expressed ih the
following Table ; where the first Column expresses the
Angles of Incidence which the Rays of Light make with
the Perpendicular in the Glass ; the second Column ex¬
presses the Angle of Refraction into the Plate of Air ;
the third Column strews the Diameter 'of any coloured
Ring at those Obliquities expressed in Parts , of which
ten constitute the Diameter when the Rays are perpen¬
dicular ; and the fourth Column strews the Thickness
of the Air at the Periphery of that Ring expressed in
Parts , of which the Diameter consists of ten also when
the Rays are perpendicular.
Angle of In¬ Angle of Re¬ Diameter
cidence on the fraction into
of the
Plate of Air. thePl . of Air.
Ring.
Deg.
oo
o6
12
13
24

29

33
35
37
38
39
40
40

Min.

Deg.

OO

OO

26

10
20

45
49
30
37
58
47

30
40

5°
60

65

33

70
75

27

80

OO

85

19

11

90

Min.

Thickness
of the
Air.

•

00
00
00

.IOtV
IOi

?o|

'00

I° i

I ' 4

1 if

13

00
00
00
po
00
00
00
00
00

10

IO
IO T\

I 2i

Mi

14

20

-5i
164

23s

19 \

22 f
23

35

285

37

52t
84A122b

18. By looking through the two contiguous ObjectGlasses or Prisms it was observed that the Rings °f
Ipolours appeared as well by transmitted as by reflected
Light,
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and
Rays, or of several Sorts promiscuously
Whence
unequally, or of all Sorts equally.
it
white and trans¬
Light . The central Spot now became
Yellowijh Rid ,was
parent . The Order of the Colours
Violet, Blue, Plate
;
Red
,
Yellow
,
White
,
Black, Violet, Blue
written in the 4th xxxvm.
Green, Yellow, Red,c& . as they are Colours by Reflec¬
the
being
Fig . 4.
Figure below, those above
of the Glasses
tion ; AB and CD being the Surfaces
strewing the In¬
contiguous at E , with Lines between
Progres¬
Arithmetical
in
Air
tervals or Thicknesses of
you observe that
,
Colours
the
comparing
sion. Where
Blue , Yellow to
White is opposite to Black , Red to
and refracted
Violet , Green to Red , &c. in reflected
were very
Light
Light : But the Colours by refracted very obliquely,
viewed
when
faint and dilated, except
for then they became pretty vivid.
their Edges , the
19. By wetting the Glasses round
and the Circles
,
them
between
slowly
in
Water crept
faint . Their
more
thereby became less, and the Colours
to
Proportion
in
found
were
Diameters being measured
therefore
and
8,
to
those of the Rings made in Air as 7
as 7 X 7 — 49 to
the Thickness of Air at like Circles , which is the Ra¬
nearly
very
4
to
3
as
or
8 X 8 = 64,
out of Wa¬
tio of the Sines of Incidence and Refraction
Sir Isaac) may be
ter into Air . And this perhaps (fays
interceding the
Medium
other
any
a general Rule for
Water.
than
Glasses more or less dense
Air became much
■ 22. The coloured Rings made in
Number , when'
greater
far
a
to
visible
and
more distinct ,
of the colour ’d
viewed in a dark Room by the Reflection
by Reflection
made
Rings
Light of the Prism. The
those made
than
bigger
manifestly
were
of Red Light
to fee
pleasant
very
by the Blue and Violet; and it was
the
as
according
contract
and
them gradually swell
was
Motion
The
.
Colour of the Light was changed
the Violet; and by
quickest in the Red, and slowest in of the Rings , the
an Estimation made of the Diameters
the Rings are
Thicknesses of Air in the Places where
Red, Orange,
,
Colours
sjade by the Limits of the seven
Yellow,
Z 4
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it will follow , (i .) If the Light be wholly
transmitted , the Body will appear black,
which
Ydlow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet, successively in Or¬
der, were to one another as the Cube Roots of the
Squares of the 8 Lengths of a Chord which found the
Notes of an Otiave, that is, of the Numbers i , §, ■
§,
41391
V
T

5> ~TS’

21. These Rings were not of various Colours , as
those made in the open Air, but appeared all over of that
Prismatic Colour only with which it was illumin ’d ; and
by throwing the colour’d Light directly on the Glasses,
that which fell on the dark Spaces between the Rings
was transmitted through the Glasses without any Varia¬
tion of Colour . This appeared by placing a white Pa¬
per behind, on which the Rings were painted of the
same Colour as those by reflected Light , and of the Big¬
ness of their immediate Spaces.
22. Hence the Origin of these Rings is manifest;
namely, that the Air between the Glasses, according to
its various Thickness , is disposed in some Places to re¬
flect, in others to .transmit the Light of any one Co¬
lour ; and in the fame Place to reflect that of one Co¬
lour , where it transmits that of another ; in the Man¬
ner as you fee represented in the 5th Figure : Where
Plate
XXXVIII. AB , C D , are the Glasses, as before ; and a, c, e, g,
Fig . 5- i, /, n, p, the Parts of the Beam transmitted ; and b,
d, f , h, k, m, 0, the Parts of the Beam reflected, mak¬
ing the colour’d Rings.
23. The Squares of the Diameters of these Rings
made by any Prismatic Colour , and consequently the
Thicknesses of the Air at each, were in Arithmetical
Progression, as in the Rings of common Light ; and
the Dimension of the Rings made by yellow Light the
same as specified in Article 14 . These Observations
were made with a rarer thin Medium terminated by a
denser, viz. Air and Water between Glasses. In those
which follow are set down the Phænomena of a denser
Medium thinn ’d within a rarer, as Plates of Muscovy
Glassy

Of Light and Colours.
'Which is the Absence of all colour’d Light.
(2.) If the Light reflected from the Bodies be

all

i;

Glass , Bubbles of Water , &c. bounded on all Sides
With Air.
24 . In the Experiment made with a Bubble of SoapWater covered by clear Glass , and exposed to the white
Light of the Sky, it was observed, that as the Bubble
grew thinner by the continual subsiding of the Water,
it exhibited Rings of Colours slowly diluting , till they
overspread the whole Bubble , and vanished at the Bottorn successively. The Bubble was black at Top , and
this central Spot was surrounded with Rings of the fame
Colours
, and in the same Order as those of Air in Art.

i

J I , but much more extended

!

j
’
j
;

and lively.

|
!
I
|

25 . As the Thickness of the aqueous Shell diminislied, the Colours of the several Rings by Dilatation were
succeeded by others in Order from the Red to the Purple.
Thus the Red of the second Ring from the Top ( or
sixth from the Bottom ) was at first a fair and lively
; Scarlet, then became of a brighter Colour , being very
Pure and brisk, and the best of all the Reds . Then
after followed a lively Orange , which was succeeded by
the best of Yellows , which soon changed into a greenish
Tellow , and then into a greenish Blue . Afterwards a
Very good Blue , of an azure Tint , appeared ; which
Was succeeded by an intense and deep Violet . And so
l it happened in all the other Orders of Colours , only
j Pot in so regular and perfect a Manner , the Colours in
them being more compounded and less distinct,
j
26 . These Rings of Colours , viewed in various Po‘ htions of the Eye , were found to dilate according as
; the Obliquity of the Eye increased, but not so much as
those of Air in Art. 16 . For by the Table , Art. 17,
lt appears they expanded to a Part where the ThickPess of the Air was to that where they appeared when
Tewed perpendicularly , as 122I to 10, or more than
j D to 1 ; whereas Sir Isaac found , by measuring the
! thickness of the Bubble at the several Rings , as they
I appear
at the several Degrees of Obliquity mentioned

I

jst
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all of one Sort, that Body will appear all of
one Colour , which will be most simple and
intensely
In the Table below, that the greatest was to the least
only as 15 ,\ to 10 ; which Increase is but about a 24th
Part of the former in Air.
27. The Angles of Incidence on the Water , and
tho Refraction into the Water , are shewn in the two
first Columns , and in the third the Thicknesses of the
aqueous Shell corresponding thereto.
Incidence on Refra &ion in¬ Thickness of
the Shell.
to the Water.
the Water.

Deg. Min.
OO

OO

'5
3® OO
45 OO
60 OO
75 po
90 OQ
OO

Deg. Min.
OO

OO

ro

I

11
01

lo?

22
32 0?
40 30
46
48

ZS

35

I of

Us

n

Hi
i5f

28 . The Sines of these Angles out of Watering
Air are assumed as 3 to 4 ; and Sir Isaac has collects
(with a prodigious Sagacity) that the Thickness of W.
Plate of Air or Shell of JVater, requisite to exhibit onean*
the fame Colour at se veral Obliquities of the Eye, is pr°',
portional to the Secant of an Angle whose Sine is the fiw
of 106 mean Proportionals between the Sines of Incident
,
and Refraction.
29. As in Art. 18 , so here the Bubble by transmit
Light appeared of a contrary Colour to that which 1
exhibited by Reflection : Thus that Part which l°°^ j
j
Red by reflected Light looked Blue by refracted,
the Part which was Blue by reflected Light was Re
by Rays transmitted. These Rings appear much
numerous , and more dilated, when viewed through
Prism than to the naked Eye ; and by means of
Prism several Rings may be discovered between
Glairs

'x^_imw
yjPA
iMz
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JBluœ
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intensely deep. (3.) If the Rays are pro¬
miscuously reflected, but one Sort more
than
Glasses or in the Bubble when none appear to the
bare Eye.
30 . The colour ’d Rings now described appear also
in thin Pieces of Muscovy Glass ; which when they were
Wetted on the Side opposite to the Eye exhibited still
the fame Colours , but more languid ana faint . Whence,
and by Art. 19 . it evidently appears, that the Thick¬
ness of a Plate requisite to produce any Colour depends
only on the Density of the Plate , and not on that of
the ambient Medium . And upon the Whole , if the
Plate be denser than the ambient Medium , it exhibits
ftiore brisk and lively Colours than that which is so
niuch rarer.
31 . The Colours which arise on polifh ’d Steel being
heated are of the fame Kind with those in the Rings of
the Bubble , emerging one after another from Red to
Blue or Purple successively ; and like the others will
change in being view ’d at different Obliquities of the
Bye , but not in so great a Degree,
32 . That we may be able to stew how the Colours
in the several Rings are produced , we shall a little il¬
lustrate Sir Isaac &Invention for that Purpose. In order Plate
to this , Let there be taken , in any Rsoht Line Y H,
XXXIX.
the Lengths YA , YB , YC , YD , YE , YE , Y G,
V H , in Proportion to each other as the C ube Roots Fig - I;
},
°f the Squares of the Numbers i , i -'g, 1■
that is, in the Proportion of the Numbers 6300 , 6814,
D14 , 7631 , 8255 , 8855 , 9243 , 10000 . See Ar¬
ticle 20.
33 . In the Points A , B , C , D , E , F , G , H , erect
the Perpendiculars A a, B b, C r, tsV. by whole Inter¬
vals the Extent of the Colours wrought by them wist
be represented. For if at the Thickness Y A the Vi°!et Colour begins , and the Indigo at B , the Extent A B
^ist represent the Breadth of the Violet ; and so of
*he rest,

34. Then
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than the rest, the Body will appear of the
Colour proper to that Sort of Ray , hut it
will
34.. Then let the Line A a he divided into equal
Parts , and number ’d as in the Figure to 43 ; and
through those Divisions from Y draw the Lines 1 I, 2K5
3 L , 5 M , 6 N , 7 O , (Ac. Then will the Parts A 2,
A 6, A 10, A 14, (Ac. be in Proportion to the odd
Numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, (Ac. or as the Thicknesses
of the Air at the several Rings . See Art. 12.
35. Therefore since A 2 represents the Thickness of
any thin transparent Body, at which the Violet of the
first Order or Ring is most copiously reflected ; then
WillH K represent its Thickness where the Red of that
Order is most copiously reflected : Because, in the simi¬
lar Triangles A *Y 2 and HYK, we have YA : Yfi
A 2 : H K . But YA and Y H are as the Thicknesies of the Plate of Air at these Colours, and there¬
fore also A 2 and H K . See Art. 32.
36. Again 1; because ( by Art. 12 .) A 6 is the Thick¬
ness where the Violet of the 26 Ring is most copiously
reflected, and ( by Art. 20 .) the Ratio of the Thickness
of the Air where Violet and Red are reflected is the
fame as of Y A to YH ; therefore since YA : YHA 6 : HN , the Line HN will represent the Thick¬
ness of the Plate where the Red of the second Ordef
is reflected most copiously. Thus also A 10 and H Qwill represent the same for the Violet and Red of the
third Order , and so on.
37. And the Thicknesses at which the intermediate
Colours will be reflected most copiously will be defined
by the Distance of the Line A H from the intermedia^
Parts of the Line 2 K , 6 N , 10 Q_, (Ac. against which
the Names of the Colours are written j which is easy
,
to understand .
o
Breadth
or
38. But farther to define the Latitude
the Colours in each Ring , let A 1 denote the lea
Thickness , and A 3 the greatest, at which the extreffl®
Violet in the first Series or Ring is reflected ; then st*3,
H I and R L be the like Limits for the extreme R esl»
Also
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Will be not so pure and strong as before.
{4.) If three or four Sorts of Rays are
promisand the intermediate Colours will be limited by the in¬
termediate Parts of the Lines 1 1 and 3 L , against which
the Names of those Colours stand ; and so on. Note,
The fame Latitude is assigned to every Series of Colours,
AHL 3, 5MO 7, 9PR . 11, &c. because the Diffe¬
rence of the Breadths of the Rings in the Plates of
Air and Water were insensible to the Eye in the Expe¬
riment.
39. From hence it is easy to observe, that the Spaces
A 1 IH , 35 ML , 79PO, &c. are those at which
the Rays are transmitted, and the dark Circles appear.
And therefore we may know from this Scheme what
Colour must be exhibited (in the open Air ) at any
Thickness of a transparent thin Body : For if a Ruler
he applied parallel to AH , at the Distance from it by
which the Thickness of the Body is represented, the
which it crosses,
alternate Spaces 1 1 L 3, 5 M O 7,
will denote the reflected original Colours , of which the
Colour exhibited in the open Air is compounded.
40 . Thus , for Example , if it be required to find
what is the Constitution or component Colours of the
Green of the third Order or Series, apply the Ruler as
to A H ) and by its Passage
(
you fee at rstuw, parallel
through some of the Blue at s, and Yellow at u, as well
as through the Green at t, you may conclude that the
Green exhibited at that Thickness of the Body is prin¬
cipally constituted of original Green , with a Mixture
of some Blue and Yellow.
41 . By this means also you may know how the Co¬
lours front the Centre of the Rings outward ought to
succeed in the Order as they have been described in Art.
H . For if you move the Ruler gradually from AH
through all the Distances, having pafs’d over the first
Space A j , which denotes little or no Reflection to be
Made by thinnest Substances, it will first arrive at 1 the
Violet , and then quickly at the Blue and Green , which
together with .the Violet compound Blue ; and then at
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promiscuously reflected more than the reft*
the Colour of the Body will be Mixed or
Compound,
the Yellow and Red, by whose farther Addition that
Blue is converted into Whiteness , which continues
during the Transit of the Ruler from I to 3 ; and after
that , by the successive Deficience of its component Co¬
lours, turns first to compound Yellow , and that to Red,
which ceases at L . Thus are the Colours of the first
Series generated.
42 . Then begin the Colours of the second Series,
which succeed in Order during the Transit of the Edge
of the Ruler from 5 to O , and are more lively than
before, because more expanded and severed: And here,
because the Ruler arrives to and passes over the Point 7
before it comes to M , there cannot be a Reflection of
all the Colours at the fame Time , and therefore no
Whiteness between the Blue and Yellow , as before;
but there will be a Reflection of original Green , with
Yellow and Orange on one Side, and Blue and Indigo
on the other, which together make a compound Green.
The Violet will here first appear at 5, before it comes
to be reflected with Indigo and Blue.
43 . So the Colours of the third Series happen in Or¬
der ; first the Violet at 9, which as it interferes with
the Red of the second Order is thereby inclined to a
reddish Purple . Then the Blue and Green , which here
are less mixed with other Colours, and consequently
are more lively than before, especially the Green . Then
follows the Yellow , some of which towards the Green
is distinct and good, but that Part towards the succeed¬
ing Red , as also that Red , is mixed with the .Violet and
Blue of the fourth Order ; whereby various Degrees of
Red , very much inclining to Purple , are compounded.
44 . Hence the Violet and Blue, which should suc¬
ceed and begin the fourth Series, being mixed with and
hidden in the Red of the third Order , there succeeds
a Green , which at first is much inclined to Blue, but
socn becomes a good Green , being the only unmixed
and lively Colour of this fourth Order ; For as it verges
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Compound , inclining to the Tint of the
naost predominant Colour . (5.) When all
Sorts
towards the Yellow , it begins to interfere with the
Colours of the fifth Series, by whose Mixture the suc¬
ceeding Yellow and Red are very much diluted and
Wade dirty , especially the Yellow , which being the
Weaker Colour is scarce able to Ihew itself ; so that this
Order consists of Green and Red only.
45 . After this, by passing the Edge of the Ruler
along parallel to A H, it will cut the Colours of the
second, third , and fourth Series at once ; which will
shew those Colours become more and more intermixed,
till after three or four more Revolutions ( in which the,
Red and Blue predominate by turns , making the fifth,
sixth, and seventh Rings ) all Sorts of Colours are in all
Places pretty equally mixed, and compound an even
Whiteness . Thus the Line xy passing through the Red
of the yth Series, the Yellow and Green of the 8th,
the Blue of the 9th , and the Purple of the roth , shews
Whiteness at the Thickness of A x or H 4 must necessatily result from the Mixture of so many original Co¬
lours.
46 . Since (by Art. 20 , 21.) the Rays of one Colour
ate transmitted where those of another Colour are re¬
flected, the Reason of the colour’d Rings made by trans¬
mitted Light is from hence manifest ; because what has
Reen said with respect to the Colours made by Reflec¬
is equally
tion from the Spaces 1 L , 5 O , 9 R ,
applicable to account for the Colours made by Refrac¬
tion through the Spaces A I , 3M , 7 P , n S, CV.
47 . Not only the Order and Species, but also the pre¬
cise Thickness of the Plate at which any of those Co¬
lours are exhibited in Parts of an Inch , may be ohtain ’d.
Since (by Art. 14 , 15, and 23.) we have
as follows.
the Thickness of the Plate where Yellow Light is re¬
"
F rn Plate
flected already measured, viz. F / —
-qc, &c. and since XXXIX.
—
t ?soibc, F ®— TT¥©ooj F*0 ttss
— 0,0000056 , or 56 Parts of Ten Million of Fig . 2.
Inch ; if the Scale of equal Parts be constructed such
of
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Sorts of Rays are equally reflected from
Bodies, those Bodies appear white, or of
the
of which F I — 56 , it is plain any other Thickness of
Air may be immediately measured thereon by means of
a Pair of Compasses, or by a parallel Ruler . Thus G i/f
rz 0,0000254 ; A 2 = 0,0000040 ; HK = 0,0000065 i
A 6 = 0,0000119 ; HN = 0,0000194 . And thus an/
other Thickness for any proposed Colour or Series is
evident almost by Inspection to the Ten Millionth Part
of an Inch.
48 . Since by Art. 19 . it appears that the Thicknesses
of Air and Water , exhibiting the fame Colour , are as
4 to 3 ; if the Thicknesses in Air are known for the
several Rings , you ’ll have the Thickness of the Bubble
of course where the several Colours appear ; and thus
the Table in Art. 27 . was made. Also hence the Thick'
nesses of thin Plates of Glass producing the Rings of
Colours will be known , being to those of Air as 20 i0
31 , viz. in the Proportion of the Sines of Incident
to Refraction out of Glass into Air for Yellow Light}
and the Difference of the Proportion of the Sines f°r
the other Rays is not considerable.
49 . These are the Measures nearly , which Sir lfa &t
has express’d in the following Table , where the Num'
hers are so many Millionth Parts of an Inch for the
Thicknesses of the Plates of Air , Water , and Glass*
which exhibit the various Colours of the several Or¬
ders.
"Very Black,

Black,
Blue,
First Order. { White,
Yellow,
Orange,
.Red,

Colours

of the

Air. Water. Glass‘
*
i
y
1
if
lx
1*
14
2!

5i
7%

3?
5i

8

6

9

61

3f
4f
5*
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the Colour of the Sun ’s Light . (6.) Where
there is no Light at all incident on Bodies,
those
Air.
“Violet,
Indigo,
1
Blue,
Green,
Of the Second Order . ^ Yellow,
Orange,
Bright Red,
l_Scarlet,

1 is
14
151

164
17v

i8|
I9l
21

“Purple,
Indigo,
Blue,
Of the Third Order , -i Green,
I Yellovv,
Red,
LBlueilh Red,

z 5s
27?

Green,
Of the Fourth Order , -j Blue,

35/
4° 3

I

2 2 1-5
23 I
29

32

Water. Glass.
77
8|
sA
9J
i 6%
9
us
9t
I2|
1 of
11 J
D
Ii4
13 !
I2|
nl
Di
I6tI7b
r8 Sz
20f
2l|
24

13+
Hi
i Si' s
16 b

17*
184
20j

261

22|

30?

26

Greenilh Blue, 46
52 s
Of the Fifth Order , j Red,

34i
39l

29l
34

Greenish Blue, 58!
65
Of the Sixth Order ; | Red,

44
481-

38
42

Greenish Blue, 71
Of the Seventh Order , -j; Ruddy White, 77

53+
57i-

45f49!

50 . These are the principal Phænomena of thin Plates
or Bubbles, which follow from the Properties of Light
by a mathematical Way of Reasoning ; whence it fol¬
lows, that the colorisi? Disposition of Rays is connate
with them, and immutable, there being always a con¬
stant Relation between Colours and the Refrangibility
and Reflexibility of the Rays . In this respect the Sci¬
ence of Colours becomes a Speculation as truly Mathe¬
matical as any ether Part of Optics-, and consists of two
Vol . II .

A a

Parts,
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those Bodies can have no Colour , which
is a Property of the Rays of Light only
(CXXII ).
Let
Parts , one Theoretical, which delivers the Properties of
Light , and the Principles on which the various Phænomena of Colours depend : This Part we have hither¬
to been treating of : The other is Practical, and con¬
sists in applying these Principles to account for the per¬
manent Colours of Natural Bodies ; to which we shall
now proceed in the following Note.
(CXXII ) i . As I here intend to deliver the whole
Newtonian Doctrine of Colours, it will be necessary to
begin and proceed with the Definitions and Precautions
which Sir Isaac Newton himself has made use of, and
which are as follow.
2. His general Position is, That if the Sun’s Light
confifled but of one fort of Rays, there would be but one
Colour in the whole World ; nor tvould it be possible to pro¬
duce any new Colour by Reflections and Refractions; and
by Consequence that the Variety of Colours depends upon the
Composition of Light. All
which is evident from the
Subject of the foregoing Annotations on the Properties
and Phænomena of Light by Reflection and Refraction.
3. His Definition of Light is as follows : The Light
whose Rays are all alike refrangible he calls Simple,
Homogeneal, and Similar ; and that whose Rays are
some more refrangible than others he calls Compound,
Heterogeneal, and Dissimilar.
4. The Colours of Homogeneal Lights he calls Pri¬
mary, Homogeneal,
and
.
Simple;and . those of Heteroge¬
neal Lights he calls Heterogeneal and Compound, because
these are all compounded of the Colours of Homoge¬
neal Lights ; as hath been in part already, and will be
farther strewn in the Sequel of this Annotation.
5. The Homogeneal Light and Rays which appear
Red, or rather make Objects appear so, he calls Rubrifie
or Red- tnaking Rays ; those which gives Objects a Yellow,
Green, Blue, or Violet Colour , he calls Yellow-making,
Green-
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Plate '
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falling Rain , and A N a Ray of the Sun
falling Fig . 2.
Green-making, Blue-mak'tng, Violet-making Rays ; and so
of the rest. And therefore whenever he speaks of Light
and Rays as coloured, or endued with Colours, he would
be understood to speak not philosophically and properly,
but grossly, and according to the vulgar Notion of
common People.
6. For the Rays, to speak properly, are not colour’d ;
in them there is nothing but a certain Disposition and
Power to excite a Sensation of this or that Colour . For
as Sound in a Bell or musical String is nothing but a
tremulous Motion , and in the Air nothing but that Mo¬
tion propagated from the Object in aerial Undulations ;
tis a Sense of Motion under the
and in the Sensorium’
Notion of Sound : So Colours in the Object are no¬
thing but a Disposition to reflect this or that Sort of
Rays more copiously than the rest ; in the Rays they
are nothing but their Disposition to propagate this or
that Motion to the Sensorium by the Optic Nerve ; and
in the Sensorium they are Sensations or Ideas of those
Motions under the Forms or Notions of Colours.
7. Every Ray of Light in its PalTage through any
refracting Surface is put into a certain transient Consti¬
tution or State, which in the Progress of the Ray re¬
turns at equal Intervals , and disposes the Ray at every
Return to be easily transmitted through the next re¬
fracting Surface, and between the Returns to be easily
reflected by it. This is manifest from Art. 21 , 22, of
the last Note. These Returns of the Disposition of any
Ray to be reflected he calls its Fits of easy Reflection,
and those of its Disposition to be transmitted its Fits of
the Space it pastes between every
;
eafy Transmissionand
Return he calls the Interval of the sits,
8. This Alternation of its Fits depends on both the
surfaces of every thin Plate or Particle , because it de¬
pends on its Thickness ; and also because, if either Sur¬
face be wetted, the Colours caused both by Reflection
and Refraction grow faint , which shews it to be affected
at
A a 2
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falling upon it in the Point N , which Ray1
suppose refracted to F, from thence re¬
flected
both .' It is therefore performed at the second Surface,
for if it were performed at the first, it could not depend
on the second ; and it is influenced by some Action 02?
Disposition propagated from the first to the second, be¬
cause otherwise at the second it could not depend on
the first.
9. This Action or Disposition, in its Propagation,
intermits and returns at different Intervals in different
Sorts of Rays , emerging in equal Angles out of any
refracting Surface into the fame Medium . Thus in the
Experiment of Art. 20 . and 21. of the last Annotation, ’tis
plain , the Violet Ray being in a Fit of easy Transmis¬
sion at its Incidence on the Plate of Air, was again in
that Fit at the farthest Surface, in passing through a less
Space than that which the Red pafs’d through in the
Interval of its Fits ; for those Spaces were as the Thick¬
nesses of the Glasses, and consequently the Intervals of
these Fits were as the Numbers 63, 68, 71, 76, 82^,
88 -J , 92^, 100, for the Rays respectively from Violet
to Red . See Art. 32 . of the last Annotation.
xo. Hence when a Ray of Right falls upon the Sur¬
face of a Body, if it be in a Fit of easy Reflection, i£
shall be reflected ; if in a Fit of easy Transmission,
it shall be transmitted : and thus all thick transparent
Substances are found to reflect one Part of the Eight
which is incident upon them, and to refract the rest.
11. The least Parts of almost all Natural Bodies are
in some measure transparent . This is well known t0
those who are conversant in Experiments with the com¬
mon and solar Microscopes : As also by the Solution
of dense and opake Bodies in Menstruum *; for then
their Particles being so minutely divided become trans¬
parent . And therefore, considering the inconceivable
Smallness of the Particles of Light , even in Comparison
of the smallest Parts of Natural Bodies, we may con¬
ceive them as always incident on the Surface of trans¬
f
parent Substances,

at
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in
flccted to G, and there again refracted
a Specta¬
the Direction G R to the Eye of
tor ;
, that those Su¬
12. I have observed (briefly) before
greatest Quan¬
the
reflect
Bodies
perficies of transparent
Power.
refracting
tity of Light , which have the greatest
, at a
Light
of
Reflection
total
Thus Glass produces a
Air than Water ; for
less Angle of Incidence on the
, but in Water it is
10'
in Glass that Angle is but 40°
refractive Power
whose
,
48 ° 35' . Thus also Diamond
is found to re¬
,
nearly
26
to
34
as
is
to that of Glass
Glass.
than
Light
flect a much greater Quantity of
Reflection
no
be
can
there
,
13. Hence ’tis obvious
. For Plate
Mediums
refracting
equally
of
at the Confines
denser xxxix.
a
of
out
passing
Light
of
let H I be a single Ray
be Fig . 3.
will
Cafe there
Medium AC into a rarer DE ; in this HIK , in which
Incidence
of
a certain Limit or Angle
the Medium AC
the Ray will be reflected into IG . If
, then the
be supposed to have its Density decreasingincreasing ;
continually
be
Limit or Angle HIK will
have a greater
or, which is all one, the Ray HI must
be reflected. There¬
may
it
that
HIK
than
Obliquity
A C becomes
fore when the Density of the Medium
will become
HIK
Angle
the
,
E
equal to that of D
the Perpen¬
to
equal to DIK ; and so no Ray inclined
reflected.
be
possibly
Case
dicular KI can in that
pellucid Medi¬
14. Hence the Reason why uniform
no sensible
have
,
ums , as Water , Glass , Crystal
they
where
,
Superficies
external
Reflection but in their
of different Densities , is
are adjacent to other Mediums
have one and the fame
Parts
continuous
because all their
Degree of Density.
common Sub¬
15. Hence also st is, that since in, or Interstices,
Pores
,
Spaces
stances there are many
of other
either empty or replenished with beMediums
made in the Con¬
must
Reflections
various
,
Densities
; and thus
fines of these differently refracting Mediums
and opake in
coloured
variously
become
the Bodies
, Water between
different Degrees . As for Example
is impregLiquor
the tinging Corpuscles wherewith
Rated j
A a3
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tor ; and let I G be perpendicular to tbe
Point G : Then will the Beam by its Re¬
fraction at G, be separated into its se¬
veral
nated ; Air between the aqueous Globules which con¬
stitute the Clouds or Mist ; and Water , Air , and per¬
haps other subtil Media between the Parts of solid Bo¬
dies, give' them their proper Colours and Degrees of
Opacity , by a confused and promiscuous Reflection and
Refraction of Light.
16. The Parts of Bodies and their Interstices must
not be less than of some definite Bigness to render them
opake and colour’d : For , as was said before, the opakest
Bodies, if their Parts be sufficiently attenuated by Splution , become transparent. Thus the Top of the
Water -Bubble being very thin made no sensible Reflec¬
tion , and therefore exhibited no Colours ; but , tranftnitting the Light , appeared black . Hence it is that
Water , Salt, Glass, Stones, (Ac. having their Parts and
Interstices too small to cause Reflections, become trans, parent and colourless.
17. The transparent Parts of Bodies, according to
their several Sizes, reflect Rays of one Colour , and
transmit those of another, on the fame Grounds that
thin Plates or Bubbles did the fame ; and this is un¬
doubtedly the Ground and Reason of all their Colour.
For if such a thin Plate should be broke into several
Fragments , or flit into Threads of the same Thickness,
they would all appear of the same Colour ; and by con¬
sequence, an Heap of those Threads or Fragments
would constitute a Mass or Powder of the fame Colour
the Plate exhibited before it was broken ; and the Parts
of all Natural Bodies, being like so many Fragments
pf a Plate, must on the fame Grounds exhibit the fame
Colours.
18. And that they do so will appear by the Affinity
pf their Properties . The finely colour’d Feathers ot
some Birds, as of Peacocks Tails , do in the very fame
Part of the Feather appear of several Colours in lever
’ :.l Positions of the Eye, in the fame manner that thin
Plates were found to do in Articles 16 and 26 of the
.
last
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veral Sorts of Rays , which will paint their
respective Colours in that Part of the Drop;
of
therefore their Colours arise from
;
last Annotationand
of the Feathers , that is, from
Parts
the thin transparent
the Tenuity of the very fine Hairs or Capillamenta,
which grow out of the Sides of the grosser Parts or la¬
teral Branches of those Feathers.
19. And hence it is, that the Webs of some Spiders
being spun very fine have appeared coloured ; and that
the coloured Fibres of some Silks, by varying the Po¬
sition of the Eye , do vary their Colours.
20. Another Circumstance in which they agree is,
that the Colours of Silks, Cloaths , and other Substances,
which W^ater or Oil can intimately penetrate , become
more faint and obscure by being immersed into those
Liquors , and recover their Vigour and Vivacity again by
being dried, in the fame Manner as was observed of
thin Bodies in Art. 19 . and 30. of the last Annotation.
21. A third Circumstance , in which Natural . Bodies
agree in their colorific Quality with thin Plates, is, that
they reflect one Colour and transmit another . Thus
Leaf-Gold looks yellow by reflected Light , and of a
blueilh Green by the transmitted Light . Also an Infu¬
sion of Lignum Nephriticum reflects the Blue and Indigo
Rays, and therefore by Reflection appears of a deep
Mazarine Blue ; whereas by refracted Light it appears,
of a deep Red . , And the fame Thing is observable in
several Sorts of painted Glasses.
22. Again ; as thin Plates and Bubbles exhibit dif¬
ferent Colours in different Thicknesses, so the Parts of
Natural Bodies are observed to undergo a Change of
Colour in some Degree from Trituration , and a Com¬
minution of their Parts . Thus some Powders which
Painters use, by being elaborately and finely ground,
have their Colours a little changed . Thus Mercury by
as
several Chymical Operations has its Parts so altered
to look Red in one Cafe, Yellow in another , and White
in a third. Thus Copper in the Mass appears Red, but
having
A a 4
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of which that next the Perpendicular I G
will be red, as being least refracted , and
the
having its Parts attenuated by Solution in acid Medi¬
ums, appears intensely Blue. Hence the Production and
Changes of Colours by the various Mixture of trans¬
parent Liquors . Thus Clouds receive their different
compound and beautiful Hues and Tints from the diffe¬
rent Sizes of the aqueous Globules of which they
Consist.
23. The Sizes of the Particles of Bodies, on which
their Colours depend, are indicated by those Colours l
Thus the least Particles of Light exhibit the VioletColour, and the least Thickness of the Plate of Air or
Water exhibited the same Colour in the several Rings.
Again : The largest Particles of Light exhibit a Red
Colour, and Red is produced by Reflection and Refrac¬
tion in the thickest Part of the Plate in each Ring;
and the intermediate Colours, Blue, Green , Yellow,
are produced from Particles of a larger Size in Order.
24. The Magnitude of the Particles of colour’d Bor
dies may be pretty nearly conjectur ’d by the Colours
they exhibit : For ’tis pretty certain they exhibit the
same Colours with the Plate of equal Thickness , pro¬
vided they have the same refractive Density ; and since
their Parts seem for the most Part to have much the
same Density with Water or Glass, as by many Cir¬
cumstances is obvious to collect, we need only have
Recourse to the Table or Scale (in Art. 47 , 48, 49,
of the last Annotation) by which the Thickness of Wa¬
ter or Glass exhibiting the same Colour is shewn.
25. Thus if it be desired to know the Diameter of
a Corpuscle, which being of equal Density with Glass
shall reflect Green of the third Order ; then in the said
Table you see under Glass, and opposite to Green of
that Order , the Number 16L which shews the
Cor16'
'
puscle to be —-of an Inch . But here the
1000000 Parts
'
Difficulty is to know of what Order the Colour of any
Body is : But for this Purpose we may be assisted by
viewing
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the rest in Order above it.

Now it is found

by Computation , that the . greatest Angle
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viewing the Scheme of the several Orders of Colours ;
aud by laying the parallel Rule across them severally,
you will observe those which are least compounded with
others in every Order , and consequently are most vivid
and intense.
26. Thus Scarlets and other Reds, Oranges, and Yel¬
lows, if they appear pure and intense, you may con¬
clude they are of the Second Order . Good Greens may
be of the Fourth Order , but the best are of the Third.
'Blues and Purples may be of the Second or Third Order,
but the best and least compounded are of the Third.
Whiteness, if most intense and luminous, is that of the
First Order ; if less strong and bright , it is that arises
from the Mixture of the Colours of several Orders.
27. The Reds'therefore of Carmine , Cinnabar , Ver¬
milion, of some Roses, Pinks , Peonies, &c. are of the
Second Order . The Green of all Vegetables is of the
Third Order ; Ultramarine is a Blue of the Third Or¬
der, Bife a Blue of the Second Order , and the Azure
Colour of the Sky seems to be of the First Order,
Gold is a Yellow of the Second Order . The White -;
ness of Paper, Linen , Froth , Snow, Silver, t£ c. is of
the First Order . Concerning all which fee more in Sir
Jfaac Newton’s Optics, p . 230— 237.
28. It has been observed, ( See Art. 41 . of the last
Annotation) that Whiteness arises from a promiscuous Re¬
flection of all the Colours together ; and this is proved by
several Experiments . Thus the Colour ofthe (sun’s Light
b White inclining a little to Yellow , as being a Com¬
position of all the different colour’d Rays, among which
the Yellow being the brightest is most predominant.
Thus also the Rays when separated by the Prism, if re¬
ceived by a broad convex Lens of a large focal ’Dista nce? wjU all be thrown together in a small round
Spot in the Focus , and appear of a white Colour . Thus
?lso a Powder compounded of Orpiment , Purple , Bise
.
and
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S e O , or E O P, (drawing O P parallel to
S E) under which the most refrangible Rays
cast
and Verdigrease, in proper Proportion , appeared of a
perfect Whiteness in the Beams of the Sun.
29. But the most curious Experiment for Proof of
this is as follows. Let any circular Area be divided on

p.
YYYfX

p.

'
4'

its Periphery into such Parts AB , BC,CD,DE,EF,
^ 6 , and G A , as are proportional to the Differences
of the Lengths of the Musical Strings in an Octave , ot
the Numbers 4-, ■
& , h b b f >1j then striking a Circle
a b c d ef g at a small Distance from the Periphery, the
several Divisions of this Annulus or Ring are to be laid

over with the primary Colours proper to each, that is,
.Red from A to B, Orange from B to C , and the rest
in Order as they are wrote in the Figure . Then mak¬
ing all the internal Space very black, let this Area with
its painted Ring be whirl’d or spun round in the manner
of a Top , and the Ring will appear very white , eispe¬
cially in the Sun-Beams : For in this Cafe all the Co*lours are blended together in the View, and must there¬
fore exhibit Whiteness.
30. On the other hand, Blackness is the Absence of ah
Colours ; for it was observed, that in the Middle or
Centre of the Rings of Colours , both in the Plates of
Air and Water , there was a black Spot, which was oc¬
casioned by a Tranfmilsion of all the Light in that Part,
and consequently by a total Deficiency of Colour.
31. But this happened in that Part of the Plate ot
Air , and Water Bubble, where it was thinnest ; and
hence we ary taught that the Corpuscles of black Bo¬
dies are less than any of those which exhibit ColoursHence we fee the Reason why Fire , and the more subtil
Diffolver Putrefaction , ,by attenuating the Particles 0
Bodies, turn them black : Why a Razor , while setting*
turns the Oil upon the Hone black : Why a small Qu a11
'
tity of a black Substance will tinge so great a Quantity
of any other so intensely : Why black Substances soon6 ^
of all others do become hot in the Sun’s Light -M
burn : Why being soft, and stroked hard with the
’
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can come to the Eye of a Spectator at O, is
40 Deg . 17 Minutes ; and that the greatest
Angle
they scintillate, or emit Sparks of Light in the dark:
Why a black Cloth will, if wet, dry sooner than a
white one : Why most Blacks are a little inclined to a
bluish Colour : With various other Phænomena of
this kind.
32. From what has been said, the Newtonian Method
of compounding and decompounding Colours may be
easily understood, if we only first premise, that the Co¬
lour resulting from a Mixture of any primary Colours
is an Bisect in which each primary Colour has a Share
in Proportion to its Quantity ; therefore this compound
Colour is analogous to the Common Centre of Gravity
beween two Powers acting against each other : For as
this Centre of Gravity will always be nearest to the
greatest Power, so the Hue of the compound Colour will
.always approach nearest the Complexion of that pri¬
mary Colour which was largest in the Mixture.
33. 'Wherefore to know what Colour will result from
a Mixture of two Parts Yellow , and three Parts Blue;
from the Middle of the Yellow Arch at H to the Middle
of the Blue at I draw the Line H I , and divide it in-,
to five equal Parts , three of which set from the Point
H, or two from the Point I , will give the Point K,
through which if you draw the Line N L , it will point
out the Colour of the Mixture at L , which is Green ;
but because the Point L is so much nearer the Blue than
the Yellow , it will be a blueifli Green.
34. Again : If it be required to know what Colour
the Mixture shall be of that has two Parts Yellow,
three of Blue, and five of Red ; then since we have
already determined the Point K for the two first Quan¬
tities, which arc five Parts ; also since there are five
Parts of Red, if. we draw the Line M K , and divide
it into two equal Parts in P, and through P draw the
Line N O , this, as it falls upon the Orange , but near
the Red, shews the Compound will be of an Orange
Colour
2
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Angle FOP, under which the least refran *gible Rays come to the Rye at O, is 42 Deg.
2 Minutes.
Colour inclining to Red . And thus you proceed in
ether Cafes.
35 . It must be farther observed, that the Colour will
be less or more broken or imperfect as the Point of
Intersection K or P falls nearer to or farther from the
Circumference towards the Centre N , where White is
represented : That is, the farther the Point K is situ¬
ated from L towards N , the less pure and intense , or
the more broken and mottley , the Green Colour will
be.
36 . Hence , if it be required to find (on the other
Hand ) what Colours must be taken , and in what Quanr
tity , to exhibit by their Mixture the broken blueiih
Green at K , let the Line H I be any how drawn through
K , and it will shew that if you take such Quantities of
Yellow and Blue as are in Proportion to I K and K L,
they will when mixed produce the given Green at KAlso the Line L N , passing through the same Point K,
shews that a Quantity of pure Green and White , h1
the Proportion of N K , L K , will in the Mixture pro¬
duce the same Green Tint at K as required.
37.. What has been said relates to Theory , and to
the Colours of the Sun ’s Light ; and therefore in Prac¬
tice we must not expect so great Accuracy on several
Accounts ; as, (i . ) Because the Powders made use ° *
in artificial Mixtures have different Powers of reflecting
Light: Thus lighter Materials reflect more, and darker
ones less ; and therefore their Quantities must be U?
Proportion . (2 . ) Different Bodies , being mixed , ope'
rate upon each other ; and thereby , either by attenuat¬
ing the Parts, or by incraffating them , produce Colour 5
quite different from what we might expect tfom a MW
ture of Bodies or Particles which do not affect or 3
one upon another . (3 . ) Because all artificial Colo urS
are in themselves more or less compounded , and th erej
fore cannot produce the Effects of pure, unmixed,
primary Colours . Yet notwithstanding these Exc £P
■

j

■ ■ ■

■

o
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L Minutes . And so all the Particles of
Water within the Difference of those two
Angles
tions , this Theory , when well considered and under¬
stood, will be of the greatest Service to Painters.
38. Lastly, I fliall apply this Theory to explain and
account for several other Phænomena of Colours. Thus
in examining Mineral Watersj it is usual, in order to dis¬
cover whether the Salts contained in them are of an Acid?
Alcaline or Neutral Sort , to mix Syrup of Violets with
them ; because then , if there be an Acid, it will change
the Syrup Red by attenuating its Parts ; so that if the
Syrup be a Purple of the third Order , the Acid will
change it to a Red of the Second Order , the Particles
Which reflect that Colour being of the Size next less.
39. Again : If an Alcali abound in the Water , the
Mixture will turn Green ; for the Alcali by incrastating
the Particles will increase their Size to those of the
Green of the Third Order ; therefore the Syrup, and
consequently the Mixture will appear of that Colour.
Eut if there be neither ail Acid nor an Alcali in the
Water , it will neither turn Green nor Red.
40 . Hence also it is, that when even the Fume or
subtil Vapour of a strong Acid, as Aquafortis,. reaches
a Green Cloth , it changes to a Blue, because that in the
same Order results from the next less Size of Palticles,
If the Acid be dropped on the Cloth in Substance, it
acts more violently in attenuating the Particles , and
thereby produces a Yellow of the next preceding Or¬
der, whose Particles are less than the aforesaid Blue.
And after a like Manner may this Theory be extended,to account for other Phænomena of the fame Kind.
41 . To conclude : Since any Object becomes visible
when it subtends an Angle of one Minute, and also be¬
cause Objects are distinctly viewed in the Focus of a
Lens ; therefore supposing the Focus of a Lens were
is of an Inch , ( as they have been made thus small) it
will be found by Calculation , that an Object in the
Focus of such a Lens subtending an Angle of one Mi¬
nute will be equal to 0,0000097 Parts of an Inch in
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Angles E F will exhibit severally the vari¬
ous Colours of the Prism, and constitute
the interior Bow in the Cloud.
If the Beam go not out of the Drop at
G, but is reflected (a second time ) to H»
and is there refracted in the Direction H S,
making the Angle S Y A with the incident
Ray A N , it will paint on the Part PI the
several Colours of Light , but in an inverse
Order to the former , and more faint , by
reason of the Rays lost by the second Re¬
flection. It
has been found also, that the
least Angle 8 0 0 , or G 0 P, under which
the least refrangible Rays can come to the
Eye at O, after two Reflections and two
Refractions , is 50 Deg . 57 Minutes ; and
the least Angle HOP, under
which the
most
Length . Therefore the Diameter of a Particle less
than the Diameter of any coloured Particle (except
those of the First Order ) will be visible in the Focus of
such a Lens : And therefore the Particles of all colour’d
Bodies would become visible by such a Lens , were it
not that Particles equally thick appear of the fame Co¬
lour, and all so very small are transparent ; whence,
though they are big enough to be visible, yet we may
want a Difference of Colour , and some other Means , to
render them distinct, and capable of being viewed soparately from each other. Sir Isaac Newton thinks the
Discovery of those Corpuscles by the Microscope will
be the utmost Improvement of this Science : For it
seems impossible to fee the more secret and noble Works
of Nature within the Corpuscles, by reason of their
Transparency.

4/ n.
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most refrangible Rays can come to the Eye
in this Cafe, is 54 Deg . 7 Minutes . Whence
all the Colours of the exterior Bow will be
formed in the Drops from G to H , which
is the Breadth of this Bow, viz. 3 Deg.
10 Minutes ; whereas the Breadth of the
other , viz. E F, is but 1 Deg . 45 Minutes,
and the Distance between the Bows, viz.
F G, is 8 Deg . 55 Minutes . And such.
Would be the Measures of the Bows, were
the Sun but a Point ; but since his Body
subtends an Angle of half a Degree , it is
evident, by so much each Bow will be in¬
creased, and their Distance diminished
| (CXXIII ).
Halo

I
!
i
|
j

’s

(CXXIII ) 1. Having explained the Doctrine of the
different Refrangibility of the Rays of Light , and the
'Theory of Colours consequent thereupon , it will now be
easy to explain and understand the natural Cause of the
Rainbow, which is wholly owing to the above,mention’d
Property of Light . For though it was, by long ObNervation, known to proceed from the Sun’s shining upvn the falling Drops of Rain ; and even before Sir Isaac
Newton’s Time it was discovered to be the Effect of the
Sun’s Light several times refracted and reflected in the
Aqueous Globules ; first of all by Antonius de Dominis,
Archbishop of Spalato, in a Book published in the Year
l 6li , and after him by Descartes: Yet no one could
ev er account for the Diversity of Colours , and their inVe rfe Order in the two Bows, or give a direct Method
Calculation , before Sir Isaac Newton,
2. To apprehend rightly the different Affections of
fois remarkable Phænomenon , we must attend to the
following Particulars . Tits, That though each Bow
be

36B
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’s are formed by Rays of Light
to the Eye after two Refractions
through

be occasioned by the refracted and reflected Light of the
Sun falling On the Drops of Rain j yet neither of them
is produced by any Rays falling on? any Part of the
Drop indifferently, but by those only which fall on the
Surface of the Drop B L Q_G in or about the Point N>
as the Ray A N 3 those which fall nearer to B, or far'

ther towards L , being unconcerned in this Production3. Secondly, The internal Bow is produced by tvf°
Refractions and one Reflection. The first Refraction
is of the incident Rays extremely near A N , by which
they proceed from N to one common Point or Focus a£
F , from whence they are reflected to G , and are there
a second time refracted towards R , and produce th®
various Colours of the said Bow.
4. Thirdly, There is a Necessity that several Raj'5
should be refracted together to the PointF, that beinA
reflected together from thence to G they may there g°
out parallel, and so come in Quantity sufficient to exest0
the Sensation of Colours in a strong and lively Mann er'
Now those Rays, and those only which are inciden
on the Globule about the Point N , can do this, as 'W1'
appear from what follows : For,
5. Fourthly, The Point F makes the Arch Q. F
Maximum, or the Distance Q_F from the Axis of t‘1
Drop S Q_ is greater than any other Distance fr0?1
y*
whence any other Rays nearer to the Axis, as S ■
L E , or farther from it, as S H , S I , are reflected; ye
cause those which are nearer after the first Refract 10.
tend to Points in the Axis produced more remote th3
that to which the Ray 8 N tends 3 and therefore ^
their Distance from the Axis increases, so likewise
the Distances of their Points of Reflection QP , Q- ^
till the Ray becomes S N 5 after which the Rays m°^
remote from the Axis, as S H , S I , are refracted toW 31^
the Points X Y , which are nearer and nearer to
Axis j and this occasions the Points of Reflection^
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the farthest Side of the Drop to decrease again from F
towards Q.
6. Fifthly, Hence it will necessarily happen, that
some Rays above and below the Ray S N will fall up¬
on the fame Point as O or P, on the farthest Side ; and
for that Reason they will be so reflected from thence as
to go out of the Drop by Refraction parallel to each
other * Thus let S E below, and S H above the Ray
S N be refracted both to one Point O ; from hence
. they will be reflected to M and L , and will there,
emerge parallel, ’tis true , but alone ; being divested of
their intermediate Rays S N , which going to a diffe¬
rent Point F will be reflected in a different Direction
to G , and emerge on one Side, and not between those
Rays , as when they were incident on the Drop . All
which is evident from the Figure.
y. Sixthly, As this will be the Cafe of all the Rays
which are not indefinitely near to S N , it is plain, that
being deprived of the intermediate Rays, their Density
will be so far diminished, as to render them ineffectual
for exciting the Sensation pf Colours ; and they are
therefore called Inefficacious Rays, in Contra -distinctiori
to those which enter the Drop near S N , and which,
having the fame Point F of Reflection, are not fcatter’d
like the others, but emerge together at G , so as to
constitute a Beam G R of the fame Density with the ■
incident Beam 8 N , and therefore capable of exhibiting
a vivid Appearance qf Colours , and for this Reason are
called Efficacious Rays.
8. These Things premised, we shall now shew the
Mathematical Principles on which the Calculations re¬
lating to this Phænomenon depend, according to Dr.
ex¬
Halley s most elegant and easy Constructions a little
plained and facilitated by Dr . Morgan, late Bishop of
Ely. Let S N , sn, be two of the efficacious Rays in¬
cident upon a Drop of Rain ; these when xefra&ed to
the same Point F - and thence reflected to G , g, will
Itave
Bb
You, IR
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at the Distance of about 26 Degrees front
the Sun or Moon , or somewhat less, if the
said

have the Parts within the Drop on one Side, N F,
n F , equal to those on the other Side, F G , F g, from
the Nature of the Circle and the Angles of Incidence
C F N , C F n being equal to the Angles of Reflection
CFG, CF ^ . Since the Parts within the Drop are
equal and alike situated, they will also be so with it;
and therefore as the incident Rays S N , S n, are sup¬
posed parallel, the emergent Rays G R , g r, will be
so too.
PI . XL .
9. From C the Centre draw the Radii CN , Cb,
Fig . 2.
C F ; then is C N F — CF N the Angle of Refraction,
and the small Arch N n is the nascent Increment of the
Angle of Incidence BCN ; and as it measures the Angle
at the Centre N C n, it is double of the Angle at the
Circumference NF n, Which is the nascent Increment
of the Angle of Refraction NFC.
jp- _
10. Again : Let the Ray S N enter the lower Part
■*'
of the Drop , and be twice reflected within the Drop at
F and G ; then is the Ray NF — the Ray F G , and
the Arch N F =2 to the Arch F G . Drawy g parallel
to F G , and it will be the reflected Part of some Ray
s n, whose Obliquity to the Drop is such as obliges it,
to cross the Ray N F in its Refraction, as it must do st
it be a little more oblique than S N , ( by Art. 6 .) Then
also will the Part nf —fg , and the Arch nf —fg, and
the small Arch F f = . Gg.
n . Therefore , 2 F f —Fy(
-j- G g — the Arch
F G — the Arch fg — the Arch N F — the Arch nf
~) N n—F f ; consequently N n —3 Ff. That
the nascent Increment of the Angle of Incidence
equal to three times that of the Angle of Refraction.
Aster a like Manner you proceed to shew, that after
4 , 5, iAc.'Reflections , the Increment of the Angle o*
Incidence will be 4, 5, 6, tsc. times greater than that
©f the Angle of Refraction.
12. Hence, in order to find the Angle of Incidence
©f an efficacious Ray, aster any given Number of Re¬
flections
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said Hail -ftones be a little flatted, as often

they are.

These Halo’s, if

the Hail be
duly

flections, we are to find an Angle whose nascent Incre¬
ment has the fame Ratio to the Increment of its cor¬
responding Angle of Refraction , generated in the same
Time as the given Number of Reflections («) increased
by Unity has to Unity ; that is, in the Ratio of n i-[to 1. Now those Increments are as the Tangents
of the respective Angles directly ; as is thus demon¬
strated.
13. Let ACD , ABD, be the Angles of Incidence
and Refraction proposed ; and if we suppose the Line
A C to move about the Point A in the Plane of those
Angles , the Extremity thereof G will describe the cir¬
cular Arch C c and
;
when A C is arrived to the Situa¬
tion A c, the Line B D will be thereby removed into
the Situation B d. Draw c D ; then is the Angle A C D
= ABC + CAB, and the Angle Aci = ABt -f< AB. Wherefore
the Excess of A cd above A CD,
or the Increment of A G D , is equal to both the Angles
CBc and C A r. But since the Angle A c C differs in¬
finitely little from a Right one, a Circle described on
the Diameter A C shall pass through the Points D and
r ; and therefore the Angles GAf, C D c,insisting
(
on
the same Arch C c of the said Circle ) will be equal.
Wherefore the Increment of the Angle A C D is equal
to CBc -|- CDt = Dcfii. But
the nascent Angles
ID cd and D B c are as their Sines, that is, as their op¬
posite Sides B D and D c — D C, because of the Angle
CDc infinitely small. But BD : CD :: DE : DA
(the Line B E being parallel to A C :: Tangent of the
Angle (EBD = ) ACD Tangent
:
of the Angle ABD.
Therefore the Increment D c d of the Angle A C D is
to the Increment CBc of the Angle ABD (gene¬
rated in the fame Time ) as the Tangent of the former
to the Tangent of the latter directly.
14. Hence, having given the Ratio of the Sine of
Incidence I, to the Sine of Refraction R , we may find
the Angles of Incidence and Refraction of an efficacious
Bb 2
Ray,

Pi , XLBig. 4.

__
F.lg. 5.
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duly figur ’d, will be colour’d, and must
then appear red within by the least re¬
frangible
Ray , after any given Number (n) of Reflections thus :
In any Right Line AC , let there be taken A C : A D
: : I : R ; and again, A C : A E
i : i . Upon
the Diameter E C describe the Semicircle E B C 5 and
on the Centre A with the Radius A D describe the Arch'
D B, intersecting the Circle in B. Draw A B and B C;
then let fall the Perpendicular A F on C B continued
out to F . So shall ABF and ACF be the Angles of
Incidence and Refraction required.
15. For drawing B E parallel to AF , the Triangles
ACF and E CB are similar. Now the Sine of the
Angle A B C or A B F is to the Sine of A C B as A C
to A B = A D , that is, as I to R ; therefore if A B F be
the Angle of Incidence , ACF will be the Angle of
Refraction . Moreover, the nascent Increment of ABF
is to that of A C B (generated in the fame Time ) as
C F to B F , ( by Art. 13 . ) that is, as CA to A E , (by
similar Triangles ) that is, as nj - - x to 1 by Construc¬
tion . The Ratio therefore of the nascent Increment of
the Angle of Incidence ABF , to that of the Angle of
Refraction AC B, is that which is required in the Angles
of Incidence and Refraction of an efficacious Ray , after
a given Number of Reflections, (in Art. 12 . ) Conse¬
quently the Angles ABF and ACF are those required.

E - E: D.

16. From this Construction we easily deduce Sir Isaac
Newton’s Rule for finding the Angle of Incidence A B F
in p. 148 , 149. of his .Optics, thus . We had A C :
A B :: I : R , whence A C = L X A B.
K.

Also C F :

B F :: » -f- 1 : 1 } therefore CF = » -fiXBF,
or
(putting n
1 —m) CF - nXBF and
;
because of
the Right Angle at F , it is AC 1—
CF
J = AB 1-'
II
BF 1, that is^
AB *—FB
l AB
=
* — BF *i
and
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frangible Rays , and blue without
most refrangible ones.

by the
The

A B1_AB 1;
and therefore mz FB z—FB 1= JLL
/ II — RR
FB
.
,
=
^
and consequently
the Ray emerges
17. Hence , because in the first Bow rnr=
4,
. %, m%—
,
=
1
n
have
we
,
after one Reflection
II — R iTTa ' B
^ — 1 = 3 ; therefore 3 R R : \ /
of Incidence . In
Angle
the
of
Sine
: B F :: Radius : Co, m1—
.Reflections
two
are
the second Bow, where there
: BF.
AB
~
RR
i - 8; whence / 8 R R : \ / I I —
15 ;
1
-—
m1
,
Reflections
In the third Bow, after three
II — RR : AB :BF; and so on
and y 15 R R •
for any given Number of Reflections.
, it must be re¬
18. To find the Values of I and R
Incidence and
of
Sines
the
membered, that the Ratio of
XCVII.
Annat.
('in
constant
be
to
Refraction was strewn
of Me¬
Sorts
divers
in
Excesses
their
13.) and therefore
shewn,
was
it
Thus
.
Ratio
diums are also in a given
out
77,
;
50
::
R
:
I
Rays
refrangible
that in the least
27.
here
is
1
above
R
of
of Glass into Air ; the Excess
Air,
into
-Water
Rain
ot
out
If the Refraction be made
the least refran¬
then it is I ; R •" 3 : 4 very nearly for
3 — 1. Wherefore
gible Ravs ; the Excess here is 4 —.
Whence it appears,
.
108
:
4
fay. As 1 : 27 :: 3 : 81 ::
into Air are as 81
that the Sines I and R out of Water
: And if to the
Rays
to xo8, in the least refrangible
between those
Differences
given
lesser Sine you add the
other Sorts of
Sines out of Glass into Air for all the
Zfh 28 ; we shall
Rays , viz. 27s , 27b 277, 27 i, 27s , Rays , viz. ioSB
those
for
R
of
Values
have the several
io8j > 108b 108b 108% 1085, xog.
is not out of Wa¬
ig . But since the Refraction hereshall
have the Va¬
we
,
contrary
the
but
ter into Air,
stand for
wstl
they
or
lues of I and R interchanged ;
below.
jhe several Sorts of Rays as
For
Bb ^
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The Reason why there is always a de¬
terminate Angle for exhibiting the Bows,

or

For the Red,
I : R : : 108 : 81 Extreme.
For the Orange , I : R : : 108s : 81 Beginning.
For the Yellow, I : R : : 1084 : Si Beg.
For the Green , I : R : : 108s : 81 Beg.
For the Blue,
I ; R : : io8f '• 8i Beg.
For the Indigo , I : R : : io8 | : 81 Beg.
For the Violet, I : R : : io8j : Si Beg.
For Violet ,
I : R : : 109 : 81 Extreme.
LO. Wherefore in the least refrangible Rays, since I “
108, H — 11664 ; also R — 81, and RR — 6561, and
V—
R 1—
5103 ; %/ 3 R R = . 140,3 , and
11—R 3!
= 71,4 . Therefore fay, ( by Art. 17 .)
As
\ / 3 R R 140,3
—
= 2,147045
Is to
n/l— R *= 71,4 = 1,853913
So is Radius
= 90° 00' — 10,000000
To the Co - Sine of the 1 t , A1? _
_ '_ „
Angle of Incidence } B A F = 30’ 37 = 9,706868
21. Hence the Angle of Incidence ABE is 590 23',
in the Red or least refrangible Rays. Wherefore in the
Drop of Rain whose Axis .is S Q_, if we make the Arch
BN = 590 23 ' , we shall have S N the least refrangible
Ray . Having given the Angle of Incidence, and the
Ratio of I to R , we have also given the Angle of Re> fraction : For fay.
As
I — 108 — 2,033424
Is to
R — 81 — 1,908485
So is the Sine of Incidence
50° 23' = 9,934798

PI. XL.

Fig. 6.

To the Sine of the Angle of Res. 40 ° 12' — 9,809859
22. Therefore , making the Angle C N F = 40 ° 12',
. N F will he the refracted Ray ; which at F is reflected
into F G , and at G emerges in G R . Produce the in¬
cident and emergent Rays S N and R G till they inter¬
sect each other at X ; and as C F bisects the Angle
N F G , so when produced it will bisect the Angle S X R.
Then

Wmm

\V ' W 'o
N\ w' \',\ .i3
o'jf ' .'O” ' ' ' \ " ' VW

n,i‘>>h >>!>'!
>,>‘‘11i hill1,
^n' 1<»)»
•

'/iii/it'l.f' sj}

mm?
' /A
' '//// ' ' ' '/ ’'t ' /s

k j:$ ;j:> ::.v Si ^
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par^
or Halo ’s, is because there is but one
Drop
ticular Point N in all the Part of the
between
CNG
Then CFN = CXN + F.NX , but FNX
-(CXN
=
— CNF or CFN; therefore CFN
CXN.
=
CNX
—
aCFN
is,
CNX — CFN ; that
therefore
Or 80° 24 — 59° 23' — 21° oi ' rCXNithe Measure of
is
which
02',
2CXN = SXR = 40°
Rays , which,
the Angle that the incident and emerging
other.
each
are the least refrangible, contain with
take that
yve
,
8r
to
108
23. If instead of the Ratio
and
3RR
y'
of
of 109 to 81, we shall find the Values
Incidence
of
\/ P — R? such as will give the Angle the Angle
and
BCN, or the Arch BN — 58° 40',Cafe for the most
the
be
will
which
17',
S X R ~ 40°
refrangible, or extreme Violet Rays.
F and G,
24. If the Ray be twice reflected, viz. atand emerges
,
Bow
as in the Production of the exterior
incident Ray
atH in the Direction HA intersecting theAY 8, which
Angle
the
find
may
we
then
;
Y
S N in
thus . Produce
those Rays contain with each other ,
in the Tri¬
then
;
R
in
produced
X
A H , till it meets G
HGX = HRG -(angle HGR, the external Angle
of Reflection at
Angles
equal
of
G H R. But because
H G X—
F and G , it is G H R = F G X ; therefore
And
CNF.
or
2CGF
=
FGX = HGF = HRG
NXj
C
—
2
4CNF
(in Art. 22 .) we had S X R =we have the two inter¬
YXR
Triangle
the
in
therefore
ex¬
—
the
nal Angles R -fX = 6 CNF —?2CNX
N,
ternal Angle at Y , viz. AY
and
25. In this Case to find the Angles of Incidence
Radius
::
R?
Refraction , we have y/ 8 R R : \/ P — ; whence the
: the Co-Sine of the Angle of Incidence
71° 50' -CNX.
said Angle of Incidence will be found
Sine of 45° 27' —
:
50'
71°
of
Sine
81
:
And as 198
45° 27"X 6
C N F the Angle of Refraction ; therefore
its
therefore
and
— 2 X 71050' = X29° 02' = AY N ,
for
,
required
Angle
the
58'
50°
Complement AY S =
the least refrangible Rays.
26. But
Bb 4
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between B and L, where the Rays A N can
enter , so that after a second Refraction at
F for
26. But for the most' refrangible Rays, where I : R ::
109 : 81, we have the Angle of Incidence yjo 26' , and
the Angle of Refraction 440 47 ' ; and therefore the
Angle AY S — 540 10' . After this Manner yeu pro¬
ceed to calculate the fame Angles after three, four, or
more Reflections ; but because the Beam in being sq
often reflected loses so many of its Rays, that the re¬
maining refracted Part is in general too faint to excite
the Idea of Colours, we pass it by, and proceed to ap¬
ply what has been said to account for the Phanomena of
the Bows, which so strongly strike the Eye ; the prin¬
cipal whereof here follow.
27. The First is , That each is variegated with all the
Prismatic Colours. This is a necessary Consequence of
the different Refrangibility of the Rays refracted and re¬
flected in Drops of falling Rain , Let A be such a Drop,
S N a Ray entering it at N , which is refracted to F,
from thence reflected to G , where, as it emerges, it is
refracted into all the several Sorts of Rays of which it
is composed, viz.. G R the least refrangible or Red-making Ray , G O the Orange, G Y the Yellow
, G G the
Green, G B the Blue, G I the Indigo, and G V the
Violet or most refrangible Ray.
28. Now we have shewn (Art. 22 , 23.) that the
Angle S F R is to the Angle SFV as 42° 02' to 40° 17' $
Pi . XLL the Difference whereof is the Angle Y GR - i ° 45'.
Fig . 1. Through this Angle all the original Rays are diffused;
and though the Angle be small, yet at a great Distance
it spreads to a considerable Width ; and therefore by
coming from the Drop A to the Eye of a Spectator at
A , they will be sufficiently separated, and fall upon the
Eye singly, each Sort of Rays by themselves alone.
29. Hence, were there only one Drop A, the Eye at
A would fee only one Colour in that Drop , viz. the
Red, by the least refrangible Ray GR ; the others,
G O , G Y , (Ac. being refracted above it, as is evident
enough in the Figure . If now we suppose this Drop to
descend
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F for Halo's, or Reflection at F and G for
the Bows, there can enough go out toge^
ther
descend to the Situation B, then would the Orangemaking Ray GO fall upon the Eye continuing in A*
and then the Drop would exhibit an Orange Colour . If
after this it should sink down to C, the Yellow-making
Ray G Y would enter the Eye at A, and excite the
Idea of Yellow in the Drop at G . And so continually,
if we suppose the Drop to succeed to the several Situati¬
ons D , E , F, G , the other more refrangible Rays GG,
GB , GF , GV , will fall upon the Eye successively,
and raise the Sensation of their proper Colours, Green,
Blue, Indigo , and Violet when the Drop is at G.
30. The Truth of this may be easily proved by Ex¬
periment, by suspending a Glass Globe filJ’d with Wa¬
ter in the Sunshine, and viewing it in such a Position
that the Rays S N which fall upon it may emerge to the
Eye at A, under the several Angles from S F R to
LEV; which may be easily effected by letting the
Globe descend from A to G by a String going over a
Pulley . And this was the famous Experiment of Anto¬
nius de Dominis and Des Cartes, who by this means con¬
firmed the Truth of their Doctrine of the Rainbow,
which had been demonstrated mathematically. The
fame Thing may be also shewn, if the Globe be at Rest
at A, and the Eye be raised siom R to V.
31. If now, instead of depressing the Drop from A
to G, we supposea Drop placed in each Point A, B, C,
these will severally send an original
;
■D, E , F , G then
Ray to the Eye, according to their Situations in respect
of it. Thus the Drop in A will refract the Red-making Ray GR ; the Drop B will refract the Orange
G o ; the Drop C the Y ellow G y ; and so the other
Drops D , E , F, G , will by the Rays G g, G b, G i,
G v, excite the several Colours, Green , Blue, Indigo,
Violet , all at the fame Time ; and therefore all that
Part of the Rain from A to G will appear variously co¬
loured, as is represented in the Scheme.
31. Now
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ther at G or H , to form a strong and dis*
tinct Image of the Sun ; which Rays,
therefore,

31. Now let S P be a Line drawn through the Spec¬
tator ’s Eye at A, parallel to the Sun’s Rays S N , and
conceive the several Rays G R turning about the Line
) A P as an Axis, and always under the fame invariable
Angle GRP; tis’ evident, the Extremity of each Ray
would in the Cloud or Rain describe a Circle which
would be the Base of a Cone whose Axis is A P, and
its Vertex A ; and for the same Reason that the Drop A
excites the Sensation of Red, every Drop in the Circle
described by the Extremity of the Ray G R will excite
the same Sensation ; thus will a red circular Arch AH
be formed as far as the Rain extends. Next to that the
Ray B A, by revol ving, describes the Arch of an Orange
Colour , as BI; the Ray CA will in like manner trace
out the Yellow Circumference, as CK ,- and so of all
the rest, as represented in the Figure .'
32. Hence the Second Phanomenon, viz. the circularsForm, is accounted for ; and also the Third, which is
that will be equal to the
;
the Breadth of the Bow for
PI XLI Angle / RG = RGV = i ° 45' , where the Ray , as
Eia; 2 ' here, Emerges after one Reflection. These Particulars
’ are represented more compleatly in the Figure, where
B G D is the red Circumference formed by the Rctaticri
of the Ray A G , that can first come to the Eye at A}
and C g E is the Violet Arch formed by the least re¬
frangible Ray g A ; after which the Rays are all re¬
fracted below the Eye. And thus by the interme¬
diate Rays and Colours the whole interior Boyy is pro¬
duced. ‘
33. The Fourth Phanomenon is the Appearance of TvJO
Bows. This follows from hence, that after an efficacious
Ray of Light S N , entering a Drop of Rain , has been
twice reflected on the farthest Side at F and H, it wiU
emerge refracted into all its simple or constituent Rays at
G upon the upper Side of the Drop , so as to make with
the incident Ray the Angle GYN or 8 YA — 54° 1° »,
if that Ray be the Violet Sort, or most refrangible, (by
Art. 26 .) but if it be of the red or least refrangible
'

Sort,,
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Sort, then the said Angle is but 50° 58' = ; Sy A (by
25 .)
34. Therefore all those Drops which are so situated
around the Eye, that their most refrangible Rays shall
fall upon it, must with those Rays make an Angle with
the Line A P passing through the Eye parallel to the
Sun’s Rays, viz. the Angle GAP , equal to the Angle
S YA , or GAP — 54q io These
Rays therefore
will every where exhibit a V iolet Colour in the Arch
P G L . For the same Reason those Drops whose least
refrangible Rays fall upon the Eye at A, make the
Angle g A P = 50° 58' ; and so the Ray A g, revolv¬
ing about the Axis A Q_, will describe the circular Arch
Mj -K , which will exhibit the deepest Red ; and all the
Drops between G and g will paint the several other colour ’d Peripheries, all which together will compleat the
exterior Bow.
35. The Fifth Pbeenomenon is the greater Breadth of
the exterior Bow. Thus , if from 54 ’ 10" we sub duet
50° 58', we shall have 30 if G
=
^ — the Width of
the outer Bow ; which therefore is almost twice as wide
as the interior Bow.
36. The Sixth Pbeenomenon is the Distance between
the two Bows, which is thus determined : From the
Angle which the least refrangible Ray in the upper Bow
makes with the Axis AP , viz. 50 0 58 ' subtract the
Angle 42 ° 02' which the most refrangible Rays make
therewith in the lower Bow, apd the Remainder 8o°
56' — g A F is the Arch of Distance between the
Bows.
37. The Seventh Pheenomenon is the inverse Order of
the Colours in the two Bows. This
follows from the con¬
trary Parts of the Drop on which the Ray is incident,
and from whence it emerges and is refracted. Thus
because the Rays S N enter the upper Part of the Drop
and emerge from the lower, ’tis evident the Rays re¬
fracted in this Cafe (viz. in the interior Bow) will have
a Situation quite the reverse of those which enter on the
lower Part of the Drop , and are refracted from the
Upper, as in the exterior Bow, whose Colours are Vio¬
let, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red ; whilst
those of th? other are Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Indigo,
Art.
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from the upper Parts
Indigo, and Violet;counting
downwards in both.
38. The Eighth Phænommtm is the Faintness of the
exterior Bow in Comparison of the interior one. This is
the Consequence of the Rays being twice reflected with¬
in the Drops which form the outer Bow. They who
make the Experiment in a dark Chamber may wonder
when they observe how large a Part of the Beam (that
enters the Globule at N ) goes out at F , that there
should be enough in the remaining Part F G to exhibit
the Colours so strong and vivid irj the first Bow as they
appear ; but then considering how much of this residual
Ray is refracted at G , ' tis rather Wonder how the very
small Part reflected to H should there when refracted be
•in Quantity sufficient to excite any distinct Ideas of Co¬
lours at all.
39. The Ninth Phœnomena is, that sometimes more than
two Bows appear ; as in a very black Cloud I have my¬
self observed four, and a faint Appearance of a jfifth:
But this happens rarely. Now these spurious Bows, as
I may call them, cannot be formed in the Manner as
the two principal Bows are, that is, by Refraction after
a third., fourth , fifth , &c. Reflection; for the Beam is
by much too weak to exhibit Colours by Refraction,
even after the third Reflection only, much less would it
after a fourth or fifth. Besides , though after a third and
fourth Reflection of the Rays they should be supposed
capable of sinewing their Colours, yet the Bows made
thereby would not appear at the fame Time with the
other two, nor in the lame Part of the Heavens, but in
the Rain between us and the Sun, and must be viewed
by the Spectator’s Face turned towards the Sun, and
not from it, as in the other Cafe.
40 . To account for the Appearance of these colour’d
Rings within the interior primary Bow, we shall here
transcribe what the learned Dr . Pemherton has wrote up¬
on the Subject. He observes, that Sir Isaac Newton
takes notice, that in Glass which is polilh’d and quicksilver’d there is an irregular Refraction made, whereby
some small Quantity of Light is scattered from the prin¬
cipal reflected Beam. If we allow the same Thing to
iSa
happen in -the Reflexion by which the Rainbow
Ann
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causeJ, it seems sufficient to produce the Appearance
now mentioned.
41 . Let A B represent a Globule of Water , B the
Point from whence the Rays of any determinate Species
being reflected to C , and afterwards emerging in the
Line C D , would proceed to the Eye , and cause the
Appearance of that Colour in the Bow which appertains
to this Species. Here suppose, that besides what is re¬
flected regularly, some small Part of the Light is irre¬
gularly scatter’d every Way ; so that from the Point B,
'besides the Rays that are regularly reflected from B Plate
to C, some scattered Rays will return in other Lines, XLII.
as in B E , B F , B G , B H, on each Side of the Line Fig . 1.
BC.
42 . Now it has been observed (Annotat. CXXI .)
that the Rays of Light in their Passage from one Super¬
ficies to another, in any refracting Body, undergo al¬
ternate Fits of easy Transmijston and Reflection, succeed¬
ing each other at equal Intervals , insomuch that if they
reach the farther Superficies in one of those Fits , they
shall be transmitted ; if in the other, they shall be re¬
flected back. Whence the Rays that proceed from B
to C , and emerge in the Line C D , being in a Fit of
easy Transmijston, the scatter’d Rays that fall at a small
Distance without these on either Side ( suppose the Rays
BE and BG ) shall fall on the Surface in a Fit os easy
Reflexion, and so will not emerge ; but the Rays nekt
to these, viz. B F and B H , shall arrive at F and H in
a Fit of easy Transmission, and so be refracted in the Rays
FI and H K.
43 . Now these Rays will emerge, so as to contain
a lei's Angle with the incident Beam S N than the Ray
C D , which was shewn to make the greatest Angle
therewith of all others whatsoever : ( See Art. 5 , 22,
23 .) The Colours therefore which they exhibit must
appear within those of the primary Bow. And if we
suppose other scatter’d Rays without these to emerge
(having the intermediate Rays intercepted by Reflection)
they will contain Angles still less with the incident Ray
S N , and will therefore form colour’d Arches still with¬
in the former : And this may be conceived for divers
Successions.

3
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44 . Now as the scatter’d Rays by various RefleSiioni
aud Refractions form Arches variously mixed together,
some of these by the lighter Colours may be lost in the
inferior Part of the primary Bow, and may contribute
to the Red Tincture which the Purple of that Bow Usual¬
ly has; The darker Colours of those refracted scatter’d
Rays form the Arches which reach below the Bow, and
are seen distinct ; of which the first has a light Greeny
dark Green, and Purple ; the second has a Greek and
Purple ; the third afaint Green and vanishing Purple.
45. The Distances between the Bow and these secon¬
dary Arches depend on the Size of the Drops ; to make
them in any Degree separate^ ’tis requisite the Drops
should be exceeding small. It is therefore most likely,
that they are formed in the Vapour of the Cloud, which
the Air, being agitated by the Rain , may carry downs
with the larger P)rops ; and this may be the Reason why
they never appear but under the upper Part of the Bow
only, this Vapour not descending Very low; As a Con¬
firmation of thisj these Arches are seen strongest when
the Rain falls from very black Clouds, which cause the
fiercest Rains, and therefore produce the greatest Agita¬
tion of Ait ; Thus far Dr . Pemherton.
46 . But to return : The Tenth Phestiotnenon is, the
Appearance of the Bows in that Part of the Heavens oppa~
fte io the Sun. This
necessarily happens from the inci¬
dent and emergent Ray being both on one Side of the
Drop , for ’tis evident that in order to fee the Colours,
We must look to that Part against which the Sun shines.
47 * The Eleventh Phanomenon is, that they never ap¬
pear but when mid where it rains. This
is because Rain

affords a sufficient Plenty of Drops , or aqueous Sphe¬
rules, proper to reflect and refract the Light fit for this
Purpose, which cannot be done without a requisite Size,Figure , and Disposition of the Particles, which the Va¬
pour of the Cloud does not admit, and therefore Clouds
alone exhibit no such Appearance.
48 . T he Twelfth Phœnotnenon is, the Dimenfon of the
Bows. This is determined easily, for continuing the Axis
PI . XLI * A P to Q^the Centre of the Bows, we have the SeiniFig . 2. diameter of each Bow in the Angle Q__A ^ , or Q^AG .j
the double of which gives the Angles which the whole,
Diameters
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Diameters of the Bows subtend, and are therefore the
Measure of their Magnitude.
49 . The Thirteenth Phænamenon is , the Altitude of the
is
Bow above the Horizon or Surface of the Earth. This
equal to the Angle GAT, which maybe taken by a
Quadrant , or it may be known for any Time by having
given the Sun’s Altitude , which is equal to the Angle
T A Q_; which therefore subducted from the constant
Angles Q_A F , or Q_A Y , will always leave the Angle
of the apparent Height of the Bow;
50 . Hence it follows, that when the Sun is in the
Horizon , the Lines Q_A and T A will coincide, and
therefore the Points Qand T ; whence* in this Cafe,
the Bows will appear compleat Semicircles ; as on the
other Hand, when the Altitude of the Sun is equal to
the Angle Q^A F =z 42 0 02 ' , or to Q_A Y = 54° 10',
the Summits of the Bows will be depress'd below the
Horizon , and therefore within a certain Interval in
many Days, in the Summer-Time , no Rainbow can
appear.
51. We have hitherto considered the Bows, and
given their Dimensions, such as they would have were
the Sun but a Point ; but because the Sun subtends an
Angle of half a Degree, or 30 Minutes at a Mean,
therefore the Breadths of the Bows will be increased,
and their Distance decreased by half a Degree , and so
the Breadth of the interior Bow will be 2" 15' , and that
of the exterior one 30 42 ', and their Distance 8° 26' .
also the o-reatest Semidiameter of the interior Bow 42 ’
17' , and&the least of the exterior Bow 50 ° 43' .
52. For let S F A be the Angle of any one particu¬
lar colour’d Ray coming from the Centre of the Sun,
and reflected from the Drop to the Eye at A. In the Ray
S S take any Point S at Pleasure, and make the Angles
FSN , FSM, each equal to 15' , as also the Angles
FAM and FAN; then will SN be Part of a Ray
wN coming from the lower Limb of the Sun, S M a
Part of a Ray m M coming from the upper Limb ; and
— , the Sun’s
so the whole Angle NSM = thS« 30
apparent Magnitude.
53. Join SA ; and since the Sums of the Angles at
the..Base SA of the several Triangles A S N , ASF,
AS M,
1

3
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ASM, are equal among, themselves, their vertical
Angles at N , F , M , are also equal to each other.
Wherefore the Angle S M A will be that which the
emergent Ray makes with the incident Rays S M of the
same Colour , as before, coming from the highest Point
m of the Sun, and SNA of that which comes from
the lowest Point of the Sun n. Therefore , if all the
Rays of the Sun were of one Sort, the apparent Breadth
of the Bow, measured by the Angle MAN, would be
but qo/ dr half a Degree,
54. But since the Rays of the Sun are differently re¬
frangible , conceive the Drop F to be placed any where
in the inward or outward Verges of the Bows (above
described) and then it is manifest that the Angle FAM
must be added to the Inside, and F A N to the Out¬
side of the Angles, which the Breadths of those Bows
subtend at A, to obtain their apparent Breadths ; which
therefore will be such as are defined in Article 51.
55. I designed here to have added Dr . Halley’s Me¬
thod of discovering the Ratio of the-Sine of Incidence
to that of Refraction , by having given the Angle which
an efficacious Ray , as S N , contains with its emer¬
gent Part G A ; but as this Angle is determined only
by Experiment , and the Calculation brings us to a Cu¬
bic Equation , I think it a Matter of too much Intri¬
cacy to trouble the Reader with in this Place, especi¬
ally as it is so easy to determine the refractive Power of
any transparent Bodies, by the experimental Methods
before deliver’d . (See Annotat. CXV 1I. )
'
56 . I have often taken Notice (with Mr . Whflon)
of the Silence of Authors concerning the Reason why
the Iris , or rather a strong and deeply colour ’d-Corona
does not appear about the Sun in the falling Drops of
Rain , at the Distance every way of about 25 Degrees;
because at that Distance from the Axis, the efficacious
Rays S N , s n, po, after Refraction into the Drop are re¬
fracted a second Time at F towards the Eye at I . For
if S B Q_be the Axis of the Drop , we have Ihewn the
Angle B N — 59° 23' ( Art. 21 .) and the Arch NFs
99 0 36 ' ; therefore rhe Arch F Q_— 21°, wherefore in
a Glass Globe of Water , held in the Sun’s Light in a
dark Room, we fee a colour’d Circle or Corona ADF
of
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bf about 42 Degrees in Diameter , and the Superficies
within it extremely luminous , as containing all the SunBeams that fall on the fore Parts within 60 Degrees all
round the Axis.
57. But because the Rays are there promiscuously
blended together , they produce only a white Light j
whereas on the Circumference FDA, where the effi¬
cacious Rays fall, there all the Colours of the Bow ap¬
pear ; and from thence many. have wondered why we
lee not a Circle coloured With stronger Tints than even
the primary Bow itself, from this Refraction of the effi¬
cacious Rays in all the Drops of Rain between us and
the Sun from the Circle FDA. But we are to observe,
with Mr . Whijhm, that the efficacious Rays S N , s n,
p 0, which are parallel when incident on the Drop , are
riot so when refracted at their Emergence at F ; for be¬
ing there refracted to one Point , they are not parallel
within the Drop , and therefore cannot be so after their
Emergence , but will proceed diverging to the Eye at I
in the several Directions F I, F r, F q, and therefore
will not be sufficiently dense, and at the same time too
much blended with others to excite any Sensation of

Colours.

58 . But why it should be said, this variegated Circle
ought to appear at the Distance of about 26 Degrees
from the Sun, I do not fee ; for the refracted Ray F I
Pi.XL II,
contains an Angle F M G with the incident Ray S N
Fi g- 3°
(produced toG ) of 38° 22"; for ’tis plain thatN 'M —
_
N
MF
MF , and therefore the Angle MNF

CNM — CNF = 590 23' — 400 i 2' =Ig «. Ix7~
but the external Angle IMG = MNF -f MFN = .
38° 22', and consequently this is the Angle-of Distance
at which such a Bow must appear all round the Sun,
Scholium,

!S tlslertsd , that the efficacious
59. In Article 5*
Ray S N makes the Arch Q_F a Maximum by its re¬ pi Vf t
fracted Part N' F . To prove this, let Radius CN “
*
= ^ and CD = a, and p :' ' JL
CB — i , the versed Sins
3"
.
AB
:
BN
;
:
BN
:
Q_B
by the Nature of the Circle
Ratio of the
, let
therefore B N — V / Again
Incidence
C c
Vol, II .
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Incidence and Refraction ; then because I : R : : ND:
CI ) , we haveND = - CD = az ; likewise from
the similar Triangles B N D and F Q_D , we have N D:
1:
Q _D : QjF j that is, a %\ \/ 2 # : : z
NB
„ r,
%— 1 / —
= _F.
- az v 2 x Q
60 . This Value Q_F is to be determined to a Max¬
order to this we neglect the given Part
;
imum in
i X \/ x
take the variable Pa rt ~
and
2 -,
z

— >/ * _

z v'

.-

— v/ x -

-z

-

z

( multiplying

T*

— —;
— x\z zthen

z £
*x —

making its Fluxion | a*
2 x z z — 0 \ or

Vs * _

x a **

by 2 z z x z } z a x -r—%x

Whence 2 xz =zzx — z z x, and « —

-j- 2 * zC : 0.
X

% X --

2 X*

61 . We must: now find another Value of z in order
to exterminate it, which we find from the right -angled
A D *; that
1-[=
■Triangle N AD , where N D 1 AN
2 z — 2 x z f- - 1, which in Fluxions is
is, zz n z 7'+
* z — zxz ,- therefore z —
2
z sa— 2 z sa -f- 255—
-

-- ZX

%— a z — x —. l

m z-

X-

2x

Zz X ,

: whence z — az

= oj now by Means of this
—
i
— x z -{■az zx
■
and the preceding Equation a- z 1= zzf- - 2 z — 2 x z
-pi , if we throw out a-, we shall get this cubic Equation
f - 3 z f- - 3 = o ; whose Roots
z 3— a zz 3— az z zf - - z xwill be found z

J'

of which the two first being negative, are

of no Use ; therefore the Arch Q_F is a Maximum when

62 . By
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therefore , entering at the Point N , are called
Efficacious Rays, to distinguish them from
the rest which are ineffectual (CXXIV ).
62 . By inserting this Value of %, into the Equation
(f %%—zz~i~2z —2 .vz -f-i ; we get this Equation x =
' f
- + -=

* JTTT'

1^ 1

And

j
in Cafe of the least refrangible Rays, we have a — —

3

/~r

~pyp = 1,964 = CD ; and ABaro,4908
therefore
the versed Sine of the Angle BCN = 590 23 ', the
same as was found before in Article 21. Also if we put
Art. 19 .) we shall have the Angle BCN
(
=
a See
81

0

= 58° 40' for the most refrangible Rays , as in Ar¬
ticle 23.
a x \ v/Tir
63 . Also we get the Value of Q _F — - ~
= 0,3648 , which is the Chord of 210 02 ^= Q_C F,
as was before (hewn , Article 56 . Hence all the Parti¬
culars relating to the principal Bow are easy to be under¬
stood ; and this is an egregious Instance of the extreme
Usefulness of the Fluxionary Calculus in Natural Philo¬
Mr.
sophy . This ncjble Theorem was first given us ’sbyQua¬
Stewart in his Comment on Sir Isaac Newton
dratures.
64 . If B N Q_ were a Globe of Glass, then a —
—
-5-, C D —.z 1,5492

, and the Arch B N — 490 48;

also the Arch QjF ” i l ° 22' . Some other considerable
Uses, which may be made of this Theorem , will be
considered in the next Lecture of Optics.

(CXXIV ) i . Concerning the Production of Ha¬

lo ’s, our illustrious Author has left us to make the best

Shift we can in accounting for it ; having said nothing
of
C c 2
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of this Phænomenon that can be of any Service to help
us in this Disquisition . He intimates , indeed, that Ha¬
lo’s are formed by the Light which comes through the Drops
( . at N and F ) without any
of Rain by two Refractionsviz
Resection;but how this can be is npt easy to conceive.
\ Ve have shewed that a Rainbow or deeply coloured
Ring might have been expected at the Distance of about
38 Degrees from the Sun, and also why it cannot hap¬
pen.
2. For the fame Reason we should also not expect an
Halo to be formed by the same refracted Rays, viz. on
Account of their not being refracted parallel to the Eye,
and consequently not entering it dense enough to render
that Part of the Heavens more luminous than the rest,
or to produce the lucid Ring we call by this Name.
Again , Sir Isaac fays , it ought to appear Jlranges at the
Dijlance of about 3,6 Degrees from the Sun ( viz. when
the Angle IMG —26° ) and to decay gradually both ways.
But though our Author .did not undoubtedly assert any
Thing without very great Reason, yet this does not ap¬
pear to us.
3. For that the Angle IMG may be 26 Degrees,
the Angle of Incidence B C N must be about 46 , and
then the Angle of Refraction CNF will be near 33
Degrees ; but why such an Incidence and Refraction
should cause the Rays to be refracted in greater Plenty
to the Eye than any other , does not appear to me, nor
can I find it by any Experiment , On the contrary , as
the Angle IMG increases with the Angle of Incidence,
and consequently with the Angle of Refraction , it is
evident that with respect to heterogeneal Light , the
greater the Angle IMG is, the more will it be refracted
and scattered ; and consequently, the farther the Drops
are situate from the Sun, the less dense will be the Light
transmitted by Refraction to the Eye, which therefore
pught to decrease as the Distance from the Sun increases.
4. As Sir Isaac Newton' has said but little , so his Ex¬
positors, Dr . Pemberton and Dr . s’Gravefande, have
thought sit to be absolutely silent on this Head. Mr.
Hugens has advanced an Hypothesis by which the Pha.xntcy be solved, if we grant him all his Peti¬
tiomenon
tions . And since none of our great Philosophers, not
pven Sir Isaac himself , have undertook to disprove it,
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but on the contrary seem rather to approve of it, as
Sir Isaac in his Optics, and Or . Smith in his, has
adopted the fame entirely ; I think upon thele Accounts,
and considering the Character of the great Author , the
Reader will be pleased to have the fame in a very con¬
cise Manner represented to him.
5. His Pojlulatum is, That there
'are certain Globules
in the Atmosphere consisting osa Goat or Shell os transparent
Jce or Water, containing an opake Nucleus or Kernel with¬
in ; and that these are made from Particles of Snow,
(which is in itself opake) attracting the aqueous Par¬
ticles in the Vapour or Exhalation by which it is sus¬
tained , which gathering together form the pellucid Shell
of Water , or are frozen into a crystalline Shell of Ice j
and this he thinks is proved to be Matter of Fact by the
Hail - stones which fall to the Earth , for these ( says he)
when broken do discover some Snow at the Centre.
6. These Things premised, he addresses himself to
the Solution as follows : Let ABCD represent such a
Globule , with the opake Nucleus E F in the Middle of Plate
it ; and let us suppose the Rays coming from G , H , to XLIVfall on the Side AD . It is manifest they will be re- Fig . 4,
fracted inwards from the Surface A D ; from whence it
follows, that a great Number of them must strike upon
the Kernel E F.
7. Let G A and HD be the Rays which after Re¬
fraction touch the Sides of the Kernel E F , and let
them be refracted again at B and C , emerging in the
Lines B K , C K , crossing each other in the Point K,
whose Distance from the Globule is somewhat less than
its Semidiameter.
8. Wherefore , If B K and D K be produced towards
M and L , it follows that no Light coming from the
Sun through the Globule can proceed to the Eye any
where placed within the Angle L K M , or rather in the
Cone which that represents, supposing that the Obli¬
quity of the Incident Rays H D and G A is such as
shall make the Arch Q_C and Q__B the greatest possible;
(seethe last Note , Art. 5.) for then all the Rays exte¬
rior to H D , G A, will be refracted nearer to Q _, and
after Emergence cross each other in a Point k nearer the
Globule than the former, and therefore cannot come at
the Eye placed within the said Cone L K M.
9. Sup-
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9. Suppose now the Eye placed at N ; and let N R,
N Q_, be drawn parallel to L K and M K ; then ’tis
plain , none of the Globules (the fame as ABCD)
within the Cone R N Q_can come to the Eye at N.
Thus the Globules at O and P have their refracted
Rays a k d and c k d including the Eye in the Cone of
Obscurity : But other Globules , which lie without the
Cone Q_N R , as S and T , do not involve the Eye N
therefore some
;
by the shady Cones Ik e and fk m and
of those Rays, which are more refracted than k e or if,
will fall upon the Eye , and produce a luminous circular
Ring or Corona, including a dark Area within , and
whose Light outwardly decreases as it is more remote
from the Centre.
10. Much after alike Manner this great Man under¬
took to account for the Appearances of Mock- Suns and
Mock- Moons, called Parhelia and Paraselenes or Coronee ;
which I shall not here detain the Reader with , because I
cannot help thinking the Whole is but too much like a
mere (though ingenious ) Hypothesis ; having never ob¬
served in any Hail -stones any such opake Kernels , so
regularly formed, and surrounded by such regular Shells
of pellucid Ice as is here supposed. However the Reader
will be agreeably entertained by perusing Mr . Hugens s
learned Dissertation on this SubjeSi, printed at the End of
his Dioptrics in his Opufcula Pojiuma.
N . B . I have let the Account of the Ablerraticn of
Light in the fixed Stars stand here, both in this and the
following Volume , as it was in the first Edition ; tho’
the Methods of Reasoning and Demonstration by which
it is supported are such as upon a more nice Examination
are by no Means satisfactory to myself, at least I cannot
reconcile them to the Notions I have cf the Nature of
Vision, the Lav/s of Optics , nor the Accounts which
have been given of Experiments made on this Subject by
Persons of no small Character , who seem to be as little
inclined to take upon Credit , the Truth of this,univer¬
sally celebrated Doctrine ( vel jurare in Verba) as myself.
(See Annot . CXII . and CXLV . Art . 19, &c. ) The
Arguments which render this Discovery suspected, I may
take an Opportunity one time or other to declare.
End of

the Second

Volume,

